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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

Background 

The Montana Department of Transportation (MDT), in coordination with the Federal Highway 

Administration (FHWA), initiated an Alternatives Analysis to compare potential alternatives in 

the Boulder-South Corridor.  MDT and FHWA’s intentions are to conduct and document the 

Alternatives Analysis in a manner such that it can be built upon in future National and Montana 

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA/MEPA) environmental analyses.   

 

This report summarizes the Boulder-South Alternatives Analysis.  Key pieces of the analysis 

documented in this report include the following items:  

 

 Current transportation problems in the corridor, 

 Road improvement alternatives (including the No Build Alternative) under 

consideration, 

 Rationale and history behind the development of alternatives (including public and 

agency involvement), 

 Screening criteria used for comparing and evaluating the alternatives,  

 Planning-level evaluation of alternatives under consideration in the corridor, and 

 Recommendations and findings of the analysis.  

 

 

Problems in the Boulder Corridor 

There are two primary problems in the Boulder corridor.  First, there are a high number of 

accidents over the portion of MT 69 from MP 31.8± to MP 37.5± as compared to the statewide 

average for similar facilities.  Secondly, the physical roadway surface is deteriorating and is in 

need of repair.   

 

Alternatives Considered in this Study 

Five alternatives were considered for this study.  They are briefly described below.  

 

 No Build 

No improvements would be provided under this alternative.  
 

 Spot Improvements / Speed Reduction / Enforcement 

This alternative would provide minor improvements along the existing MT 69 

alignment, including construction of pullout locations and roadway re-surfacing.  A 

reduction in the posted speed limit and an increase in speed enforcement are also 

considered under this alternative, although it should be noted that these actions are 

outside MDT / FHWA jurisdiction.  For ease, this alternative will be referenced as the 

Spot Improvements alternative throughout the remainder of this document. 
 

 Existing Alignment 

This alternative would include rehabilitation / reconstruction and widening of the 

existing alignment generally in accordance with current MDT standards, including 

flatter side slopes and wider shoulders.   
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 Eastern Alignment 

Under this alternative, a new alignment would be constructed to the east of the 

Boulder River generally following a Jefferson County Road.  The roadway would 

generally be constructed in accordance with current MDT standards.  
 

 Western Alignment 

Under this alternative, a new alignment would be constructed to the west of the 

existing alignment following steep topography. The roadway would generally be 

constructed in accordance with current MDT standards. 
 

Alternatives Screening Criteria 

A three-part screen was established to assess each of the five alternatives, as follows:  

 
 Screen 1: Does the alternative address the problems in the corridor? 

In order to pass this screen, an alternative must improve safety performance, as well as 

the physical condition of the facility.  
 

Screen 2: Are there fatal flaws relating to natural resource impacts or regulatory 
compliance? 

Under this screen, a fatal flaw is defined as an impact to a natural resource that cannot be 

mitigated to a level below significance in the NEPA/MEPA context. Resource areas 

considered include drainages and water bodies, wildlife and habitat, floodplains, water 

quality and fisheries, and wetlands, as well as cumulative impacts expected to result from 

each alternative.  
 
 Screen 3: Is the alternative reasonable and practicable? 

In order to pass screen three, an alternative must be reasonable and practicable from 

economic, technical, and logistical standpoints. Specific considerations included under 

this screen include capital and maintenance costs, opportunity costs, constructability 

concerns, technical considerations, relative social / political support, access issues, and 

ease of right-of-way acquisition.   

 

Analysis of Alternatives 

Table ES 1 presents the results of the screening process with respect to each of the five 

alternatives.  It should be noted that each alternative was assessed under each screen in order to 

provide a more thorough and objective assessment.  In order to pass the entire screening process, 

however, an alternative must pass each of the three individual screens; failure to pass a single 

screen results in overall failure of an alternative.   
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Table ES 1 Results of Screening Process 

 

Screen 
Screen 
Component 

No Build 
Spot 

Improvements 
  Existing 
Alignment 

Eastern 
Alignment 

Western Alignment 

Screen One 
 
Does the Alternative Address 
Corridor Problems? 

Incidence of crashes expected to 
increase without new roadway 

template.  

Wider shoulders and flatter side slopes would reduce incidence 
of crashes.  New roadway would have multi-year design life.   

Screen Two 
 
Are There Fatal Flaws Relating to 
Natural Resource Impacts or 
Regulatory Compliance?  

No new impacts 
Impacts would occur, but none that are anticipated to preclude regulatory 

compliance.  Assuming standard avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures 
would be utilized, no fatal flaws have been identified.   

Screen Three 
 
Is the 
Alternative 
Reasonable and 
Practicable? 

Construction 
Cost* 

NA $1.6 million $20 million $27.5 million $68.5 million 

Opportunity 
Costs 

 Deteriorating 
roadway would 

cause travel 
inefficiencies. 

Reduced speed 
limit would 

inconvenience 
drivers. 

None 

Slightly longer 
route would result 

in minor travel 
delays. 

Longer route and 
mountainous topography 

would cause travel 
delays and reduce route 

efficiency. 

Constructability NA 
Some challenges relating to close proximity of Boulder 

River and wetland areas.  

Substantial challenges 
relating to steep 

topography. 

Social / Political 
Support 

Strong Support 
Strong  

Support 
Some 

Opposition 
Strong 

Opposition 
Potential Opposition 

Access NA 
All access points 

would be 
perpetuated 

All access 
points would be 

perpetuated 

Difficult to 
perpetuate 

access 

Difficult to perpetuate 
access 

Right-of-Way 
Acquisition 

None 1 acre 10 acres 100 acres 77 acres 

RESULT Fail Fail Pass Fail Fail 

 

Note: Orange shaded cells indicate failure of individual screen component, leading to overall failure of alternative. 
 

*Maintenance costs for eastern and western alignments would be approximately double those for existing alignment as a result of two paved 
roadways through corridor. 
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Recommendations 

Based on the results of the screening process, this study has identified rehabilitation / 

reconstruction and widening of the existing alignment as the only reasonable and practicable 

alternative that would address the problems in the Boulder corridor.  While social and 

environmental impacts would be expected with this alternative, practicable avoidance, 

minimization and mitigation measures would be incorporated as the design process evolves.  

 

Accordingly, this study recommends elimination of the No Build, Spot Improvements, Eastern 

Alignment, and Western Alignment alternatives from further consideration.   
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1.0  INTRODUCTION  
 
A portion of Montana State Primary Route 69 (MT 69) south of Boulder, in Jefferson County, 

was nominated for rehabilitation / reconstruction and widening by the Montana Department of 

Transportation (MDT) in May 2004 in order to address safety concerns in the corridor.  At the 

time, MDT intended to prepare an Environmental Assessment in accordance with National 

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and Montana Environmental Policy Act (MEPA) regulations.   

 

Through public and agency involvement activities since that time, members of the public and 

resource agencies voiced concern regarding rehabilitation / reconstruction and widening of the 

existing alignment and suggested other potential options.  In the interest of narrowing the field of 

potential options to be evaluated under NEPA/MEPA, MDT has conducted a planning-level 

analysis of alternatives in the MT 69 corridor, as documented in this report.  

 

As noted in Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) guidance on linking transportation 

planning and NEPA processes, transportation planning can be used to limit alternative solutions 

to be evaluated during the NEPA/MEPA process.  A planning study may be incorporated by 

reference into a NEPA/MEPA document, and can thereby provide a basis for early screening of 

alternatives.  Preliminary screening of alternatives allows exclusive focus on reasonable 

alternatives during the NEPA/MEPA process, which provides cost and time savings.   

 

Preliminary alternatives screening is also recognized as a valid methodology with regard to 

permitting under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (Section 404), which is applicable where 

discharge of dredged or fill material into wetlands and other Waters of the U.S. are anticipated.  

Implementing regulations state that discharge of dredged or fill material is not permitted if there 

is a practicable alternative which would have less adverse impact on the aquatic ecosystem (40 

CFR 230.10).  Following an initial determination of practicability, the least environmentally 

damaging alternative should be selected.   

 

This report documents the early alternatives screening process used in the MT 69 corridor with 

the intent of fulfilling future NEPA/MEPA and Section 404 requirements. The report identifies 

the primary factors for project nomination in the corridor, documents the rationale and history 

behind the development of alternatives, defines a set of screening criteria based on NEPA/MEPA 

and Section 404 implementing guidelines, and presents a planning-level evaluation of 

alternatives under consideration in the corridor.   
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2.0  PROJECT AREA DESCRIPTION  
 
As shown in Figure 2-1, the proposed project is located within the following legal description(s): 

 
Township Range Section(s) 

5 N 3 W 18, 19 

5 N 4 W 2, 3, 4, 10, 11, 13, 14, 24 

6 N 4 W 32, 33 

 

The project area begins at MP 31.8± and extends to the north approximately six miles, ending at 

MP 37.5± just south of Boulder.  
 
Figure 2-1 Project Area 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MT 69 

Study Area 

Boulder 

Helena 

Townsend 

Deer Lodge 

Boulder 

Butte 

Bozeman 

N 

Note: Figure not to scale.  
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The existing MT 69 alignment generally follows the Boulder River with wetlands on either side 

of the road and a substantial rock outcropping adjacent to the western side of the road near MP 

34±.  A representative portion of the road is shown in Figure 2-2. 

 
Figure 2-2 Existing Roadway Along Boulder River 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MT 69 is a state primary highway.  It is used by rural residents traveling between home and 

work, as well as regional users traveling between Helena, Butte, Three Forks, and Bozeman.  MT 

69 is also an interstate truck route, and currently serves a substantial number of regional, 

national, and international freight carriers.   
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3.0  CORRIDOR PROBLEM STATEMENT  
 

As shown in Table 3.1, the all-vehicle crash rate for the portion of MT 69 from MP 31.8± to MP 

37.5± over the period January 1, 1998 through December 31, 2007 was approximately 44 percent 

greater than the statewide average crash rate for rural state primary highway systems.  Over the 

same period, the all-vehicle severity rate was over 17 percent greater than the statewide average.  

Additionally, the percentage of crashes involving trucks over this portion of MT 69 was 

approximately 27 percent greater than the percentage of crashes involving trucks for all rural 

state primary highways over the same time period.  There have been 23 injuries and one fatality 

during the period from 1998 through 2007.     

 
Table 3.1 Crash History Comparison 

 

Criteria 

Rural State 
Primary 

Highways 
(1998-2007) 

MT 69 
MP 31.8± – 37.5± 

(1998-2007) 

Weighted AADT NA  1,199 

Total Number of Crashes  15,495  51 

Crash Rate (All Vehicles)  1.42  2.04 

Severity Index (All Vehicles) 2.41   1.96 

Severity Rate (All Vehicles)  3.41  4.00 

Total Number of Crashes Involving Trucks 1,193  5 

Percentage of Crashes Involving Trucks 7.7%  9.8% 

Snow, Slush, and Ice Pavement Conditions at Time of 
Crash (All Vehicles) 

3,080  9 

Dark Not Lighted at Time of Crash (All Vehicles) 4,887  15 

Source: Montana Department of Transportation, 2008 

 
Single vehicle off-road accidents resulting in overturn are of particular concern in this corridor.  

Of all crashes that occurred during the period January 1, 1998 through December 31, 2007, 

nearly 73 percent (37 out of 51) involved single vehicles.  Of these, nearly 30 percent (11 out of 

37) resulted in overturn.  An additional crash involving two vehicles also resulted in overturn.   

 

Speed was indicated as a factor in six of the 51 total crashes in the reporting period in this 

corridor, with one-third of rollover crashes citing speed as a factor.  Of the 12 rollovers, five 

occurred on a curve, seven occurred under dark conditions, and four occurred in snow, rain, or 

ice conditions.   
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Conflicts with wild and domestic animals is another concern in the project corridor.  Of all 

crashes over the period January 1, 1998 through December 31, 2007, just over 21 percent (or 15 

crashes out of 51 total crashes) involved collisions with animals.  Of these 15 crashes, one-third 

(or 5 out of 15) involved domestic animals, while the remaining two-thirds (or 10 out of 15) 

involved wild animals.  

 

The portion of MT 69 between MP 31.8± and MP 35± experiences periodic icing due to shading 

from the rock outcropping, which likely contributes to the incidence of crashes.  Nine of the 28 

accidents over this portion of the corridor occurred under icy or snowy roadway conditions.  

 

In addition to the high incidence of crashes on MT 69, the roadway has also outlived its design 

life.  This means that the pavement surfacing and roadway base have begun to deteriorate and 

will continue to do so if no improvements are made.    
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4.0  RANGE OF COMMON SOLUTIONS  
 

This chapter presents common solutions used to address poor highway safety performance.  

Specifically, three categories of improvement options are introduced, including speed limit 

reduction / enforcement, spot improvements, and geometric improvements.  As discussed below, 

these are typical measures used to correct the problems identified in Chapter 3.  

  

Speed Limit Reduction / Enforcement  

In some cases, excessive speeds can create unsafe conditions.  Where excessive speeds are 

believed to be a factor, speed studies can be conducted to determine how fast vehicles are 

traveling and whether an adjustment should be made to the posted speed limit.   

 

In cases where it appears that the posted speed limit is appropriate, enforcement measures may 

be used to attempt to bring more drivers into compliance with the legal limit.  Due to the current 

narrow paved width and lack of shoulders in the Boulder corridor, speed limit enforcement is 

difficult.  

 

Spot Improvements   

The intent of spot improvements is to provide measurable safety benefits in a particular location 

without undergoing a major reconstruction project.  Spot improvements are often specific to a 

particular roadway, but can include construction of pullout locations to allow emergency and law 

enforcement stopping, pavement resurfacing to extend the life of a roadway, and trimming of 

vegetation to improve sight distance.   

 

Geometric Improvements 

Highways constructed several decades ago often do not meet current MDT design standards with 

regard to geometric roadway features, including horizontal and vertical curves, paved widths, 

and side slopes.  Corrected horizontal and vertical alignments and roadway templates can result 

in improved safety performance.  Depending on the extent of non-standard geometric features, 

this type of improvement can take the form of either a targeted rehabilitation or a full roadway 

reconstruction to address more widespread concerns.  When more than 25 percent of a roadway 

requires rehabilitation, it is MDT policy to completely reconstruct the entire roadway length.  

The following provides an overview of the current geometric issues in the corridor. 

 

Horizontal and Vertical Curves  

Nonstandard horizontal and vertical curves can contribute to unsafe conditions on a roadway.  

Sharp horizontal curves and short vertical curves are often targeted during reconstruction 

projects as a means to improve safety.  In the Boulder corridor, all horizontal or vertical curves 

meet or nearly meet current MDT standards.   
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Clear Zone   

The clear zone is defined as the total roadside border area, starting at the edge of the traveled 

way, available for safe use by errant vehicles.  This area may consist of a shoulder, a recoverable 

slope, a non-recoverable slope, and/or a recovery area.  The desired width is dependent upon 

traffic volumes, speeds and roadside geometry.   
 

Obstacles within the clear zone create hazards for errant vehicles.  A roadside obstacle is 

generally defined as any roadside feature that cannot be safely impacted by a run-off-the-road 

vehicle.  Roadside obstacles include both fixed objects (e.g., trees, signs, boulders) and non-

traversable roadside features (e.g., rivers).  

 
Where a roadside obstacle is located within the clear zone, highway design should incorporate 

the most practical and cost-effective treatment for the site conditions.  As listed in the MDT 

Road Design Manual, the range of treatments in order of preference includes:  

 

1. eliminate the obstacle (flatten embankment, remove rock outcroppings, etc.);  

2. relocate the obstacle;  

3. where applicable, make the obstacle breakaway (sign posts, luminaire supports);  

4. shield the obstacle with a roadside barrier; or  

5. do nothing.  

The selected treatment should be based upon the traffic volumes, roadway geometry, proximity of 

the obstacle to traveled way, nature of the hazard, costs for remedial action, and accident experience.  

 

Guardrail is considered one type of roadside barrier.  Because roadside barriers are themselves a 

hazard to errant vehicles, guardrail is typically installed when the relative severity of impacting the 

barrier is considered less than the relative severity associated with impacting the obstacle.  In 

appropriate situations after careful consideration, however, MDT sometimes uses guardrail in 

resource avoidance and minimization efforts.   

 

There are a number of obstacles within the MT 69 clear zone, including a rock outcropping 

located near MP 34± and the Boulder River, which runs adjacent to the roadway through the 

majority of the project corridor.  The appropriateness of guardrail application in this corridor 

would generally be determined later in the design phase of the project.   

 
Side Slopes 

Based on statewide and national data, steep side slopes can be correlated with the incidence of 

overturning vehicles.  When highways are reconstructed or rehabilitated, steep side slopes are 

often flattened to meet current standards in order to improve safety performance.   

 

The existing MT 69 alignment has steeper side slopes than recommended under current MDT 

design standards.  Figure 4-1 presents a schematic drawing showing existing side slopes and 

recommended side slopes.  
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Figure 4-1 Existing and Recommended Side Slopes 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

As noted in Chapter 14 of the MDT Road Design Manual, a 3:1 slope is considered to be 

traversable, but non-recoverable.  This means that a run-off-the-road vehicle could safely 

negotiate the slope without overturning, but would not be able to successfully return to the 

roadway.  Slopes steeper than 3:1 are considered critical, meaning that they cannot be safely 

traversed by a run-off-the-road vehicle and would therefore likely result in overturn.   

 

Slopes throughout the study area are very near the traversability threshold.  Although the existing 

slopes are generally 3:1 and therefore are theoretically defined as being traversable, 30 percent of 

all single-vehicle crashes result in overturn according to crash data for this corridor.  It is likely 

that the current side slope conditions on MT 69 contribute to the incidence of crashes resulting in 

overturn.   

 

Roadway Width 

Shoulder width has been shown to affect safety performance.  Wider shoulders generally allow 

errant vehicles to correct their path and return to the travel lane without leaving the paved 

surface.  Additionally, wider shoulders provide an opportunity for vehicles to pull over in 

emergency situations and enable speed limit enforcement by providing locations for law 

enforcement officers to pull over speeding drivers.  A wider top width can also improve sight 

distance, allowing drivers to detect objects and animals in the roadway.  

 

The current MT 69 roadway is approximately 26 feet wide, which is narrower than the 32-foot 

width recommended by the MDT Route Segment Plan.  Since 1996, it has been MDT policy to 

add two feet of width on reconstruction projects in order to provide sufficient width for a future 

overlay with standard slopes and still maintain Route Segment Plan width.  Following this 

policy, the total recommended roadway width in the MT 69 corridor is 34 feet, including two 12-

foot travel lanes and two five-foot shoulders.   

 

As depicted in Figure 4-2, the existing roadway has very narrow shoulders, while wider 

shoulders are recommended throughout the corridor.  As noted in the American Association of 

State Highway and Transportation Officials’ (AASHTO) Policy on Geometric Design of 

Highways and Streets, although it is desirable that a shoulder be wide enough for a vehicle to be 

driven completely off the traveled way, narrower shoulders are better than none at all.  When a 

vehicle making an emergency stop can drive onto the shoulder to occupy only one to four feet of 

a traveled way of adequate width, the remaining traveled way width can be used by passing 

vehicles.   
 

Recommended 

6:1 Side Slopes 

3 horizontal units 

1 
vertical 

unit 

6 horizontal units 

Existing 3:1 

Side Slopes* 

*Note: There is some variance in existing side slopes 
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Figure 4-2 Existing and Recommended Paved Width 
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Figure 4-3 presents hypothetical cross sections for the existing and proposed roadways. 

Differences between the two include wider shoulders and flatter side slopes for the proposed 

cross section as compared to the existing cross section.  It should be noted that there is some 

variance in cross section elements on the existing roadway over the length of the project corridor.  

It should also be noted that the proposed cross section does not account for any adjustments to 

the vertical elevation of the roadway; the necessity of a grade raise would be determined later in 

the design of the project.  

 

 

 

Recommended Paved Width 

Total Paved Width = 34 ft 

 

5 ft 5 ft 12 ft 12 ft 

Existing 
Shoulder 

Varies 

Existing 
Shoulder 

Varies 

Existing Paved Width 

12 ft 12 ft 

Total Paved Width ≈ 26 ft 
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Figure 4-3 Existing and Proposed Cross Sections 
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5.0  DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVES 
  
This chapter describes the five alternatives considered in this study.  Alternatives are presented 

in chronological order according to their development during this process.   

 

Existing Alignment Alternative 

MT 69 was nominated for rehabilitation / reconstruction and widening in order to preserve the 

driving surface of the existing roadway and improve safety performance on the highway.  

Rehabilitation / reconstruction and widening of the existing alignment was the first alternative 

considered in the corridor.  

 

This alternative would widen MT 69 generally following the existing alignment, but allowing for 

minor alignment shifts intended to minimize impacts to natural resources. A minor alignment 

shift is defined as generally overlapping or closely paralleling the existing alignment within a 

few feet of the roadway centerline. Under this alternative, non-standard geometric features would 

be corrected, including shoulders and side slopes.  The paved width would be widened to 34 feet, 

as previously illustrated in Figures 4-2 and 4-3.  It should be noted that Figure 4-3 does not 

account for any alterations to the existing grade level, which may be required for rehabilitation / 

reconstruction and widening of the existing alignment.  A grade raise would result in a wider 

overall footprint than depicted in Figure 4-3.   

 

Eastern Alignment Alternative 

In weighing rehabilitation / reconstruction and widening of the existing roadway, MDT took into 

consideration the challenges associated with providing the necessary improvements along an 

alignment constricted by the Boulder River; numerous wetlands which make construction more 

complex, costly, and difficult to permit; and rock outcrops which cause shading and icing 

problems in inclement winter weather.   

 

Although new alignments are generally not proposed for safety improvement projects, MDT 

initiated the development of a conceptual alignment that would generally follow an existing 

Jefferson County road east of the Boulder River in coordination with Jefferson County 

commissioners.  It was thought that this eastern alignment may be easier to construct, provide a 

safer route for drivers, result in fewer wetland and river impacts, and experience less icing as 

compared to the existing roadway.  The existing and eastern alignments are illustrated in Figure 

5-1.  
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Figure 5-1 Existing and Eastern Alignments  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Under this alternative, the new roadway would be constructed in accordance with current MDT 

geometric standards, including 6:1 side slopes and a 34-foot paved width, as previously 

illustrated in Figures 4-2 and 4-3.  

 
It should be noted that construction of a new eastern alignment would create two paved 

roadways through the corridor since the existing MT 69 roadway would continue to be 

maintained as a local access roadway.   

 

End of 
Project  

MP 37.5± 

Start of 
Project  

MP 31.8± 

69 

Legend: 

Existing MT 69 Alignment    

 Eastern Alignment 

Portion of MT 69 common to both Existing Alignment and 

Eastern Alignment 

Note: Figure not to scale.  MP locations approximated.  
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No Build Alternative 

An early scoping meeting was held on June 1, 2005 in Boulder, during which the existing and 

eastern alignment alternatives were presented.  Approximately 100 people attended the meeting 

and the majority of those in attendance expressed their strong disapproval of any new alignment 

east of the river, as noted in the summary of public involvement activities, meeting transcript, 

and written comments, which are included in Appendices A, B, and C.   

 

As an alternative to a new alignment, several members of the public expressed support for a No 

Build alternative in which no improvements would be made in the corridor.  A No Build 

alternative is therefore included in this study.   

 

A No Build alternative would maintain existing conditions along the entire length of the project 

corridor by providing routine maintenance.  There would be no opportunity for geometric 

improvements or roadway widening.  Existing vegetation would remain in place, posing a 

continuing sight distance impediment.  The roadway would continue to experience deterioration 

as a result of exceeding its design life.  

 

Spot Improvements / Speed Limit Reduction / Enforcement Alternative 

At the June 2005 public meeting, attendees’ chief complaint was that vehicles, particularly 

trucks, were traveling above the posted speed limit and that enforcement measures were not 

sufficient to deter this behavior.  It was suggested that reducing the posted speed limit or 

providing greater enforcement of the existing speed limit would improve safety in the Boulder 

corridor.  In an effort to improve speed limit enforcement given the existing narrow shoulder 

width, members of the public suggested construction of pullout locations at regular intervals 

through the corridor.  

 

During agency involvement activities conducted in 2008 and 2009, resource agencies also 

supported this option as an alternative to rehabilitation / reconstruction and widening of the 

existing alignment based on the assumption that strategic placement of pullouts may result in 

fewer impacts to wetlands than roadway widening through the entire corridor.  Refer to 

Appendix A for a summary of public and agency involvement activities conducted to date.  

Agency correspondence is included in Appendix F, and minutes from agency meetings are 

included in Appendix G.   

 

In response to public and resource agency requests, a Spot Improvements / Speed Limit 

Reduction / Enforcement alternative was developed for this study.  This alternative would 

provide specific pullout locations through the corridor in order to provide opportunities for 

emergency and law enforcement stops. Additionally, the roadway would be resurfaced in order 

to extend the design life of the facility, but the existing travel width and side slopes would 

remain unchanged.  This alternative also includes consideration of a lowered posted speed limit, 

as well as trimming of vegetation to improve sight distance.  For ease, this alternative will be 

referenced as the Spot Improvements alternative throughout the remainder of this document.  It 

should be noted that MDT does not have the authority to either establish or enforce speed limits.  

While construction of pullout locations may facilitate greater opportunity for the Montana 
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Highway Patrol to stop speeding vehicles, the success of this effort relies heavily on the level of 

enforcement provided by the Highway Patrol.   

 

Under this alternative, pullout locations were identified primarily based on physical constraints 

in the corridor.  Although enforcement efforts are most successful when there are relatively 

continuous pullout opportunities, pullout locations were identified only in areas that would result 

in minimal wetland impacts in response to resource agency requests.  Pullouts were also 

identified in locations with adequate sight distance to allow safe acceleration and re-entry into 

the travel lane.   

 

The AASHTO Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets recommends a minimum 

turnout length of 170 m (560 ft) including taper lengths for an approach speed of 100 kilometers 

per hour (or approximately 60 miles per hour), and a maximum turnout length of 200 m (660 ft) 

to avoid use of the turnout as a passing lane.   The minimum turnout width should be 3.6 m (11.8 

ft), although a width of 5.0 m (16.4 ft) is considered desirable.  The turnout location should also 

provide a minimum sight distance of 300 m (1000 ft) in each direction and a firm, smooth 

surface.  Similarly, for truck turnouts, the MDT Road Design Manual recommends a turnout 

length of approximately 210 m (690 ft) including taper lengths, although it notes that dimensions 

may be dictated by site conditions.  

 

Due to the close proximity of the Boulder River and associated wetland areas, there are very few 

opportunities for adequate pullout locations within the project limits without resulting in wetland 

impacts.  Although there are a number of private and farmfield approaches through the corridor 

that rise above adjacent wetland areas, wetland impacts would be expected to result on either 

side of the majority of these approaches if the recommended AASHTO and MDT length 

guidelines were followed.  Therefore, in most cases, approaches were not identified as 

appropriate pullout locations.  

 

Four potential pullout locations were identified, as depicted in Figure 5-2.  The pullouts are 

designed to be 600 feet in length and only six feet in width in order to minimize wetland impacts.  
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Figure 5-2 Proposed Pullout Locations 
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Western Alignment Alternative  

During agency involvement activities in 2008 and 2009, resource agencies voiced concern about 

potential impacts to the Boulder River, adjacent wetlands, and wildlife habitat that may result 

from rehabilitation / reconstruction and widening of the existing MT 69 alignment.  Resource 

agencies requested consideration of alignment shifts off the existing alignment over a portion or 

portions of the project to avoid construction in areas closest to the Boulder River and associated 

wetland and floodplain areas.   

 

In response to this request, the corridor was reviewed to determine if major alignment shifts 

away from the existing alignment over portions of the corridor would be feasible in order to 

minimize potential river, wetland, and floodplain impacts.  An alignment shift immediately to the 

west over the portion of the corridor from MP 31.8± to 34.5± would impact farmlands and the 

Murphy Ditch.  An alignment shift to the east would impact wet meadows between the existing 

alignment and the Boulder River.  From MP 34.5 to 36.0, alignment shifts to the west would 

impact existing pasture land and wetland areas.  Further west, an alignment shift would impact 

the Boulder Hot Springs and additional wetland areas.  To the east, the roadway alignment is 

constrained by the Boulder River.  From MP 36.0 to 37.4, an alignment shift to the west would 

impact the fairground, airport, and wetland areas.  It should be noted that alignment shifts would 

involve new blocks of wetland impacts, whereas rehabilitation / reconstruction and widening of 

the existing alignment would impact linear slivers of wetland areas.  Based on this corridor 

review, it was determined that major alignment shifts over relatively short portions of the 

corridor would not appreciably reduce wetland impacts, and may result in new impacts to other 

resources.   

 

With the understanding that many members of the public expressed strong opposition to an 

eastern alignment, resource agencies also requested consideration of an alignment completely 

outside of the Boulder River floodplain to the west of the existing roadway over the entire 

project limits.  Refer to Appendix G for minutes from the resource agency meetings conducted to 

date.  As a result of this request, a western alignment was developed at a conceptual level, 

assuming construction in accordance with current MDT geometric standards, including 6:1 side 

slopes and a 34-foot paved width, as previously illustrated in Figures 4-2 and 4-3.  It should be 

noted that in some locations along the western alignment, rock cuts would be required, 

necessitating some variance from the proposed typical section.  In these cases, the total roadway 

footprint would likely be narrower than presented in Figure 4-3.  

 

There is a sharp rise in elevation to the west of the existing roadway.  In order to avoid 

construction within low-lying wetland areas throughout the valley floor, a western alignment 

would need to climb several hundred feet in elevation and traverse rough terrain.  This proposed 

western alignment is illustrated in Figures 5-3 and 5-4.  Although wetland areas could potentially 

be avoided by following the base of the hills along the valley floor, this would require a greater 

number of horizontal curves to accommodate the serpentine formation of the hillside, further 

reducing the efficiency and drivability of the roadway.    
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The western alignment does not include consideration of climbing lanes, although they may be 

required given the steep grades.  Determining the need for climbing lanes is usually conducted 

later in the design phase.  If climbing lanes were needed, they would increase the cost of this 

alternative substantially.   

 

It should be noted that construction of a new western alignment would create two paved 

roadways through the corridor since the existing MT 69 roadway would continue to be 

maintained as a local access roadway.   

 
Figure 5-3 Existing and Western Alignments 
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Note: Figure not to scale.  MP locations approximated.  
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As shown in Figure 5-3, the western alignment would include a number of horizontal curves.  

The proposed roadway was designed to curve in this manner in order to optimize the vertical 

alignment and to minimize the amount of cut and fill that would be required.  Despite this effort, 

a substantial amount of earthwork would still be required due to the mountainous terrain, as 

depicted in Figure 5-4.   
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Figure 5-4 Proposed Vertical Profile for Western Alignment 
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In designing the western alignment, there was some initial consideration given to following Hot 

Springs Road and Whitetail Road farther to the west in the hopes of further minimizing wetland 

impacts, as opposed to tying back into the existing alignment near MP 35±.  By doing so, the 

western alignment would essentially bypass the entire Boulder River floodplain over the project 

limits, as illustrated in Figure 5-5.  

 

Following these existing county roadways to the west would extend the total length of the 

project, and would still impact wetland areas and require crossing the Little Boulder River.  This 

alignment would also impact farmlands, and potentially impact the county fairgrounds and the 

airport.  For these reasons, this alignment was not explored further.  

 
Figure 5-5 Alignment Following Hot Springs Road / Whitetail Road 
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6.0  ALTERNATIVES SCREENING CRITERIA 
 
A three-part screening process was developed in order to evaluate the alternatives at a pre-

NEPA/MEPA planning level.  While inability to pass any one of these screens would typically 

be cause for elimination of an alternative, each alternative is passed through each screen to 

provide a more thorough and objective analysis in preparation for future NEPA/MEPA analyses.  

In order to pass the overall screening process, however, an alternative must pass each of the three 

individual screens.  These three screens are described in more detail below, and analysis follows 

in the next chapter.  

 

Screen 1: Does the alternative address the problems in the corridor?  

As described in the Chapter 3, the primary concerns in the MT 69 corridor are the relatively high 

number of single vehicle crashes resulting in overturn, animal-vehicle conflicts, and a 

deteriorating roadway facility. In order to pass the first screen, an alternative would need to 

directly address these issues.   

 

Screen 2: Are there fatal flaws relating to natural resource impacts or 
regulatory compliance?  

This screen is intended to identify fatal flaws relating to anticipated natural resource impacts.    

In this context, a fatal flaw is defined as a natural resource impact that cannot be mitigated to a 

level below significance in the NEPA/MEPA context. 

 

Screen 3: Is the alternative reasonable and practicable?  

In order to be considered viable, an alternative must be reasonable and practicable.  Reasonable 

alternatives are described in Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) guidelines as including 

“those that are practical or feasible from the technical and economic standpoint and using 

common sense.”  Additionally, an alternative is considered unreasonable if it does not satisfy the 

purpose and need for the project.   

 

Practicability is a concept defined in relation to permitting under Section 404.  Implementing 

regulations for Individual Permits state that discharge of dredged or fill material into Waters of 

the U.S. is not permitted if there is a practicable alternative which would have less adverse 

impact on the aquatic ecosystem (40 CFR 230.10).  Accordingly, impracticable alternatives can 

be eliminated from further consideration.  Practicability is determined based on factors including 

cost, existing technology, and logistics in light of overall project purposes.    

 

In a joint memorandum regarding Section 404 Guidelines, the Environmental Protection Agency 

(EPA) and the Department of the Army state that “[t]he determination of what constitutes an 

unreasonable expense should generally consider whether the projected cost is substantially 

greater than costs normally associated with the particular type of project.”  Further, Section 404 

Guidelines state that “[i]f an alleged alternative is unreasonably expensive to the applicant, the 

alternative is not practicable.”  Cost is an important consideration in the determination of 

practicability and therefore will be given considerable weight in this analysis.   
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In addition to cost, existing technology and logistics are measures of practicability.  New or 

untested technologies are not required to be employed in order to minimize impacts.  Further, 

logistical factors including constructability, social and political concerns, and ease of right-of-

way acquisition are important considerations in the determination of an alternative’s 

practicability.  If an alternative presents too great an impediment based on any of these factors, it 

could be considered impracticable and eliminated from further consideration.  Such impediments 

could include absence of community and/or political support and condemnation proceedings 

where necessity could not be established, as defined under eminent domain laws.  

 

Once each alternative has been tested against these three screens, they will be compared to 

determine what, if any, alternatives should be forwarded, and what, if any, should be eliminated 

from further consideration in the NEPA/MEPA process. 
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7.0  ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES 
 
This chapter discusses the evaluation of alternatives according to the defined screening process.  

Under each screen, alternatives are not discussed in chronological order as in Chapter 5, but 

rather in order of relative level of construction involvement, with the No Build alternative 

discussed first and new alignments discussed last.   

 

Screen 1: Does the alternative address the problems in the corridor?  

While this project was initially nominated due to deteriorating roadway condition, the primary 

concern in the corridor is the high incidence of single-vehicle rollover crashes and animal-

vehicle conflicts.  Thus, the preferred improvement alternative must address the condition of the 

driving surface itself, as well as safety concerns through the corridor. 

 

Following the Zegeer method (FHWA, 1987), a safety and operational crash model was 

developed in order to assess the effect of varying roadway templates on safety performance.  Six 

roadway templates were compared, including the existing roadway and roadways with four-foot 

and five-foot shoulders assuming existing side slopes (generally 3:1), as well as templates with 

varying shoulder widths and new side slopes (flatter than 4:1).  Four-foot shoulders correlate to 

the paved roadway width recommended under the Route Segment Plan, while five-foot shoulders 

follow MDT’s policy of adding two additional feet for future overlay purposes.  Current year 

(2008) AADT served as a baseline comparison, with design year (2032) AADT projected for 

each of the roadway templates.  The model output was calibrated to exactly match the number of 

crashes over the ten-year period from January 1, 1998 through December 31, 2007 (as listed for 

current year 2008).  

 

Each roadway template was assigned a hazard rating, which was determined based on factors 

including width of portion of clear zone outside pavement edge; presence of guardrail, exposed 

trees, poles, or other objects; side slopes; and relative recoverability, with higher numbers 

representing greater overall roadway hazards.  

 

A hazard rating of five was assigned to the existing roadway template and roadway templates 

with four-foot and five-foot shoulder widths, given the following assumptions:  

 

 Portion of clear zone outside pavement edge between five and ten feet from pavement 

edge 

 Side slopes generally 3:1 (considered virtually non-recoverable) 

 May have guardrail zero to five feet from pavement edge 

 May have exposed trees, poles, or other objects within ten feet from pavement edge 

 

A hazard rating of two was assigned to all other roadway templates, with the following 

assumptions:  
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 Portion of clear zone outside pavement edge between 20 and 25 feet from pavement 

edge 

 Side slopes flatter than 4:1 (considered recoverable) 

 No objects within ten feet from pavement edge 

 

The results of this modeling effort are presented in Table 7.1.   
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Table 7.1 Results of Safety and Operational Crash Model 
 

Parameter 

Existing 
Roadway 

1-ft 
Shoulder 

(2008) 

Existing Side Slopes (Generally 3:1) New Side Slopes (Flatter than 4:1) 

Existing 
Roadway 

1-ft 
 Shoulder 

(2032) 

4-ft  
Shoulder 

(2032) 

5-ft  
Shoulder 

(2032) 

Existing 
Roadway 

1-ft 
Shoulder 

(2032) 

4-ft 
Shoulder 

(2032) 

5-ft 
Shoulder 

(2032) 

Input  
Values 

AADT 900 1,170 1,170 1,170 1,170 1,170 1,170 

Lane Width (ft) 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 

Paved Shoulder Width (ft) 1 1 4 5 1 4 5 

Unpaved Shoulder Width (ft) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Hazard Rating 5 5 5 5 2 2 2 

Crash 
Comparison 

Total Crashes (10 years)  36.4  46.9 39.0 36.7 27.2  22.6 21.2 

Total Crashes ( 10 years) 
Calibrated** 

 51.0  65.8 54.7 51.4 38.1  31.7 29.8 

Total Crashes (per year)  10.2  13.2 10.9 10.3 7.6  6.3 6.0 

Percent Change in Total 
Crashes (per year) Compared 
to Existing Roadway (2008) 

NA 
29% 

Higher 
7% 

Higher 
1% 

Higher 
25% 

Lower 
38% 

Lower 
41% 

Lower 

 ** Calibration Multiplier = 1.402 (Actual crashes/predicted crashes) 
 Source: MDT, 2009.  
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As shown in Table 7.1, there is a marked difference in safety performance between the existing 

and new roadway templates.  With no improvements, the existing roadway is predicted to 

experience 29 percent more crashes in 2032 as compared to 2008.  A new roadway with existing 

side slopes (generally 3:1) and wider shoulders ranging from four to five feet is expected to 

result in one to seven percent more crashes per year as compared to the existing roadway in 

2008.  This indicates that additional shoulder width alone does not result in substantial 

improvements in safety performance.   

 

A new roadway template with existing shoulders (one foot in width) and flatter side slopes 

would result in 25 percent fewer crashes per year, while new roadway templates with flatter slide 

slopes combined with wider shoulders ranging from four to five feet in width are expected to 

result in a 38 to 41 percent reduction in crashes in 2032 as compared to the existing roadway in 

2008.  These results show that while flatter side slopes alone provide safety benefits, the greatest 

benefit results from a combination of flatter side slopes and greater shoulder widths.   

 

It should be noted that while guardrail is assumed over discrete portions of the roadway under a 

hazard rating of five, the model does not define a hazard rating for instances where guardrail 

borders the entire length of the roadway in question.  While steeper side slopes in combination 

with guardrail can reduce impacts to adjacent lands, guardrail is considered to be a roadside 

obstacle for run-off-the-road vehicles.  Any object in or near the path of a vehicle can contribute 

to crash severity should the vehicle leave the travel lane.   

 
No Build  

This alternative fails to pass the first screen because it would not address any of the problems in 

the corridor.  By maintaining the existing roadway template, there would be no improvement in 

the incidence of single vehicle crashes or animal-vehicle conflicts.  Steep side slopes would 

continue to enable rollover accidents if a vehicle were to stray from the travel lane.  Narrow 

shoulders and dense vegetation closely paralleling the roadway would continue to pose a sight 

distance impediment. As shown in the crash model, the number of crashes is predicted to 

increase over the next twenty years if no improvements are made to the existing roadway.  

Additionally, this alternative would not improve the physical condition of the roadway facility, 

and therefore the roadway would continue to experience deterioration as a result of exceeding its 

design life.  

 
Spot Improvements  

This alternative was developed based on the public perception that travel speeds are too high in 

this corridor.  While excessive speeds can create unsafe conditions in some instances, a number 

of studies have shown that reducing posted speed limits alone does not substantially affect driver 

behavior.  FHWA, the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE), the Transportation Research 

Board (TRB), and others have found that motorists tend to drive at a speed they feel is 

reasonable and prudent for the conditions, regardless of the posted speed limit.  Posted speed 

limits are generally set at the speed at which 85 percent of traffic is moving.  This 85
th

 percentile 

speed is generally acceptable to most drivers and therefore results in the highest voluntary 

compliance.  Lowering the posted speed limit alone is generally an ineffective measure.  

Consistent enforcement efforts are needed to successfully lower speeds below the 85
th

 percentile 

speed.  
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Although residents in the MT 69 corridor south of Boulder perceive that a majority of vehicles 

exceed the posted speed limit on MT 69, recent data suggests otherwise.  A speed study 

conducted in February 2009 on MT 69 from the town of Boulder to MP 35.0 shows that 85 

percent of vehicles traveled at or below 71 miles per hour (mph) over the portion of the corridor 

with a posted speed limit of 70 mph.  As noted in Chapter 3, speed was indicated as a factor in 

just seven of the 51 total crashes in the reporting period in this corridor.  Just one-third of the 

rollover crashes included speed as a factor.  Thus, even if the posted speed limit was reduced and 

the Montana Highway Patrol implemented greater speed enforcement measures, this alternative 

would address less than 14 percent of all crashes in the corridor.  

 
The 2009 speed study shows that approximately 15 percent of vehicles travel at speeds 
exceeding the posted speed limit.  Improved enforcement may bring more drivers into 
compliance with the speed limit in this corridor.  Enforcement of posted speed limits on MT 69 
is currently difficult given the narrow shoulders through the corridor.  Law enforcement 
personnel are generally unable to pull drivers over for speeding or other infractions due to lack of 
any space to pull over a vehicle.   
 
Enforcement efforts are most successful when there are relatively continuous pullout 
opportunities, with continuous shoulders providing the most effective enforcement opportunities. 
In response to public and agency requests, however, the spot improvement alternative was 
developed for this study to only include intermittent pullout locations.  In the interest of 
minimizing project impacts, pullout locations were identified only in areas expected to result in 
minimal impacts to wetlands.   
 
Because shoulder widths and side slopes would remain the same over the corridor, the high 
incidence of single vehicle crashes resulting in overturn is projected to worsen over time, as 
noted in Table 7.1.  The four proposed pullout locations would provide some opportunity for 
emergency stops and may help enforcement efforts.  Speed limit enforcement is most successful, 
however, when there are continuous shoulders along each side of a roadway.  As noted above, 
speed was a factor in only a minority of crashes.  Even if enforcement efforts were improved 
through the construction of pullout locations, speed limit enforcement alone likely would not 
appreciably affect the high incidence of crashes in the corridor.  For these reasons, this 
alternative fails to address the primary concerns in the corridor. 
 
Existing Alignment 

Rehabilitation / reconstruction and widening of the existing alignment would successfully 
address the problems in the corridor, therefore passes the first screen.  By providing a new 
roadway template with flatter side slopes and wider shoulders, this alternative is projected to 
reduce the incidence of crashes and animal-vehicle conflicts by at least 30 percent from the 
existing conditions, provide sufficient opportunity for emergency and enforcement stops, and 
would provide a new facility with a multi-year design life.  
 
Although some members of the public have requested that no improvements be made in the 
Boulder corridor, MDT and FHWA have a responsibility to provide a safe and efficient roadway 
facility.  As documented in this report, the crash rates (both in number and in severity) along the 
existing MT 69 route are substantially higher than on other similar routes across the state, 
resulting in 23 injuries and one fatality during the period from 1998 through 2007.  Given the 
location of accidents, it can be concluded that most crashes are the result of roadway geometry, 
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with driver error, speed, and adverse weather conditions also playing a role.  By providing a 
wider paved width and flatter side slopes, this alternative is expected to reduce the number of 
single vehicle crashes resulting in overturn, as well as the total number of crashes in the corridor.   
 
Eastern and Western Alignments 

A new alignment would successfully address the problems in the corridor, and therefore the 
eastern and western alignment alternatives pass the first screen.  By providing a new facility that 
meets current MDT design standards, these alternatives would likely reduce the incidence of 
crashes and animal-vehicle conflicts in the corridor, provide sufficient opportunity for 
emergency and enforcement stops along the new route, and would provide a new facility with a 
multi-year design life.   
 

Table 7.2 presents the results of the first screen.  
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Table 7.2 Results of First Screen  

 

Component of Screen 
One 

Alternatives 

No Build Spot Improvements Existing Alignment 
Eastern 

Alignment 
Western 

Alignment 

Single Vehicle Crashes 
Resulting in Overturn 

 
Number of crashes 

predicted to 
increase without 

new roadway 
template  

 
Number of crashes 

predicted to increase 
without new roadway 

template  

Flatter side slopes and wider shoulders would reduce the 
number of single vehicle crashes resulting in overturn.  

Animal-Vehicle Conflicts No Improvement 
Trimming vegetation 
would improve sight 
distance somewhat.  

Wider shoulders and thinner vegetation cover would 
improve sight distance and likely reduce the number of 

animal-vehicle conflicts. 

Deteriorating Roadway No Improvement 
New surfacing would 
extend the life of the 

roadway.  

A new roadway facility would have a  
multi-year design life.   

Screening Result FAIL FAIL PASS PASS PASS 

Note: Orange shaded cells indicate failure of individual screen component, leading to failure of overall screen.  
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Screen 2: Are there fatal flaws relating to natural resource impacts or 
regulatory compliance? 

A number of regulatory entities have permitting jurisdiction with regard to this project, including 

the Montana Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ), the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

(USACE), Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks (FWP), the Department of Natural Resources and 

Conservation (DNRC), and Jefferson County.  This screen considers whether there are any fatal 

flaws posed by anticipated impacts resulting from each of the five alternatives under 

consideration.  Resources discussed under this screen include water bodies, wildlife habitat and 

migration patterns, floodplains, and wetlands, which are of particular concern given the 

orientation and location of the Boulder corridor.   

 

It should be noted that this screen is not intended to compare the relative level of natural resource 

impacts resulting from one alternative to those resulting from another alternative.  Rather, the 

intent of this screen is to focus exclusively on potential fatal flaws that could preclude regulatory 

compliance and prohibit project implementation.   

 

Minimal field work was conducted for this effort; the analysis in this report is generally 

qualitative in nature and is primarily based on available database searches.  These searches 

include a review of the Natural Resource Information System (NRIS), Natural Resource 

Conservation Service (NRCS), and the Montana Natural Heritage Program (MNHP).  

Information was also drawn from communication with MNHP biologists and resource agencies, 

as well as walking and windshield surveys of the corridor.  Each resource area is discussed 

separately below.   

 

Drainages and Water Body Crossings 

Any construction project modifying the natural existing shape and form of any stream in 

Montana, its banks, or its tributaries must provide a Montana Stream Protection Act (SPA) 124 

Notification to FWP. 

 

There are several rivers and streams located within the project area, including the Boulder River, 

Little Boulder River, Muskrat Creek, McCarty Creek, Farnham Creek, Beaver Creek, and a 

number of unnamed intermittent streams, as depicted in Figure 7-1.   
No Build  

There would be no new impacts under the No Build alternative, thus passing this component 

of screen two. 
 
Spot Improvements 

There would be no impacts under this alternative, thus passing this component of screen 

two. 
 
Existing Alignment 

Rehabilitation / reconstruction and widening of the existing alignment would not impact any 

new drainages in the MT 69 corridor.  The roadway would essentially follow the existing 

alignment, and would not result in any new stream crossings.  
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There are 55 culverts located along the existing MT 69 alignment. All existing culverts 

would be replaced by longer culverts to accommodate rehabilitation / reconstruction and 

widening on the existing alignment.  Reconstruction of the existing alignment would not 

involve relocation of the Boulder River, Little Boulder River, or any of the unnamed 

perennial streams.  Due to widening of the existing roadway, some encroachment into the 

river channel may occur; riprap, retaining walls, or other bank stabilization measures would 

likely be required in some locations.  Based on MDT’s experience with past projects, 

impacts to water bodies are not anticipated to preclude regulatory compliance.  This 

alternative passes this component of screen two. 

 
Eastern and Western Alignments 

New alignments would result in several new stream crossings. Based on the location of 

intermittent streams, it was determined that a minimum of 27 culverts would be required 

along an eastern alignment, while a western alignment would require placement of seven 

new culverts. Construction of a new alignment would not involve relocation of the Boulder 

River, Little Boulder River, or any of the unnamed perennial streams.  Riprap or other bank 

stabilization measures would likely be required in some locations.  Based on MDT’s 

experience with past projects, new impacts to intermittent streams are not anticipated to be 

immitigable or to preclude regulatory compliance.  These alternatives pass this component 

of screen two. 
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Figure 7-1 Rivers and Streams within Corridor  
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Wildlife Habitat and Migration Patterns 

Currently, there is an abundance of high quality wildlife habitat along the Boulder River and 

associated with the numerous wetland areas adjacent to MT 69.  The corridor provides good 

browse, water, cover, and travel habitat and attracts wildlife from high elevation areas 

surrounding the river corridor.  The project area shows signs of high and consistent use by deer, 

elk, moose, and coyotes, with small mammal activity likely as well. Generally, it is expected that 

wildlife access the river from the Elk Horn Mountains and the Helena National Forest to the east, 

and from the Deer Lodge National Forest to the west.  Through correspondence, resource 

agencies have noted that wildlife movement between Ryan Mountain in the Elkhorn Mountains 

and Hadley Park in the Bull Mountains towards the south end of the highway project would be 

expected.  Additionally, movement would likely occur in the vicinity of Brown’s Gulch and the 

Bull Mountains.  Expected wildlife movement is illustrated in Figure 7-2.    

 

It should be noted that no federally-listed species were identified from the NRIS database search.  

A bald eagle nest was reported by an MDT biologist and was observed in the field in April 2009 

to the northwest of MT 69 near Hot Springs Road.  No plant or wildlife species of concern were 

observed during field surveys.   
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Figure 7-2 Expected Wildlife Migration Patterns
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No Build 

No new impacts to wildlife habitat or migration patterns are expected to result from the No 

Build alternative.  As traffic volumes increase over time, there may be an associated increase 

in animal-vehicle collisions.  No fatal flaws were identified for this alternative, and therefore 

it passes this component of screen two.  

 
Spot Improvements  

Construction of pullout locations in two locations on MT 69 is expected to result in minimal 

impacts to wetlands and wildlife habitat.  Trimming of vegetation is expected to impact 

wildlife habitat directly adjacent to the existing MT 69 alignment, but may also improve 

drivers’ ability to identify and avoid animals crossing the roadway, thereby potentially 

reducing animal-vehicle conflicts.  For the reasons described under screen one, it is unlikely 

that this alternative would affect driver speed; accordingly, apart from improvements in sight 

distance, it is unlikely that this alternative would substantially affect the number or frequency 

of animal-vehicle collisions.  Migration patterns are not expected to be altered.  Due to the 

limited nature of the proposed improvements, impacts are not anticipated to be immitigable 

or to preclude regulatory compliance, thus this alternative passes this component of screen 

two. 

 
Existing Alignment 

Reconstruction and widening of MT 69 is expected to result in direct impacts to linear slivers 

of wetland areas and wildlife habitat running parallel to the existing alignment.  Migration 

patterns likely would not be altered.  It should be noted that a wider, flatter roadway template 

would improve sight distance, allowing drivers to detect animals earlier and thereby 

potentially reducing the number of animal-vehicle conflicts.  Based on MDT’s experience 

with past projects, impacts to wildlife habitat and migration patterns are not anticipated to be 

immitigable or to preclude regulatory compliance.  Therefore, this alternative passes this 

component of screen two. 

 
Eastern and Western Alignments 

At the two points of intersection with the existing MT 69 alignment, construction of a new 

alignment is expected to result in impacts to new blocks of wetland areas.  Additionally, 

large land areas would be impacted during construction.  For an alignment roughly following 

the county road to the east of MT 69, the existing gravel road would be paved and widened.  

An eastern alignment would diverge in some places from the existing county road, resulting 

in new impacts.  A western alignment would run through entirely virgin territory, creating a 

new roadway through previously undisturbed forest and wetland areas.   

 

Construction of a highway to the east of MT 69 would create a new paved surface between 

the Boulder River and the mountains to the east, resulting in a new impediment to wildlife 

migration patterns between high elevations and the river corridor.  Similarly, construction of 

a highway to the west of MT 69 would create a new paved roadway acting as an impediment 

to wildlife movements.  Construction of a new roadway alignment would require wildlife to 

cross two roadways within the corridor.  Although a new roadway template generally 

constructed in accordance with current MDT standards would reduce the overall number of 

crashes as compared to the existing roadway, a new alignment would further fragment the 
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Boulder valley and could create new conflict points with wildlife.  Impacts are not 

anticipated to preclude regulatory compliance, thus these alternatives pass this component of 

screen two. 

 

Floodplains 

Projects involving construction within a designated 100-year floodplain must comply with the 

Montana Floodplain and Floodway Management Act.  As applicable, a Floodplain Development 

Permit for this project would be sought from the Jefferson County Floodplain Administrator or 

from DNRC.   

 

The Boulder River floodplain closely parallels MT 69 through much of the corridor, as depicted 

in Figure 7-3.  
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Figure 7-3 100-Year Floodplain Mapping
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No Build 

Under the No Build alternative, there would be no new impacts to the Boulder River 

floodplain, thus passing this component of screen two. 

 
Spot Improvements  

Pullouts would require some construction work within the floodplain area at concentrated 

intervals through the corridor.  Due to the limited nature of the proposed improvements, 

impacts are not anticipated to be immitigable or to preclude regulatory compliance, thus this 

alternative passes this component of screen two. 

 
Existing Alignment 

Reconstruction efforts on the existing alignment would be located almost entirely within the 

Boulder River floodplain.  Impacts would be expected parallel to each side of the existing 

MT 69 roadway.  Based on MDT’s experience with past projects, impacts are to floodplains 

are not anticipated to be immitigable or to preclude regulatory compliance.  Therefore, this 

alternative passes this component of screen two. 

 
Eastern and Western Alignments 

As noted above, construction of a new alignment is expected to result in impacts within the 

floodplain at the two points of intersection with the existing MT 69 alignment.  The majority 

of any new alignment, however, would run outside the Boulder River floodplain, whether the 

alignment was located to the east or the west of the existing roadway.  Impacts are not 

anticipated to be immitigable or to preclude regulatory compliance, thus this alternative 

passes this component of screen two.  

 

Water Quality and Fisheries 

Any construction project modifying the natural existing shape and form of any stream in 

Montana, its banks, or its tributaries must provide a Montana Stream Protection Act (SPA) 124 

Notification to FWP.  Additionally, projects resulting in short-term or temporary violations of 

state surface water quality standards for turbidity must secure a 318 authorization from DEQ.  

The authorization may be waived by FWP during its review process under the SPA.   

 

The Boulder River supports several native fish species, as well as brook, brown, and rainbow 

trout. Several small trout were observed in shallow areas of the Boulder River and in ditches near 

their confluences with the Boulder River. No population estimates or quantitative surveys were 

conducted. Based on site visits, fish habitat in the Boulder River appears to be of good diversity 

and quality.  

 
No Build 

Under the No Build alternative, there would be no new impacts to water quality or fisheries 

within the corridor, thus passing this component of screen two. 

 
Spot Improvements  

Construction of pullouts through the corridor could result in temporary impacts to fisheries 

and water quality.  Pullout locations have been proposed in areas that do not directly border 

the Boulder River or wetland areas in order to minimize such impacts, although minor 
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impacts would be expected as a result of the increase in impervious surface area.  Due to the 

limited nature of the proposed improvements, impacts are anticipated to be minor, thus this 

alternative passes this component of screen two. 
 
Existing Alignment 

Rehabilitation / reconstruction and widening of the existing alignment would result in 

construction activities within and in close proximity to the Boulder River.  The Boulder 

River is TMDL impaired due to mining waste and agricultural run-off.  Resource agencies 

have voiced concerns regarding “slickins,” or mine tailings that have settled in the riverbed 

over time.  In-stream construction activities associated with placement of new structures, 

culverts, and bank stabilization measures could potentially disturb these particles, thereby 

negatively impacting water quality and fisheries.  It should also be noted that all 55 existing 

culverts would be replaced by longer culverts to accommodate rehabilitation / reconstruction 

and widening on the existing alignment, which would likely result in permanent loss of 

channel.  It should also be noted that minor impacts would be expected as a result of the 

increase in impervious surface area.  Based on MDT’s experience with past projects, impacts 

are not anticipated to immitigable or to preclude regulatory compliance, thus this alternative 

passes this component of screen two. 

 
Eastern and Western Alignments 

Construction of a new alignment would impact the Boulder River at the points where the new 

roadway leaves and rejoins the existing alignment.  A minimum of 27 culverts would be 

required along an eastern alignment, while a western alignment would require placement of 

seven new culverts. The majority of these would cross intermittent streams, which do not 

support fish populations.  New structures and culverts would result in construction activities 

within and in close proximity to the Boulder River, the Little Boulder River, and minor 

drainages.  Such activities could potentially affect water quality and fisheries due to the 

multiple crossings of channels required by two alignments in the drainage.  It should also be 

noted that minor impacts would be expected as a result of the increase in impervious surface 

area.  Impacts are not anticipated to be immitigable or to preclude regulatory compliance, 

thus this alternative passes this component of screen two. 

 
Wetlands 

Projects involving the discharge or placement of dredged or fill material into Waters of the 

United States, including wetlands, must comply with the Federal Clean Water Act and secure a 

Section 404 permit through the USACE.  The United States Environmental Protection Agency 

(EPA) also has regulatory review and enforcement functions under the law.   

 

Wetland complexes border both sides of the existing MT 69 alignment through a majority of the 

corridor.  This network of wetlands is mainly associated with the low-lying Boulder River 

floodplain.  Wetlands recede to the east and west of the existing roadway as elevations rise from 

the river corridor to more mountainous terrain.   

 

Wetland delineations were conducted exclusively along the existing MT 69 alignment.  Wetlands 

were not delineated along the portions of the eastern and western alignments that do not overlap 

with the existing alignment.  Further, no National Wetland Inventory (NWI) mapping is 
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available within the general project area.  During an agency meeting on December 17, 2008, 

resource agencies requested more accurate quantification of wetland impacts along new 

alignments than can be provided through review of common aerial imagery.  Minutes from this 

agency meeting are provided in Appendix G.   

 

In response to this agency request, color-infrared images of the corridor were examined and are 

presented in Figures 7-4 through 7-6.  Color-infrared technology captures near-infrared 

wavelengths, which are otherwise invisible to the human eye.  The resulting images make it 

easier to distinguish land features as compared to traditional aerial images.  In color-infrared 

imagery, leaves of healthy, growing vegetation reflect a high degree of near-infrared 

wavelengths, and appear red or pink.  These highly-vegetated pink areas are often associated 

with wetlands.   

 
No Build 

The No Build alternative would result in no new impacts to wetlands within the corridor, thus 

passing this component of screen two. 

 
Spot Improvements  

Only minor impacts to wetlands would likely occur from construction of pullout locations.  

As noted previously, pullout locations have been proposed in areas not directly bordering the 

river or wetland areas in order to minimize such impacts.  As such, impacts are not 

anticipated to be substantial or immitigable, or to preclude regulatory compliance, thus this 

alternative passes this component of screen two. 

 
Existing Alignment 

Rehabilitation / reconstruction and widening of MT 69 is expected to result in linear wetland 

impacts paralleling both sides of the roadway through the majority of the corridor.  Based on 

wetland delineations and preliminary design efforts, it is estimated that approximately 20 

acres of wetlands would be impacted under this alternative.  Wetland impacts could 

potentially be reduced using avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures later in the 

design phase of the project.  Based on wetland mitigation potential within the watershed and 

MDT’s experience with past projects, impacts are not anticipated to be immitigable or to 

preclude regulatory compliance.  Therefore this alternative passes this component of screen 

two. 

 
Eastern and Western Alignments 

Figure 7-4 presents color infrared imagery over the full extent of the project limits.  Figures 

7-5 and 7-6 present portions of the eastern and western alignments where wetland impacts 

are anticipated based on wetland delineations, color infrared imagery, and field verification.  

Black boxes are defined as “areas of anticipated impact” and are intended to highlight areas 

where the new roadway footprint coincides with pink shaded areas on the color infrared 

imagery along the portions of the new eastern and western alignments that do not overlap 

with the existing alignment.  Field verification was used to determine the degree to which 

pink areas within these areas of anticipated impact actually exhibit wetland characteristics.  

Areas of anticipated impact are not intended to show the exact extent of wetland impacts, but 

rather to simply note the location where field verification was conducted.  It should also be 
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noted that under the eastern and western alignment alternatives, wetland impacts would also 

be expected to occur along the overlapping portions with the existing alignment, although 

wetland delineations were used to calculate impacts over these lengths.   

 

As confirmed during windshield and walking surveys conducted in April 2009, wetland areas 

are scattered in a varied mosaic with dry, upland areas through the Boulder River floodplain.  

At the points where a new eastern alignment would leave and rejoin the existing alignment, 

portions of meadows and agricultural fields are seasonally inundated with standing water, 

forming wetland areas.  Wetland fringes also border the Boulder River.  Adjacent riparian 

areas support stands of aspen, which as a whole would not be classified as wetlands.   

 

Of the anticipated areas of impact identified in Figure 7-5 for the eastern alignment, it was 

determined that only approximately 30 to 40 percent of the areas would likely be classified as 

wetlands.  Additionally, there would likely be wetland impacts associated with this 

alternative over the portion of the eastern alignment overlapping with the existing alignment.  

Based on the proposed roadway footprint, it was determined that approximately six to eight 

acres of wetland impacts would be expected to result from this alternative over the entire 

project limits. 

 

At the northern point of intersection between a new western alignment and the existing 

alignment as depicted in Figure 7-6, it was determined through field verification that 

wetlands exist over virtually all of the anticipated area of impact.  Additionally, it is 

anticipated that there would likely be some wetland impacts associated with drainage 

crossings as well as impacts resulting over portions of the western alignment overlapping 

with the existing alignment.  Based on the proposed roadway footprint, it was determined 

that approximately 14 to 15 acres of wetland impacts would be expected to result from this 

alternative over the entire project limits.  It should be reiterated that wetland delineations 

were not conducted for new alignments and wetland impact estimates are approximate in 

nature.   

 

Avoidance, minimization, and mitigation opportunities are available along the new 

alignments.  Impacts are not anticipated to be immitigable or to preclude regulatory 

compliance, thus these alternatives pass this component of screen two. 
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Figure 7-4 Infrared Mapping of Corridor  
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Figure 7-5 Expected Wetland Impacts on Eastern Alignment   
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Figure 7-6 Expected Wetland Impacts on Western Alignment  
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Cumulative Impacts 

The existing MT 69 roadway alignment was originally constructed in the 1940s and 1950s 

adjacent to the Boulder River and within the 100-year floodplain.  At the time of original 

construction, there would have been impacts to a wide expanse of wildlife habitat and wetland 

areas within the general footprint of the roadway over the length of the corridor.  Additionally, 

construction of the roadway would likely have impacted the dynamics and morphology of the 

Boulder River channel as well as wildlife migration patterns by creating a man-made 

impediment to such natural movements.   

 

It is important to consider the additive nature of impacts resulting from the proposed project in 

connection with impacts resulting from past projects.  Cumulative impacts expected to result 

from each of the alternatives are discussed below.    
 
No Build 

Because the No Build alternative would result in no new impacts to any environmental 

resources, no cumulative impacts are anticipated.  This alternative passes this component of 

screen two. 

 
Spot Improvements  

Overall, this alternative is expected to result in only minor impacts to resources in the project 

area.  Some additional wetland impacts may result from construction of pullout locations 

beyond those previously impacted by the existing roadway; these impacts would be mitigated 

to the extent practicable.   This alternative passes this component of screen two. 

 
Existing Alignment 

Rehabilitation / reconstruction and widening of the existing MT 69 alignment is expected to 

result in additional impacts to wetlands and wildlife habitat beyond those associated with the 

existing roadway.  While this alternative would likely result in the greatest number of 

impacted wetland acres as compared to other alternatives, impacts are expected to be 

concentrated in linear slivers along the existing alignment and would be mitigated to the 

extent practicable.  This alternative may also result in additional bank stabilization measures 

along the Boulder River.  Following minimization, mitigation, and avoidance efforts, 

anticipated impacts can be considered incrementally greater than those previously resulting 

from the original construction of MT 69.  While cumulative impacts would occur, no fatal 

flaws were identified under this screen and therefore this alternative passes this component 

of screen two. 

 
Eastern and Western Alignments 

The new eastern and western alignment alternatives would result in construction of a second 

paved roadway through the Boulder corridor.  While the existing MT 69 roadway acts as an 

impediment for wildlife movement, construction of a second paved roadway would impede 

wildlife movement to an even greater degree, requiring wildlife to cross two paved roadways 

in the corridor. Further, new swaths of currently undisturbed land would be impacted, further 

fragmenting wildlife habitat and resulting in new blocks of wetland impacts.  Construction of 

new alignments would also result in new crossings over the Boulder and Little Boulder 

Rivers and new conveyances over minor drainages with resulting cumulative channel 
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impacts.  Construction of new alignments may also include placement of bank stabilization 

measures, with associated cumulative impacts to fisheries and water quality.  While 

cumulative impacts would occur, no fatal flaws were identified under this screen and 

therefore this alternative passes this component of screen two. 

 

Summary of Second Screen 

Table 7.3 presents a summary of potential impacts to environmental resources resulting from 

each of the five alternatives.  It should be noted that additional field work would be required in 

order to verify anticipated impacts.  The information in Table 7.3 is intended for order-of-

magnitude comparison purposes in measuring the relative difference in anticipated impacts 

between each alternative.   
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Table 7.3 Results of Second Screen 

 

 
Component of 

Screen Two 

Potential Impacts Expected to Result From Alternatives 

No Build Spot Improvements Existing Alignment Eastern Alignment Western Alignment 

Drainages and 
Water Body 
Crossings  

No new impacts No new crossings 
No new crossings; bank 

stabilization measures may be 
required 

Impacts at 27 new crossings; bank stabilization measures may 
be required 

Impacts at seven new crossings; bank stabilization measures 
may be required 

Wildlife Habitat 
and Migration 

Patterns 
No new impacts 

Impacts at pullout 
construction locations 

Some impacts to habitat 
throughout corridor due to 

widening 

Large impacts to habitat and new impediment to wildlife 
movements 

Large impacts to habitat and new impediment to wildlife 
movements 

Floodplains No new impacts 
Impacts at pullout 

construction locations 
Linear impacts throughout 

corridor 
Impacts at points where new roadway leaves and rejoins 

existing roadway 
Impacts at points where new roadway leaves and rejoins 

existing roadway 

Water Quality 
and Fisheries 

No new impacts 
Impacts at pullout 

construction locations 
Some impacts associated with 

new culverts and structures 
Some impacts associated with new culverts and structures Some impacts associated with new culverts and structures 

Wetlands* No new impacts 
Impacts at pullout 

construction locations 

Linear impacts throughout 
corridor due to widening  
(Approximately 20 acres) 

Impacts at points where new roadway leaves and rejoins 
existing roadway and along portion overlapping with existing 

alignment 
(Approximately 6 to 8 acres) 

Impacts at northern intersection with existing roadway, at 
drainage crossings, and along portion overlapping with existing 

alignment   
(Approximately 14 to 15 acres) 

Cumulative 
Impacts  

No new impacts 
Some cumulative impacts to 

wetlands and floodplain; 
minimal impacts overall  

Greatest cumulative impacts to 
wetlands and floodplains 

Greatest cumulative impacts to wildlife habitat / migration patterns 

Fatal Flaws 
Relating to 

Natural 
Resource 
Impacts or 
Regulatory 
Compliance 

None Identified None Identified None Identified None Identified 

Screening 
Result 

PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS 

*Wetland impacts are approximate in nature. Wetland delineations were not conducted along portions of new alignments not overlapping with existing alignment.   
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Screen 3: Is the alternative reasonable and practicable?  

Under this screen, the reasonableness and practicability of each alternative is considered in 

relation to the regulatory implications discussed in Chapter 6 of this document.  As noted in 

Chapter 6, the definitions of reasonableness and practicability share overlapping concepts with 

regard to economic and technical considerations.  For ease of analysis, the discussion in this 

section has been divided into three sections detailing economic, technical, and logistical 

considerations.  

 

Economic Considerations 

Cost of Construction  

Table 7.4 provides a summary of planning-level costs associated with the various improvement 

alternatives.  The cost estimates are useful for the purpose of comparing the order of magnitude 

differences relative to each alternative.  Planning-level cost calculations are provided in 

Appendix H.    

 
Table 7.4 Planning-Level Cost Comparison 

 

Alternative 
Approximate 
Construction 

Cost 
Notes 

No Build NA No construction costs area associated with this alternative.   

Spot 
Improvements 

$1.6 million 
Estimate based on construction of pullouts and resurfacing of 
the existing roadway. 

Existing 
Alignment* 

$20 million 
Estimate assumes rehabilitation / reconstruction and widening 
of existing alignment.  

Eastern 
Alignment* 

$27.5 million 

Although traversing relatively flat terrain, the eastern 
alignment would require two new multi-span bridges.  It 
should be noted that the eastern alignment would no longer 
utilize the Red Bridge, which was recently reconstructed at a 
cost of approximately $783,000.   

Western 
Alignment* 

$68.5 million 
The western alignment would traverse difficult terrain.  Four 
new multi-span bridges and extensive earthwork would be 
required.  

*Maintenance costs for eastern and western alignments would be approximately double those for the 
existing alignment due to two paved roadways through the corridor.  

 
No Build  

There would be no associated capital cost for this alternative, although maintenance costs are 

expected to increase over time due to the deteriorating roadway surface.  This alternative 

passes this component of screen three. 
 
Spot Improvements 

The capital cost for this alternative is relatively low at approximately $1.6 million.  This 

alternative passes this component of screen three. 
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Existing Alignment 

This alternative would cost approximately $20 million, which is reasonable in light of the 

scope of the project.  This alternative passes this component of screen three.   
 
Eastern and Western Alignments 

The construction cost for a new eastern alignment would be approximately $27.5 million, or 

roughly $7.5 million more than rehabilitation / reconstruction and widening of the existing 

alignment.  Construction of a western alignment is prohibitive at approximately $68.5 

million, or approximately $48.5 million more costly as rehabilitation / reconstruction and 

widening of the existing roadway.     

 

It should also be noted that maintenance costs associated with a new alignment would be 

nearly double those for the existing alignment because MDT would be required to maintain 

two roadways over the length of the corridor.  Although Jefferson County originally offered 

to maintain the existing roadway in the event that a new eastern alignment was constructed, 

this offer was rescinded in light of strong public opposition to the eastern alignment.   

 

These alternatives fail this component of screen three. 

 
Opportunity Costs  

When considering the impacts of infrastructure spending, it is important to consider the cost of 

delaying improvements, or providing no improvements to the transportation facilities, as well as 

the real costs to the providers of goods and services if the most efficient transportation routes are 

congested, in disrepair, or are unsafe.  Unimproved and failing infrastructure imposes a direct 

cost on those goods and service providers who use the highway system to access Montana 

communities.  They must choose either longer routes or accept the liability of traveling on these 

undesirable routes and pass on the costs to the consumer.  Providing no improvements in this 

corridor would be inconsistent with the mission of MDT and FHWA to provide safe and efficient 

roadways for people and commerce. 

 
No Build  

As noted above, the lack of improvements passes on a real cost to the traveling public and 

commercial shippers utilizing this corridor.  This alternative fails this component of screen 

three. 
 
Spot Improvements 

Under this alternative, the roadway would be resurfaced to extend the life of the facility. 

Although a reduction in the posted speed limit may inconvenience the traveling public and 

commercial operations, it would likely add less than a minute of travel time depending on the 

new posted speed limit.  Again, it should be noted that it is not within MDT/FHWA 

jurisdiction to either establish or enforce speed limits.  This alternative passes this 

component of screen three. 

 
Existing Alignment 

Rehabilitation / reconstruction and widening of the existing route would provide all of the 

necessary safety and operational improvements necessary to make the route useful and 
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competitive for the traveling public and commercial shippers, and passes this component of 

screen three.   
 
Eastern Alignment 

A new eastern alignment would provide adequate safety and operational improvements in the 

corridor.  Although an eastern alignment would be somewhat longer in length than the 

existing route, it would travel relatively level terrain and is expected to result in less than a 

half a minute of additional travel time.  This alternative passes this component of screen 

three. 
 

Western Alignment 

Because a western alignment would traverse mountainous terrain, travel speeds would be 

lower than those on the existing route.  Horizontal curves coupled with steep grades ranging 

up to eight percent would substantially slow commercial truck speeds, thereby slowing any 

following passenger vehicles.  Additionally, the overall length of the roadway would be 

extended by just over a mile.  Accordingly, it would likely take three to four minutes longer 

to travel the length of the corridor via a western route, representing an increase in travel time 

of 50 to 70 percent over this roadway segment. Resulting travel delays could negatively 

affect the efficiency of commercial trucking operations, as well as local and regional 

travelers.  This alternative therefore fails this component of screen three. 

 

Technical Considerations 

No new or untested technologies would be required to be employed under any of the alternatives.  

Although there would be some technical challenges associated with attempts to reduce impacts 

to wetlands and the Boulder River channel, similar avoidance, minimization, and mitigation 

measures have been used successfully in past projects.  Accordingly, all five alternatives under 

consideration pass this component of screen three.   

 

Logistical Considerations 

Constructability 

No Build 

The No Build alternative would have no constructability issues, thus passes this component 

of screen three. 

 
Spot Improvements 

Pullouts would be proposed only in areas where impacts to sensitive resources are not 

anticipated.  This does pose some difficulty for construction due to the additional limitations 

on staging areas and tightened construction limits, but not to an extraordinary extent.  This 

alternative passes this component of screen three.   
 
Existing Alignment 

Rehabilitation / reconstruction and widening of the existing alignment would be constrained 

by the close proximity of the Boulder River and adjacent wetland areas and efforts would be 

made to minimize impacts to these resources.  The natural constraints pose some difficulty 

for construction due to the additional limitations on staging areas and tightened construction 
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limits throughout the corridor, but not to an extraordinary extent.  This alternative passes this 

component of screen three.   

 
Eastern Alignment 

The terrain to the east of the Boulder River is relatively flat.  While construction of an eastern 

alignment would involve new structures, the majority of the alignment would not pose 

substantial construction challenges.  This alternative passes this component of screen three. 

 
Western Alignment 

A western alignment would be extremely difficult to construct.  The terrain to the west of the 

existing alignment rises sharply, forming mountainous peaks and valleys.  A substantial 

amount of earthwork would be required.  Grades would likely range up to eight percent.  

Four structures would be required in order to span deep ravines along the alignment.   While 

construction is possible, this alignment would not normally be pursued due to extraordinary 

construction challenges, thus this alternative fails this component of screen three. 

 

Social / Political Concerns 

No Build  

While this alternative fails to address the safety concerns of the traveling public, it was 

recommended by a number of public participants and is a necessary part of any future 

NEPA/MEPA analysis and will be forwarded.  This alternative passes the social/political 

component of screen three. 
 
Spot Improvements 

This alternative was proposed by the public and resource agencies involved with the study; 

therefore, it passes the social/political component of screen three. 

 
Existing Alignment 

Although some members of the public have requested that no improvements be made in the 

Boulder corridor, rehabilitation / reconstruction and widening of the existing alignment is 

publicly favored over construction of new alignments.  This alternative passes the 

social/political component of screen three. 

 
Eastern and Western Alignments 

A new roadway alignment generally constructed to meet current MDT standards would 

provide safety benefits to the traveling public.  As noted previously, however, there is strong 

public opposition to construction of an eastern alignment.  Neighboring residents have 

quality of life concerns regarding increased noise and traffic levels on an eastern alignment, 

as well as concerns regarding the loss of private land due to new right-of-way required for a 

new alignment.   The existing county road is used extensively by agricultural vehicles and 

for moving livestock, as well as for recreational purposes.  Members of the public would 

prefer that it remain a rural access roadway.  A new eastern alignment has also met with 

political opposition.  Through correspondence, the Jefferson County Commission and 

Planning Board separately expressed their concern over a new alignment and favored 

rehabilitation / reconstruction and widening along the existing MT 69 alignment in letters 

dated July 6 and July 14, 2005, respectively.  It is currently assumed that a western 
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alignment would meet similar objections, thus eastern and western alignment alternatives 

fail the social/political component of screen three. 

 
Access 

Table 7.5 lists existing access points located along MT 69.  

 

 
Table 7.5 MT 69 Access Points 

 

Mile Post 
Approach Type  
(Left-hand side, 
traveling north) 

Approach Type 
(Right-hand side, 
traveling north) 

31.78 Farm/Field Farm/Field 

32.05 Private Farm/Field 

32.36 Farm/Field Farm/Field 

32.48 Farm/Field  

32.67  Farm/Field 

33.06 Farm/Field Farm/Field 

33.25 Farm/Field Farm/Field 

33.41 Farm/Field Farm/Field 

33.57 Private Farm/Field 

34.02 Farm/Field Farm/Field 

34.19  Farm/Field 

34.48 Private  

35.06 
Private  

(Boulder Hotsprings) 
Farm/Field 

35.60 Private Private (Hubbard Lane) 

36.58 Farm/Field Farm/Field 

36.74 Farm/Field  

37.00 Farm/Field Public (paved) 

37.09 Farm/Field  

37.26 Public  

37.37  Public 

 
No Build 

All existing access points would be perpetuated under this alternative and therefore it passes 

this component of screen three.   

 
Spot Improvements 

All existing access points would be perpetuated under this alternative and therefore it passes 

this component of screen three.   
 
Existing Alignment 

All existing access points would be perpetuated under this alternative and therefore it passes 

this component of screen three.   
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Eastern and Western Alignments 

Construction of a new alignment would directly impact local access.  Given the physical 

constraints in the corridor, it would be very difficult to perpetuate access to a new roadway 

alignment.  Providing access from existing approach roadways to an eastern alignment would 

be restricted by the Boulder River, while access to a western alignment would be constrained 

by steep topography.  These alternatives fail this component of screen three.  
 
Ease of Right-of-Way Acquisition 

No Build  

There would be no right-of-way issues with the No Build alternative, thus passing this 

component of screen three. 

 
Spot Improvements 

Minimal amounts of new right-of-way would be required and it is not anticipated that 

acquisition would be challenged.  This alternative passes this component of screen three. 
 
Existing Alignment 

Approximately 10 acres of new right-of-way would be needed for rehabilitation / 

reconstruction and widening of the existing roadway.  No right-of-way acquisition 

difficulties are anticipated, thus this alternative passes this component of screen three. 

 
Eastern Alignment 

Approximately 100 acres of new right-of-way would be needed for construction of an eastern 

alignment, most of which is currently in private ownership (including easements for the 

existing county road).  This acquisition and the construction of a new roadway would likely 

result in a direct impact to some farming operations, movement of cattle, future building 

plans, and the historic use of the existing county road.  As documented in the transcript of the 

June 2005 public meeting, many residents who own property to the east of the existing 

alignment noted that they would not be willing sellers of any needed right-of-way for a new 

alignment.  State Representative Scott Mendenhall expressed his concern that the state would 

have a difficult time justifying the acquisition of property on the east side of the river if it 

would be at all feasible to reconstruct the existing MT 69 alignment.  

 

Should landowners refuse to sell needed right-of-way for a new roadway alignment, MDT 

could pursue exercise of eminent domain, which is defined as the right of the state to take 

private property for public use (MCA § 60-1-103(11)).  Under Montana law, MDT would 

need to show that the taking of land by exercise of the right of eminent domain is necessary 

to the public use (MCA § 70-31-111).  Because the existing route currently serves the 

purpose that a new alignment would serve, it may be difficult to prove such a necessity.  

Given the expressed opposition to this alternative, and the public’s stated refusal to sell right-

of-way, the eastern alignment alternative fails this component of screen three.  
 
Western Alignment 

Approximately 77 acres of new right-of-way would be needed for a new western alignment, 

which could result in impacts to farmland, forested areas, and wetlands.  Although landowner 

sentiments are not known over this portion of the corridor, there may be similar obstacles to 

right-of-way acquisition to the west of the existing roadway.  While public sentiment is not 
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as clear on this alignment at this stage, it is assumed that right-of-way acquisition would be 

difficult, and necessity equally difficult to prove.  The standing of the western alignment 

alternative is uncertain with regard to this component of screen three. 

 
Summary of Third Screen  

Table 7.6 presents the results of the third screen.  Each alternative was assessed in terms of 

reasonableness and practicability.  Specifically, the factors of cost, technology, constructability, 

social/political concerns, and ease of right-of-way acquisition were considered.   

 

The No Build alternative would require no capital expenditure and no new right-of-way 

acquisition.  Although this alternative is generally supported by the public, travel would be 

hindered over time due to the deteriorating roadway facility and the associated opportunity costs 

related to a roadway in disrepair.  

 

The Spot Improvement alternative is relatively low in cost and is generally supported by 

members of the public.  Minimal new right-of-way acreage would be required for this 

alternative.  Although construction of pullout locations would be constrained due to nearby 

wetland areas, there are no substantial constructability concerns.  

 

Rehabilitation / reconstruction and widening of the existing alignment represents a reasonable 

and practicable alternative, with no identifiable fatal flaws.  Apart from the No Build and Spot 

Improvement alternatives, it is the least costly.  While the Boulder River and adjacent wetlands 

would present some constructability challenges, these can be addressed using existing 

technologies without substantial difficulties.   

 

The new eastern alignment fails under this screen because of cost, constructability, and 

social/political concerns.  An eastern alignment would be approximately $7.5 million more 

costly than rehabilitation / reconstruction and widening of the existing alignment.  Furthermore, 

an eastern alignment faces strong public and political opposition.  Right-of-way acquisition 

would be very difficult.  If landowners were unwilling sellers of right-of-way, MDT may have 

difficulty proving necessity under eminent domain proceedings.   

 

The new western alignment would be excessively costly at approximately $68.5 million.  Rough 

terrain would present substantial constructability challenges.  Although this alternative was not 

presented at the June 2005 public meeting, it is possible that area residents would oppose a 

western alignment as well, given the general sentiments that MT 69 should remain in its current 

location.  There may be associated right-of-way acquisition difficulties.  
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Table 7.6 Results of Third Screen  
 

 Components of Screen Three No Build 
Spot 

Improvements 
Existing 

Alignment 
Eastern 

Alignment 
Western 

Alignment 

Reasonableness 

Technical Standpoint NA 
Some 

Challenges 
 

Some 
Challenges 

 

Some 
Challenges 

 

Some 
Challenges 

 

Economic Standpoint No Cost 
Second  

Lowest Cost 
Moderate Cost 

Second 
Highest Cost 

Highest Cost 

Practicability 

Economic 
Considerations 

Construction 
Cost* 

NA $1.6 million $20 million $27.5 million $68.5 million 

Opportunity 
Costs 

Lack of 
Improvements 

Results in 
Travel 

Inefficiencies 

Speed 
Reduction 

Could 
Inconvenience 

Travelers 

No Opportunity 
Costs 

Less Than One 
Minute of 
Additional 

Travel Time  

Three to Four 
Minutes (50 to 

70 Percent)  
Additional 

Travel Time 

Technical Considerations NA 
Some 

Challenges 
 

Some 
Challenges 

 

Some 
Challenges 

 

Some 
Challenges 

 

Logistical 
Considerations 

Constructability NA 
Some 

Challenges 
Some 

Challenges 
Some 

Challenges 
Substantial 
Challenges 

Social / Political 
Concerns 

Strong Support Strong Support 
Some 

Opposition 
Strong 

Opposition 
Potential 

Opposition 

Access NA 
All access 

points would be 
perpetuated 

All access 
points would 

be perpetuated 

Difficult to 
perpetuate 

access 

Difficult to 
perpetuate 

access 

Right-of-Way 
Acquisition 

NA 
Minimal acres 
No Anticipated 

Difficulties 

10 acres 
No Anticipated 

Difficulties 

100 acres 
Substantial 
Challenges 

77 acres 
Potential 

Challenges 

Screening Result FAIL PASS PASS FAIL FAIL 

Note: Orange shaded cells indicate failure of individual screen component, leading to failure of overall screen.  
 

*Maintenance costs for eastern and western alignments would be approximately double those for existing alignment as a result of two paved 
roadways through corridor.  
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8.0  CONCLUSION 
 
Based on this preliminary evaluation of the five proposed alternatives, two have been eliminated 
based on their inability to address the problems in the corridor.  The No Build alternative would 
fail to make any improvements in the corridor.  While the Spot Improvements alternative would 
provide intermittent opportunities for emergency and law enforcement stops and would include 
resurfacing to extend the physical life of the roadway, it would not reduce the number of single 
vehicle crashes resulting in overturn, which is of primary concern on MT 69.  This would fail in 
future NEPA/MEPA analyses due to its inability to satisfy purpose and need. 
 
New alignment alternatives were eliminated based on their impracticability and 
unreasonableness resulting from excessive cost, considerable constructability challenges, known 
and anticipated right-of-way acquisition difficulties, and strong social and political obstacles.  
The concept of a new alignment in the Boulder corridor was met with strong opposition by 
members of the public and local officials.  Further, landowners adjacent to the existing county 
road noted they would be unwilling to voluntarily sell their land to MDT.  In addition to public 
opposition, the eastern alignment would be approximately $7.5 million costlier than 
rehabilitation / reconstruction and widening of the existing roadway.  A western alignment would 
be excessively costly at approximately $68.5 million and would be difficult to construct given 
the rough terrain to the west of the existing alignment. Table 8.1 summarizes these findings.  
 
For these reasons, rehabilitation / reconstruction and widening of the existing MT 69 alignment 
is the only reasonable and practicable alternative that addresses the problems in the Boulder 
corridor.  As noted in Chapter 6, this alternative is expected to result in impacts to the Boulder 
River, wetlands, and wildlife habitat.  Design efforts will strive to minimize impacts to these 
resources as much as practicable and will be explored in coordination with appropriate resource 
agencies during future NEPA/MEPA analyses. 
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Table 8.1 Summary Comparison Matrix  
 

Screen 
Screen 
Component 

No Build 
Spot 

Improvements 
  Existing 
Alignment 

Eastern 
Alignment 

Western Alignment 

Screen One 
 
Does the Alternative Address 
Corridor Problems? 

Incidence of crashes expected to 
increase without new roadway 

template.  

Wider shoulders and flatter side slopes would reduce incidence 
of crashes.  New roadway would have multi-year design life.   

Screen Two 
 
Are There Fatal Flaws Relating to 
Natural Resource Impacts or 
Regulatory Compliance?  

No new impacts 
Impacts would occur, but none that are anticipated to preclude regulatory 

compliance.  No fatal flaws were identified.  Standard avoidance, minimization, and 
mitigation measures would be utilized.   

Screen Three 
 
Is the 
Alternative 
Reasonable and 
Practicable? 

Construction 
Cost* 

NA $1.6 million $20 million $27.5 million $68.5 million 

Opportunity 
Costs 

 Deteriorating 
roadway would 

cause travel 
inefficiencies. 

Reduced speed 
limit would 

inconvenience 
drivers. 

None 

Slightly longer 
route would result 

in minor travel 
delays. 

Longer route and 
mountainous 

topography would 
cause travel delays 
and reduce route 

efficiency. 

Constructability NA 
Some challenges relating to close proximity of Boulder River 

and wetland areas.  

Substantial 
challenges relating 

to steep topography. 

Social / Political 
Support 

Strong Support 
Strong  

Support 
Some Opposition Strong Opposition Potential Opposition 

Access NA 
All access points 

would be 
perpetuated 

All access points 
would be 

perpetuated 

Difficult to 
perpetuate access 

Difficult to 
perpetuate access 

Right-of-Way 
Acquisition 

None 1 acre 10 acres 100 acres 77 acres 

RESULT FAIL FAIL PASS FAIL FAIL 

Note: Orange shaded cells indicate failure of individual screen component, leading to overall failure of alternative. 
*Maintenance costs for eastern and western alignments would be approximately double those for existing alignment as a result of two paved 
roadways through corridor.  
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MDT and FHWA have coordinated with members of the public and various regulatory agencies 

with the intention that these activities could be built upon in future NEPA/MEPA environmental 

analyses.  Public and agency coordination activities are summarized in the following sections.  

 

Agency Coordination 

State and federal regulatory agencies were asked to participate in the Alternatives Analysis 

process in order to foster communication, identify and resolve issues, and provide timely and 

constructive comments on draft work products.  Letters were sent to the following regional, state, 

and federal resource agencies as a notification that the U.S. Department of Transportation’s 

Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), in cooperation with MDT’s Highways Division, 

propose to reconstruct a portion of MT 69.  

 

 Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation (DNRC) 

 U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 

 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) 

 U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS) 

 Montana Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ)  

 Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks (FWP) 

 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

 U.S. Forest Service (USFS) 

 Jefferson County Board of Commissioners 

 City of Boulder 

 

Through these letters, MDT requested each agency’s participation in identifying any concerns 

that would need to be addressed through the environmental review process.   

 

An initial Agency Coordination Meeting was scheduled with the regulatory agencies with 

jurisdiction, interest, or expertise on issues within the study corridor.  This meeting was held on 

July 30, 2008 and consisted of a presentation of the Purpose and Need for the proposed project, 

the alternatives to be considered, and the proposed methodologies to be used for the 

environmental analyses. Representatives were present from DEQ, FWP, USACE, USFWS, EPA, 

BLM, and Jefferson County.  DNRC and the City of Boulder declined to participate in the 

project. Minutes from this meeting are included in Appendix G.   

 

A second Agency Coordination Meeting was held on December 17, 2008. The intent of this 

meeting was to discuss agency concerns regarding the Alternatives Analysis and the Biological 

Resource Report (BRR) documents. Representatives from DEQ, FWP, USFWS, EPA, BLM, and 

Jefferson County attended the meeting. Minutes from this meeting are included in Appendix G. 

 

A third Agency Coordination Meeting was held on November 20, 2009 to discuss the revised 

Alternatives Analysis document.  Representatives from USFWS, USACE, FWP, and DEQ 

attended the meeting.   
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Public Involvement  

A public information meeting was held at the Jefferson High School on June 1, 2005 at 6:30 p.m. 

The meeting format included a formal presentation and a question/comment period. The purpose 

of the meeting was to introduce the project and gather public opinion regarding issues and 

concerns related to transportation in the MT 69 corridor.  Two alignment alternatives were 

presented at the public meeting.  One alignment option involved rehabilitation / reconstruction 

and widening of the existing MT 69 alignment, and one involved construction of a new 

alignment on the east side of the Boulder River following an existing Jefferson County road as 

much as practicable.  Aerial photographs illustrating the proposed centerline of the existing 

alignment and the eastern alignment alternatives were displayed around the room. 

Approximately 100 people attended the meeting and the majority of those in attendance 

expressed their disapproval of any new alignment east of the river. As an alternative to a new 

alignment, public meeting attendees requested consideration of a reduction in the posted speed 

limit and/or greater speed enforcement within the corridor; construction of pullout locations to 

aid in speed enforcement; and a No Build option.  A transcript of the meeting is included in 

Appendix B.   

 

The meeting location was accessible under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).  Contact 

information was obtained from all attendees by having a dedicated greeter who welcomed 

citizens to the event, ensured sign-in, distributed a project newsletter, and provided a brief 

project overview.  Participants were encouraged to provide written comments via a comment 

sheet. Comments received at and following the meeting are included in Appendix B.   

 

Members of the public were also invited to comment on the Purpose and Need for the project 

during a public comment period from September 10, 2008 to October 10, 2008. A newspaper 

advertisement was published in the Boulder Monitor announcing the availability of the Purpose 

and Need statement on the project web site and inviting public comments. No written public 

comments were received during the public comment period.    
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Appendix B 
 

Public Meeting Transcript 

 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 

BOULDER-SOUTH  

PUBLIC MEETING  

 

CN2019 

 

Jefferson High School 

Boulder, MT 

6:30 p.m. – June 1, 2005 

 

WELCOME 

 

(John Robinson)  Hello everyone, thank you all for coming tonight.  It is really important that 

you all showed up because, as you’ve seen in the newspaper and in the advertisement, we have 

not made a decision about this project yet and your opinions and comments and concerns are 

very important in the decision-making process for this project.   

 

My name is John Robinson.  I’m from the Public Involvement Section of the Montana 

Department of Transportation.  The purpose of the meeting tonight is to get your comments and 

concerns on two options we have for reconstruction of Highway 69 South of Boulder.  The entire 

project is approximately 15 miles long.  It begins at milepost 22.2 south of the Elkhorn turn off 

and proceeds in this direction (referring to graphic).  The project proceeds this way, follows this 

line, and here is the Elkhorn turn off (referring to graphic).  On this section, the roadway would 

be widened and resurfaced.  From the Elkhorn turn off, we have two options: we can either stay 

with the remaining alignment and take this route where it now stands all the way up to Boulder at 

the end point; or, because of the impacts to the wetlands, we need to examine the option of going 

up on the county road and taking a new alignment away from the wetlands. 

 

I want to say that whenever there is a construction or reconstruction project, which has such 

significant impacts to the environment and/or social impacts on the project, we usually do an 

Environmental Assessment.  Whenever there is a project with these types of impacts, the Federal 

Highway Administration requires us to look at different alternatives and options so they 

understand that no matter what the decision is we have also looked at other options other than 

filling wetlands.  So that is the purpose of this meeting.  This meeting is not to make a decision 

tonight on which route might be taken or which alignment, but the meeting tonight is to hear 

your concerns and your comments about the project and which option you prefer.  We want to 

hear from you whether you think this is good or bad or whether you prefer this way.    

 

With these impacts, we knew we were possibly going to have to have an Environmental 

Assessment, so we hired an outside consulting firm to conduct a fair and factual Environmental 

Assessment and that consultant is Darryl James.  Darryl is the project engineer from HKM Inc. 

out of Helena.  Darryl will explain and describe the Environmental Assessment and the process 

to you so that everyone has a full understanding of the study that will take place.  The study will 

also examine the comments you give us tonight. 
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I would like to make some introductions from MDT: Jeff Ebert, the District Administrator for the 

Butte District; Joe Olsen is the District II Engineering Services Supervisor from the Butte 

District, he is the number two man under Jeff Ebert; Jim Davies, the District Project Engineer.  

No matter what option is decided upon, Jim and his crew from Road Design will be overseeing 

the road design of the project.  Bob Tholt, the Project engineer from Consultant Design. From 

Jefferson County we have Mr. Chuck Nutbohm, Jefferson County Commissioner and Ken Weber 

is also here with us.  He is also a County Commissioner. 

 

Our meetings always follow the same format. First the Engineers will give a presentation and 

details of the project.  We ask you to please hold your comments or questions until they complete 

their presentations.  First Jeff Ebert, the District Administrator, will give a brief overview of the 

project.  After Jeff is done, then Darryl James will give his presentation on the details and the 

process for the Environmental Assessment.  Again please hold your questions, comments and 

concerns until after Darryl has completed his presentation.  At that time we will open it up for 

your questions and comments.  I will come to you and hold the microphone so that the sound 

works properly.  We want to know if you favor an option and why you favor that option.  If you 

are against an option, we want to know why.  Again your comments will be used in the 

Environmental Assessment.  No decisions have been made on this project. 

 

Please see the comment form that I gave you earlier.  We usually have a 30-day comment period 

on our projects, but because of the impacts and the importance to you of this project, we’ve 

decided to extend it to almost 45 days.  The comment can be given in written form and sent to 

Jeff Ebert.  His mailing address is on that sheet in bold type.  Or you can email the consultant, 

Darryl James.  His email address is also on this form.  With that I will turn it over to Mr. Jeff 

Ebert.  Thank you. 

 

PRESENTATION:  (Jeff Ebert, MDT)   

 

Good evening.  Thank you all for coming tonight to this very important meeting concerning the 

reconstruction of the Montana 69 Highway south of Boulder.  I want to give you a brief 

background of where we are, where we’ve gone, and where we are headed with the project that 

we are contemplating doing here.   

 

The Boulder South project was first nominated by the Department in the summer of 1991.  At 

that time we felt we were going to get a fairly large increase in funding under the Transportation 

Act at the time.  We felt that funding would be available in the 1998 construction season.  As we 

all well know, that 1998 date came and went.  The reason is that we didn’t get as much funding 

from the federal government to do the project so it got put off for a period of time. 

 

The reconstruction project that we started out with started down at milepost 22 and went to the 

southern boundary limits of Boulder.   In 1992, a thin-lift overlay was placed on the section from 
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south of Boulder down to the Elkhorn turn off, and again in 1997 another thin-lift overlay was 

placed on the section from the Elkhorn turnoff down to the other end of the project – the southern 

end.  We did that because the reconstruction funds were not available and we needed something 

to hold the roadway together.  Then in the spring of 2004, this project was basically reactivated in 

our system.  Again, based on funding we feel we are going to receive.  We are kind of in the 

same position we were in back in 1991 relaying on estimates of federal funding we would receive 

to do this project.  

 

Currently right now we are looking at starting over from scratch.  We did some preliminary work 

back in 1991 and 1992 when the project was first placed on the system, but since that time 

standards have changed, so we are basically going to start from scratch again.  Survey work was 

started last fall in 2004.  You’ve probably seen some of our guys out there doing some survey 

work on the project.  We had a public information press release that was published in October 

and November of 2004 basically re-announcing that the project was going to be started.  During 

that time period we determined that, because of the alternatives that were being proposed, we 

would probably need to do an Environmental Assessment, and as John mentioned we went ahead 

and hired HKM to do that Environmental Assessment.  We just got them under contract within 

the last month or so and the first order of business to get going on was to hold this public 

information meeting.  

 

Right now the way the funding looks, and we are still kind of up in the air because the 

Transportation Bill currently expired in 2003 and we have been going on extensions for about a 

month and a half.  But we still feel with the amount of the projects we currently have in the 

program and with the cost of this project that we would have funding for this to go to contract in 

November of 2008, which would mean that construction would not occur until 2009.  So we are 

a few years out yet but again we are just getting started on this project. 

 

The budget right now to do the construction engineering is in the $16-17 million range.   Because 

of the two different scopes we are talking about with the widening and resurfacing on the 

southern portion and then the full reconstruction on the northern portion, the project will 

probably be split into two projects for construction but that is still yet to be determined.  

 

With that, I guess I will turn it over to Darryl James and have him talk to you a little bit about the 

Environmental Assessment and then some of the specifics of the project.  Thank you all again for 

coming tonight.  

 

PRESENTATION:  (Darryl James, HKM)   

 

Thanks to everybody for coming tonight.  I’m going to walk through a couple of things real 

briefly here just to kind of explain the process and what we are here for tonight.  The first thing 

is, just to stress again and both John and Jeff mentioned it, no decisions have been made to date 

on this project regardless of what you’ve heard in the past.  I’m very impressed by the turnout, 
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but there is a reason you are here.  There is always the history of the big, bad Department of 

Transportation over the last 40-50 years coming through and building a highway and it doesn’t 

matter what you guys think.  But the National Environmental Policy Act and the Montana 

Environmental Policy Act set up a process to make sure that your concerns are heard and that we 

really take a comprehensive look at all the social, environmental, and economic impacts on any 

federal aid project.   

 

There is a little diagram on the back of your information sheet you picked up when you came in. 

What we are doing right now is called “scoping”.  It is a matter of coming out, hearing what your 

concerns are in the community, and then identifying all of the social, economic, and 

environmental conditions within the project area.  I’ll walk through some of those issue areas 

might be in a minute.   

 

Again, our role as HKM, MDT is going to be doing the design work on this project, we are just 

here to assist and to make sure they consider all the issues, the concerns that you have, and the 

things the resource agencies are going to be paying attention to as we go into permitting and 

construction of this project.    

 

Issue areas that are of concern to the MEPA and NEPA guidelines – things like land use, public 

right-of-way, adjacent farmlands, public lands, those kinds of things that are actually protected by 

different federal permitting processes or regulations.  Farmlands, social conditions, if they’ve got 

a project that might impact community cohesion or bisect farmlands or things like that we will be 

taking a look at those.  Economic impacts of the highway project, pedestrian/bicycle facilities, air 

quality, noise, and water quality are all environmental concerns.  There are quite a few high 

quality wetlands in this corridor that we have to consider and try to minimize impacts to those.  

Water bodies and wildlife habitat, floodplains, threatened and endangered species, historic and 

archeological and paleontological resources, hazardous waste and visual resources.  These are all 

specifically outlined in the MEPA and NEPA guidelines as things we have to pay attention to and 

account for any impact to any of those resource areas.  

 

The purpose of the project.  It is pretty simple – to provide safety upgrades to this corridor.  MDT 

has identified some accident clusters throughout this corridor that they need to try and address for 

re-design and basically provide a facility with updated design features.  Whenever the 

Department of Transportation goes to construct or reconstruct a roadway, they solicit funds from 

the Highway Federal Administration.  They have a certain level of design we need to meet in 

order to spend those funds.  So they could not come back out here and basically reconstruct this 

roadway without making some basic geometric improvements.  The radius of the curves is too 

sharp, again based on current standards. 

 

Design objectives.  I just kind of put these together to give you a general idea of things that we 

might be working on and that I would like your input on later tonight and to find out if there 

other things we ought to consider during this process.  We want to minimize impacts to the 
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Boulder River.  We’ve got an area here that is very narrowly confined and we need to try and 

minimize those impacts to the river, minimize impacts to the wetlands, minimize impacts to 

adjacent farmlands.  We need to always try to provide cost-effective improvements.  Jeff noted 

the difficulty in the federal funding package right now, it’s been delayed a number of months and 

that means projects get backed up and construction costs are going up; the cost of steel and 

concrete have been going through the roof.  It just means that MDT cuts back on the number of 

projects they can complete within a fiscal cycle or in a construction season.  We also need to 

avoid or minimize impacts to cultural and historic resources.  We understand that this valley has 

a quite a history that dates back to pre-white settlers.  So we understand there are quite a few 

resources in the corridor that we need to be aware of. 

 

Evaluation criteria that we might use.  Does it meet current MDT standards? Does it meet current 

AASHTO guidelines?  Again, that is what Federal Highways is going to be paying attention to in 

saying can we commit funds to this project.  There is a certain level of design you need to be 

achieving for a reconstruction project.  Are the improvements cost effective?  Does it minimize 

impacts to the natural environment? 

 

Jeff and John also mentioned that we’ve got two alternatives.  Under NEPA we actually start out 

with three different alternatives:  One is a no-build.  We can always go through this assessment 

and determine that doing nothing is the best option.  I doubt anybody here is going to jump up 

and say “let’s go home and we’ll call it good.”  Everybody recognizes that some improvements 

are probably warranted.  Whether that means just overlaying what we have or trying to correct 

some of the areas where we know there are accident clusters and icing and sheeting issues – 

those are things we need to try and address.  So basically that what I want to talk about real quick 

tonight – what these three options really mean.  Then we have two other people here with HKM, 

Jennifer Peterson and Sarah Nickolie.  They are going to walk through just an exercise in trying 

to solicit some more specific comments from you tonight.  I’m going to try and make this real 

brief – we are really here tonight to hear from you.   

 

Again this is the scoping part of our process (referring to graphic on back of handout).  We start 

with the scoping process.  We will go through the development of alternatives with the 

Department of Transportation in response to the comments we get from you, the research we do 

out in the filed identifying wetlands, identifying where the stream encroachments might be, 

where do we have prime farmlands, where do we have ranch accesses or county roads that we 

need to maintain access to, and those kinds of things.  Once we’ve got a real good clear picture of 

what the constraints are and what opportunities we have for improvements, we will work with 

MDT to further refine either these alternatives or other alternatives that you may help us with.   

Then we move into the Alternative Analysis phase where we go into detailed assessment of all 

those impacts – to quantify wetlands impacts and report those to the Corp of Engineers and start 

working on permit applications and those kinds of things.  Then we will develop the 

Environmental Assessment.  That is an official public document that again discloses all the 

environmental constraints, the proposed impacts, and the cost of the project.  All those things are 
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documented and will be available for your review and comment.  It also goes to all of the 

affected agencies.  It is out there for a 30-45 day period.  We will take all your comments.  

During that review period, we will also have another meeting – a formal public hearing to accept 

comments and any responses from MDT, and Federal Highway will issue either a Revised 

Environmental Assessment or a Finding of No Significant Impact and that will be the decision 

document for this project.  Or if it looks like the impacts are too severe or there is just an 

outstanding amount of controversy over something that wasn’t disclosed or we missed, then it 

kicks you into a full Environmental Impact Statement.  We are going to try and avoid that. So 

that in general is the process.  Are there any immediate questions on any of that material? 

 

Q: The timeline for the Environmental Assessment. 

 

A: Federal Highways right now is trying to stick to about an 18-month schedule for an EA.  I 

think that is pretty reasonable for this project. 

 

I want to re-iterate where the project is right now and how we’ve come to develop the 

alternatives that are shown and explain some of the environmental constraints that we are aware 

of and want to ask you if you are aware of other constraints we need to be identifying.  If you 

know of cultural or historic resources in this corridor particularly areas that are heavy wildlife 

crossings, or anything that you may think are pertinent to helping with the design of these 

different alternatives.   

 

As John mentioned, basically from the southern end to the Elkhorn turnoff is a minor widening 

overlay.  The reset of the project corridor is a complete reconstruction.  Once you get basically 

north of the Elkhorn turnoff, you can see how close we get to the Boulder River Referring to 

graphic).  That is really the most difficult part of this project – trying to fit this winding roadway 

into a very narrowly constrained corridor.  You’ve got the river on one side, you have some 

homes on the other, and you’ve got some rock outcrops.  It just gets very narrow.  That is 

basically what prompted the Department of Transportation to look at an alternative across the 

river to get out away from some of these rock cuts, away from the sheeting areas, and away from 

impacting the river and some very high quality wetlands which are sometimes very, very difficult 

to mitigate.  Again, that is what prompted the orange lineup here on the other side basically in the 

county road corridor.  Again basically from there into town is a reconstruct on the existing 

lineup.   

 

I ask you to hold your questions until I go through this real quick and then for the question and 

answer, if you will raise your hand John will come around with a microphone and we will try and 

get to everybody.  John is recording the meeting this evening so we want to make sure that we 

have a microphone in front of everybody so we can accurately record any comments we get from 

you. 
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I know everybody is a little excited about this orange line – just to tell you again; it is literally 

what you see.  It is a tape line on the aerial just to say that this is an idea – there has been no 

design work done on either one of these things.  It is truly prompted to try and go through these 

minimizations right here.  We need to try and avoid and minimize impacts to wetlands and these 

streams basically because it is a bear to try and get those things permitted any more.  It can be 

done, but the Corp of Engineers – let me back up and explain this.  The National Environmental 

Policy Act, this NEPA process, is basically a public disclosure process.  It is designed to make 

sure that we walk through all of the other regulatory requirements in a public process so you 

understand how the decisions are made.  One of the most critical applications in this corridor is 

going to be permitting for wetland impacts.  The Corp of Engineers has very specific 

requirements – you have to avoid first, minimize second, and then mitigate third.  They are 

requiring mitigation within the same watershed for a lot of these MDT projects.  So that is going 

to be a big challenge if we’ve got substantial impacts to wetlands, finding an area to buy the 

right-of-way, create new wetlands, and then maintain those over a number of years.  Again, just 

to let you know what some of the challenges are with the existing alignment. 

 

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS 

 

(John Robinson) I’d like to ask everyone to state your name for the record so that we know who 

was speaking.  That way when Darryl reviews the questions and comments, he can know which 

landowner said what. 

 

Q: (Paul Richards) I’d like to point out I-15 over here (referring to graphic).  The interstate is 

designed for high-speed truck traffic.  We’ve spent many years on this; many of us in the 

valley are trying to have the high-speed truck traffic on the interstate where it belongs.  

The accident clusters you are talking about are because the drivers are driving a rural 

secondary road that is not designed for high-speed truck traffic.  I would ask you, as our 

employees, to get the trucks on the interstate where they belong.  Once you get the trucks 

off of this site, then we can talk bike paths, pedestrian walkways all along this site; we 

can talk protection of the rural characteristics of this particular stretch here.  Number one, 

it is very frustrating to see the truck traffic over here that should be on the interstate 

coming through here.  Number two, the weigh station isn’t being manned so we are not 

getting anybody weighed so that is not slowing them down.  We don’t have any police 

enforcement there and it is time we put the whole package together and get thorough 

speeding enforcement, weigh station manned 24-hours a day, the speeding enforcement 

manned 24-hours a day.  Those two things alone are going to push the traffic onto the 

interstate where we need it.  That’s going to drop your projections phenomenally.  Thank 

you. 

 

A: (Darryl James) Thank you. 
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Q: (Charlie Sperry) I live out on Hwy 69.  I have a clarifying question.  On the alternative 

that would maintain the existing highway route, what would need to be done to widen or 

reconstruct the highway along the river corridor?  What action would take place that 

would potentially impact the river corridor? 

 

A: (Darryl James) There has been no design work done.  I’m sure the Department, and we 

can ask Jim or somebody in the back, if they have identified specific curves.  The radius 

on these curves would need to be reviewed to see if they meet current standards.  I’m 

assuming they do not.  So to bring these into a current design standard would likely 

encroach on the river, plus the widening.  I think we are looking at about a 35-foot 

roadway top, so with different crossroads and wider shoulders on the roadway, the wider 

section, flatter curves, you are undoubtedly going to be into the river and the wetlands in 

that existing corridor. 

 

Q: (Charlie Sperry) You are talking about the stream, is that on the river channel?  My 

question is are you talking about straightening the river channel to accommodate the 

highway straightening?  What exactly would happen? 

 

A: (Darryl James) It could be a re-alignment of the river channel.  Some moving it away, 

probably straightening portions.  Again it is frowned on by the resource agencies if we 

have a different alternative.  It would involve some stream alteration. 

 

Q: (Karalee Bancroft) I have three things to say: one’s a comment and two are questions.  

The first comment is that I agree with Paul that a lot of the problems we are having are a 

result of traffic avoiding other alternate routes rather than using this because this is the 

most logical one.  A lot of the traffic we are getting should really be on Hwy 287 going 

from Helena down to I-90.  They avoid that because they get ticketed there.  Ok?  They 

come down to Boulder and cut down Hwy 69.  So yes, traffic should be pushed back onto 

I-15 where it belongs and a lot of it should be on Hwy 287.  If we were to widen portions 

of the existing road so the police could enforce the speed limits, we would eliminate a lot 

of problems right there.  That is my comment overall. 

 

 The first question I have is what happens to the old Hwy 69 if we were to go along with 

this orange line that you have on the charts? 

 

 A: (Darryl James) That’s a good question, thanks for asking that.  Generally what you have 

now is the county road on the north side is a gravel two-lane roadway.  The county has 

already entered into discussions with the Department of Transportation, just general 

casual conversations about what might happen here.  If the Department of Transportation 

were to come over and construct this orange alignment, MDT has agreed to basically do 

an overlay, a chip seal overlay, on the existing alignment and would turn that over to the 

county.  The county would then own and maintain this existing alignment basically from 
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the Elkhorn turnoff up to this point (referring to graphic).  So basically it would just be a 

flip-flop in ownership of those two alignments.   

 

Q: (Karalee Bancroft) My second question is this whole project appears to be contingent on 

federal funds, is that correct? 

 

A: (Darryl James) Almost any MDT project is heavily contingent on federal funds. 

 

Q: (Karalee Bancroft) Ok, why does that have to be?  Why do we have to follow federal 

regulations for this secondary road if it is not designed for that, nor do any of us want 

that?  We don’t want the traffic; we want it to be local for farmers and moving our 

product and stuff.  Why do we need to go to federal mandates and have the road brought 

up to federal standards?  Why can’t we just do this with our own funds?  Do what is 

needed as opposed to making these huge changes to appease federal departments. 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) Let me go ahead and … I guess your question is why we have to do this to 

this secondary road?  Let me correct that by saying this is actually a State Primary 

Highway.  The Montana Transportation Commission actually … this has been a State 

Primary Highway for a number of years … even back in 1991 when it was first 

nominated.  In order to get federal aid participation we have to meet their standards.  We 

do no have state funds to do any improvements to this road. 

 

Q: (Karalee Bancroft) Why is that a problem?  Why do we have to do anything?  Why do we 

need those federal funds?  Why do we have to have outsiders come in and construct all of 

this stuff on our property to allow other outsiders to speed down our valley? 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) We have identified locations out here that have safety concerns and we need 

to address those safety concerns.  As a part of the federal aid funding package we can go 

in and do spot fixes out here if that is what we are hearing tonight from the majority of 

folks.  That may be an alternative we choose. 

 

Q: (Barbara Rashleigh) I commute daily on Hwy 69 to Whitehall, and I’ll tell you where the 

accidents are.  I follow trucks that play stupid games with the cars.  They slow down and 

when you go to pass them, they speed up when there’s two trucks together.  So I agree 

with everybody, keep the trucks on the Interstate and that will stop a lot of the crashes on 

Hwy 69. 

 

Q: (Allen LeMeiux) My question deals with the alternative road as compared to the one you 

are planning to turn over to the county if you go that way.  How does that impact the 

county financing?  Does the county have to pay for all maintenance from then on?  And 

why would we want to do that if that is the case?  Why wouldn’t we leave it the way it is 

where the state is paying for the maintenance? 
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A: (Darryl James) The county is paying for maintenance on this route here.  So they would 

be picking up the maintenance of the shorter route and it is a paved route.  The county 

apparently has expressed interest in doing that. 

 

Q: (Allen LeMieux) Is that about the same cost then or would it be different? 

 

A: (Darryl James) I don’t know that I could answer that very effectively.  I would assume 

that long term it would be less costly to maintain the paved route than this longer gravel 

route. 

 

Q: (Allen LeMieux) Well I’d like to see the county start paving more roads then.  Let me add 

one other thing.  On this curve coming into Boulder, you are following the same old 

route, as I understand it.  That is a very poor curve.  Has anybody addressed that 

question? 

 

A: (Darryl James) We will address that question as we get into design, the detailed design 

will look at that curve and see what design speed it is and whether it needs to be 

redesigned or anything like that.  That will be addressed as we move into the design 

phase. 

 

Q: (Allen LeMieux) My last question for now, how much new land would be taken on the 

old road as compared with new wetlands on the new road? 

 

A: (Darryl James) Again it is so early in the design process, there is no way to even venture a 

guess on that but it will be quantified as we move forward with these alternatives.  You 

will be able to look at that and be able to weigh that decision for yourselves. 

  

 Let me stop for just a second and explain the cards that Jennifer and Sarah passed out a 

few minutes ago.  I just want to get some feedback from you on some specific questions 

just to try and get a little bit of dialogue going.  If any of you have already filled this out, 

please hold them up and I’ll have Jennifer and Sarah pick those up.  We will try and 

summarize some of the recurring themes on these comment cards.   At your leisure please 

fill these out tonight and hopefully you will give them back to either Jennifer or Sarah and 

again we will try and summarize some of the comments. 

 

Q: (Mark Steketee) I just want to ask a couple of questions.  I think Mr. Ebert you said that 

Hwy 69 is now a major highway? 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) It is a state primary road. 

 

Q: (Mark Steketee) Is that the same as a minor arterial? 
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A: (Jeff Ebert) No. 

 

Q: (Mark Steketee) In your preliminary field report, has the highway changed since your 

report was developed? 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) Yes, a minor arterial … it is the functional classification of the roadway.  The 

state designation be it primary, secondary, interstate, is a federal designation and/or a 

state designation, but AASHTO (American Association of State Highway Transportation 

Officials) puts out a pecking order as far as the classification of roadways with interstate 

highways being the highest classification, a national highway being the second 

classification of which the interstate is a portion of that.  Then there is what’s called a 

principle arterial, and those are the national highways also.  There is also then a minor 

arterial of which this is that classification which coincides with a primary and a minor 

arterial … they are kind of one and the same.  A national highway and a principal arterial 

are kind of one and the same.  Then a major collector is a secondary highway and that has 

a lower classification. 

 

Q: (Mark Steketee) Is that volume related?  In other words, does a minor arterial design for 

208 trucks per day? 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) Volume is one aspect of that, but they look at the connectivity between major 

cities, farm-to-market routes, and those types of routes.  But volume is a small 

consideration on how roadways are classified under that classification system. 

 

Q: (Mark Steketee) The second question I have is relative to the accident clusters.  In your 

preliminary field report you indicated there were no feasible counter-measures to address 

specific crash trends.  Are you saying that you have now identified? 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) The analysis that was performed on those particular accident clusters kept in 

mind what are some of the small things we can do to correct the crashes that are occurring 

at those locations.  By small things I mean, could you come in there and simply flatten the 

slopes of the roadway adjacent to a narrow section of a steep section of the roadway, or 

could you put up curve signs that would better delineate that curve that is upcoming.  

Under our Safety Engineering Improvement Program we look at those crash locations 

statewide and under that program, it is fairly cost constraining because we have to do a 

benefit cost – look at the number of accidents that would be reduced by doing that fix.  

Then taking that fix and as long as the fix has a benefit greater than one, then we can do a 

safety project.  But what is being talked about in that report is that there were no cost 

beneficial types of fixes short of doing a full reconstruction through that corridor to 

mitigate those crash locations. 
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Q: (Mark Steketee) Is speed part of the accident severity?  In other words do we feel that part 

of the reason the accidents severity for trucks is 70% greater is because of the speed of the 

trucks? 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) I don’t think speed is figured in the severity.  What they look at with severity 

is the results of the crash.  Obviously speed is a factor within that; the faster you are going 

the more damage that is going to occur.  But overall, this is a speed issue and the 

gentleman up here touched on it, the State Legislature sets the speed limit through here. It 

is mandated 70 mph for trucks and cars …  when I say trucks I mean pickup trucks.  The 

truck speed limit for commercial traffic is 60 mph. 

 

Q: (Terry Minow) I support improving the safety of Hwy 69 but I’m opposed to the re-

routing of Hwy 69 and I’m opposed to rebuilding the highway in a way that will increase 

the speed and the traffic on Hwy 69.  My opposition is based on three major concerns: 

first of all I’m concerned that neither one of these proposals will improve safety.  The 

problem of safety on the highway is due to excessive speed and to the number of trucks 

using the road.  You’ve heard that from a number of people already.  If you just make the 

road wider and take out the curves, you are actually going to increase the speed.  The 

traffic is already too fast.  The proposed changes will make the speed that much more of a 

problem.   

 

Secondly, I’m concerned about the impact on our rural lifestyle.  Moving the highway 

will make it more difficult for ranchers to move cows and equipment.  They do that every 

day on that road.  People in the area use the back road (as we call it) to bike, to walk, to 

ride horses, to teach our kids to drive.  I take it in the winter when it is too much to face a 

semi on a blinding blizzard.   

 

Third, I think it is really important to maintain the beauty of the existing highway and I 

don’t think you have considered that in your proposals.  Highway 69 is a gorgeous road 

especially through the canyon.  The trees and the foliage in the fall are spectacular.  I 

don’t want to see the trees and the foliage and the vegetation stripped out of the area in 

order to make a huge expanse of pavement.   

 

I suggest the State consider the following ideas immediately in the interest of improving 

safety and minimizing accidents, and I don’t think we have to wait until 2008 or 2009.  

We need to beef up enforcement of the speed limit on Hwy 69.  Ticket those trucks that 

are running people off the road and passing on curves and over hills.  Do whatever it 

takes to slow down traffic.  I think that is in the power of the State right now.  Ban semi 

trucks from using Hwy 69.  An exception, of course, should be made for local trucks, but 

I don’t see why we can’t ban them.  Lower the speed limit for trucks.  There is no way 

that a truck can go 60 mph through the canyon and be safe around those curves.   
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I think the goal of improving Hwy 69 is an admirable one and I appreciate that, however, 

I believe these proposals are going to have unintended consequences of actually making 

the safety worse.  I ask you to refocus your proposal on the goal of improving the safety 

of Hwy 69 while maintaining the rural economy, lifestyle, and beauty of the Boulder 

Valley. 

 

Q: (All Martini) I just wanted to point out here and have you clarify something about the 

road maintenance.  You said the county would take over the maintenance of the existing 

road now? But the county is also going to have to still maintain the old gravel road with 

your new alignment, correct?  Now let me clarify that – if there is only a little stretch 

there that the county wouldn’t have to maintain that goes right where you’re pointing to 

(referring to graphic). 

 

A: (Darryl James) That is a good point.  If the Department of Transportation comes through 

with something generally along this orange alignment, all of this would be obliterated.  It 

would be taken out.  The ownership would basically revert to an adjacent landowner or 

there would be some right-of-way negotiation.  The other roadway, be they county roads 

or private access, would be extended to meet up with this new alignment.  Something like 

this you may have to come in with an extended roadway here (referring to graphic).  But 

this would all be taken out.  This would be the primary route through that area and any 

other access that currently meets up with that county road would be extended to the new 

alignment. 

 

Q: (Al Martini) So the county is going to have to come down the new alignment and 

maintain 200 feet of road to come into my driveway, go down the new alignment and 

maintain 100 feet of road to go to somebody else’s driveway then? 

 

A: (Darryl James) No it would be a private driveway. 

 

Q: (Al Martini) So I would have to maintain another 100 feet of driveway then? 

 

A: (Darryl James) That’s right. 

 

Q: (Scott Mendenhall) I represent HD 77, which includes this area.  I have some questions 

for Mr. Ebert.  On the proposed alternative, let’s assume the Department decides to 

choose that.  Has the Department contacted any of the landowners along that area in terms 

of … has the Department secured any of that property over there at all? 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) No we have not.  We have not secured any of the right-of-way.  Again just as 

Darryl mentioned, this is just a piece of orange tape on our aerial photograph.  We have 

not done any of that. 
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Q: (Scott Mendenhall) If you make that decision, then what is the process for acquiring the 

property? 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) Before we could acquire any right-of-way, we would have to complete the 

Environmental Assessment.  In the EA the decision would be made whether … and I’m 

not supporting this and I’m not saying that we would go along that line; we would then 

start right-of-way negotiations with the affected landowners.  We would come out, bring 

them a set of plans, and show them on paper, then also we would go out and stake out 

what right-of-way we would need to build the project and what right-of-way would then 

revert back and those type of things.  But it wouldn’t be until after this Environmental 

Assessment is done.  So that’s probably two to three years out. 

 

Q: (Scott Mendenhall) So if a landowner doesn’t agree to sell to you then what happens? 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) I guess we would negotiate and if we could not come to an agreement, we 

would utilize Eminent Domain and use that route.  But again, that is a last resort. 

  

Q: (Scott Mendenhall) My understanding of the law of Eminent Domain, there has to be a 

clearly established public need, is that right? 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) Exactly, and that is what the Environmental Assessment does.  Before we 

even get to that point the Environmental Analysis will look at those impacts in a pretty 

macro sense and decide whether or not that is an alternative even worth pursuing. 

 

Q: (Scott Mendenhall) Do you think the State would have any difficulty establishing a clear 

public need when there is an existing right-of-way and roadway in place such that would 

justify using the law of Eminent Domain? 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) The only way I could see that occur is if the environmental impacts that were 

talked about on the current alignment were significant in comparison to that.  Then we 

would pick that alternative.  And that would then drive the Purpose and Need for us 

exercising Eminent Domain. But again, we are way ahead of that decision. 

 

Q: (Scott Mendenhall) Just in comment then, I think one of the criteria the Department 

should consider is whether or not they would be violating state law and potentially 

bringing the liability on the State because of a misuse of the law of Eminent Domain.  

Because clearly I believe you will have a hard time proving the need when there is an 

existing roadway and aright-of-way here as opposed to takings of private property.  So I 

would re-echo some of the sentiment here, and urge the Department to please steer away 

from that alternative that is described there in orange and stick with looking at improving 

the existing roadway.   
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I would also ask a question of Mr. Ebert, is there any place in the State … we’ve looked 

at this truck traffic and speed limit issue before … is there any place in the State where 

the Department has enacted differential speed limits through a law or something like that? 

It seems like we looked at a special situation speed limit for some area up in the Flathead 

area or the Libby area this last session.  Is that a possibility on this route? 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) You’re a Legislator so that would be something that could be done through 

the legislative process.  The only other process we have and the Transportation 

Commission has, is looking at speed zones through certain areas.  I don’t know of any 

locations statewide where the Transportation Commission has come in and looked at a 

speed zone on a 30-mile corridor.  We usually look at smaller areas like approaching 

coming into towns.  The speed limit that is set as you come into Boulder, the 

Transportation Commission sets speed zones and steps that down from70 mph and gets 

you down to a more urban type roadway.  But I don’t know of any locations statewide 

where the Transportation Commission has come in and set a speed zone for an entire 

corridor.  That is usually done by the Legislature. 

 

Q: (Randy Kirk) I live 15 miles south of Boulder near the southern edge of the project.  I 

manage a ranch for a non-resident.  I would prefer keeping the highway on the existing 

route.  Moving it across the river would disrupt and damage an otherwise peaceful rural 

area.  The Lower Valley road, as it is, provides a safe place to move cattle and machinery 

safely and efficiently and it should be left alone.  My main concern however, is that if we 

improve the highway at all, it is going to increase the volume of traffic especially the 

truck traffic.  I’ve been harassed by trucks like some other people have mentioned on a 

regular basis.  I would like us to consider making every effort to discourage or eliminate 

interstate truck traffic, which would reduce the need for such substantial and expensive 

improvements. 

 

Q: (Sam Samson) I live on Browns Gulch Road.  I represent myself and my wife Joanne.  

We feel very strongly about the issue at hand and feel also that the decisions made now 

will affect not only us but future generations as well.  I’ve agreed with all the speakers so 

far.  We have great interest and knowledge in this piece of highway and I’ve driven it 

since it was a dirt road in the 40’s.  We also attended hearings over 30 years ago in this 

very school when the roadway was the alternative route to the interstate.  It was decided 

at that time that the major north south route should be and is located where the freeway 

exists today not down Hwy 69.  For that reason and the following we respectfully ask you 

to focus your planning on the upgrade of the present day right-of-way, if any upgrade is 

necessary at all.  As a Jefferson County Commissioner I work to encourage the building 

of a permanent manned GVW station in the lower valley.  As a Commission, we also ask 

for a speed limit from the Elkhorn Bridge to Boulder and for better enforcement.  Neither 

one nor two have been done.   
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Now as a citizen I’m again asking you to give number one and two serious consideration 

and we believe this would be a simple way to lessen risk and improve safety.  Over ten 

years of discussions, hearings, and at great cost we recently completed the Red Bridge 

keeping its historic look and even protecting old Cottonwoods near its location.  To build 

a new bridge in the same area would make absolutely no sense cost wise, aesthetically, or 

ecologically.  Wildlife would be cut off from the river from both sides forcing constant 

road crossing pressure in the evening and early morning hours.  This doesn’t constitute a 

safety upgrade for wildlife or humans.  Placing the highway on the north side would also 

add ten more approaches, many very poor site distances, and a high number of uses per 

day.  This is a bus route and is also used by ranchers to herd cattle from one field to 

another and move them across Forest Service lands.  The piece of county road is also 

used on a daily basis by bikers, runners, walkers, horseback riders, and I’ve personally put 

over 20,000 miles of running on this little stretch of road myself over the last 29 years. 

Each of these activities represents an enormous safety risk and greatly interrupts traffic 

flow.  Virtually all the residents of the proposed route do not want this highway moved.  

Moving this road would pose a great hardship to the ranchers in this area and we are an 

agriculturally based community.  Moving the highway would be going against the intent 

of the use of our valley.  Changing this location violates number two and three guiding 

principles and goals the Jefferson County Growth Policy adopted in 2003 which state on 

page six number eleven: “protect and maintain Jefferson County’s rural character.”  And 

number three: “preserve and enhance the rural friendly and independent lifestyle currently 

enjoyed by Jefferson County citizens.”   

 

 In conclusion, we do agree the highway may need to be upgraded, however, it seems 

inconceivable that the cost of surveys, design works, miles of right-of-way, the cost of an 

EIS and EA, constructing two completely new bridges, overpasses, earthwork to bring 

grade through rolling hills, and signing and building numerous approaches could possibly 

even be near the cost of upgrading the existing roadbed.  Also, if I were still a County 

Commissioner, there is no way that I would take that road over as an added cost to 

taxpayers.  So thank you again for the chance to speak. 

 

Com: (Darryl James) I want to interrupt just for a minute.  Jeff said something like nobody has 

been out here staking right-of-way or anything.  What you may see in the next two weeks 

or the next month and a half are people out laying targets for survey.  Don’t be alarmed at 

that, they are surveying this entire area for these two alternatives.  We are not staking 

right-of-way, there are no alignments being mapped, it is purely survey for this project. 

 

Q: (Nancy Owens) I live in Basin but we use Hwy 69 quite a bit.  I agree with everything that 

people have said so far and I was glad to hear Tom talk about the rural character of the 

area.  I’ve had a lot of experience doing EIS work myself and also evaluating it.  I have a 

methodological suggestion for HKM, which is to take a really creative approach to the 

economic analysis because the kind of thing I foresee is that you’ve got this alternative 
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alignment that is going to disrupt farmers and ranchers.  You’ve got wetlands on the 

existing alignment and because we know more about mitigating wetlands and the 

concrete could come up more expensive than the disruption to farmers and ranchers.  In 

reality we are a rural community and if the farmers and ranchers get discouraged and sell 

out, then we are going to have subdivisions like crazy and we will loose the character and 

we will have a community that you are actually building the road you are talking about 

for.  So there is a lot of economic sense in not building that kind of a road or you will get 

what you are building it for.  That is what I have to say.  Thank you. 

   

Q: (Bud Smith) Local owner of a mechanic repair shop here in Boulder.  I’ve lived in 

Boulder and the town of Elkhorn all my life.  I’m here to represent Elkhorn Working 

Group that has submitted a letter in opposition to the rerouting of Hwy 69 to the east side 

of the Boulder River.  The reasons are set forth in the letter sent May 18
th

 to Mr. Ebert.  

Members of the Elkhorn Working Group are from communities surrounding the 

Elkhorn’s.  The group has 14 voting members that include ranchers, hunters, 

conservationists, recreation users, and community leaders such as County Commissioners 

and three non-voting members from the Fish Wildlife and Parks, Forest Service and 

BLM.  It should be noted that these recommendations to agencies such as our May 18
th

 

letter are made through collaborative discussion and by consensus vote.  Our 

recommendation has such a consensus vote reached after reviewing DOT’s primary field 

report and discussing the issue at two of our meetings.  I am submitting a copy of this 

letter as part of the record.  Thank you for your consideration. 

 

 Also on a personal note, my home is in the town of Elkhorn and I travel this lower valley 

road summer and winter, day and night, and the amount of animals crossing this road is 

immense.  To take this road from the speed limit which is 40 mph to a 70 mph road 

would be detrimental to both man and beast.  Thank you for letting me comment on the 

issues. 

 

Q: (Tresa Smith) I’m a rancher in the Boulder valley and a conservationist.  I would like to 

state that I believe the plans for widening or a route change of the highway is an intrusion 

to a Montana way of life.  I’m opposed to changing the route of Hwy 69.  The Boulder 

Valley is a very narrow valley between two mountain ranges.  A change in route would 

significantly impact the agriculture and wildlife environment.  Not only would the lives of 

the family farmers who work in this area be economically altered, as Bud pointed out and 

others too, it would endanger the wildlife that use this river valley as a corridor and also 

the fish and water problems that could occur.  It would ultimately affect not only just the 

people who live here but the people who play here – the many hunters and anglers who 

would loose a very valuable resource to them also.  Many people here tonight have made 

comments and I really applaud the comments about the speed limit and the interstate 

being the route the fast trucks should use and not the route that the wildlife and the 

agricultural area use. 
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Q: (Cathy Birtcher) My husband couldn’t make it tonight but we are both opposed to the 

idea of moving state route 69 from its presently traveled way.  There are some other 

options that I have heard considered that are less costly and they keep everybody living 

here happy.  One very easy option would be to just lower the speed limit and enforce it.  

This option would: one reduce the truck traffic and entice the trucks to use I-15 that is 

designed for those; two reduce accidents along the road; three there would be no 

additional impacts to wetlands; four no additional safety issues; five reduce the cost of 

construction; six maintain the financial impact of the existing road such as the Boulder 

Hot Springs because putting in a new route is just going to devastate them. I realize right 

now the Sheriff’s office has a very difficult time because it is very narrow.  There are 

some things that haven’t being considered – the new technology, the cameras that are out. 

It might be much less expensive to put those cameras up than to worry about widening 

the road and trying to enforce it the way that it is. 

 

Q: (John Heide) From the Heide Ranch.  I have a question for Mr. Ebert.  I’m opposed to the 

alternative route and if you haven’t decided on anything, why have you sent letters to us 

asking for permission to survey? 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) As Darryl indicated we are setting targets out there to do some survey work.  

Based on the public input we are receiving tonight, we are going to sit down and look at 

the decision to do that survey work over there.  Short of seeing … we are not going to do 

that, I would presupposing the environmental process and we could endanger the use of 

federal funds if I do that.  So we are listening to what you are saying.  If there is 

overwhelming support not to go over there, we may not do that. 

 

Q: (John Heide) The main question I have is about the letter that was sent to us pertaining to 

Hwy 69, there was no mention of the alternative route.  That is my main concern. 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) Are you on this route? (referring to graphic).  Right on this end?  Let me say 

that we are going to reconsider that. 

 

A: (Darryl James) Before Jeff commits us to that let me just explain one thing.  I tried to 

allude to his earlier. Part of this process is just to walk us through all the other regulatory 

requirements.  On this existing alignment, we are going to have substantial wetlands 

impacts.  The Corp of Engineers requirements are that we fully assess any alternative that 

would avoid or minimize impacts.  We may just have to set this up as a comparison for 

them to show that we looked at something but they are going to hang everybody at the 

Department of Transportation and this Boulder Valley if we went with that.  So we at 

least have to explore that option and it may be in the end that there is no way we would 

have support to do that but we have to take that alternative to the Corp of Engineers and 

say that we have 20 acres of wetlands impacts with this alignment and we’ve got four on 
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this one, but if you build this people are going to come out of their shoes.  So we are 

going to have to suck this up and find a way to mitigate those.  Based on the Corp of 

Engineers requirements, it is not MDT, it not a NEPA requirement, it is a Corp of 

Engineers 404 Wetland and Dredge and Build Permit requirement that we have to look at 

other alternatives if they are available.  So I can’t let Jeff completely off the hook on this 

just yet. 

 

Q: (Paul Smith) I’m a rancher down in the Boulder Valley.  In fact one of the ancient ones 

you were talking about, I think it was one of my forefathers that had the bright idea of 

letting the road down there in the first place.  They never should have done that but that 

was in 1964.  My question is on the wetlands.  I know you are talking about that, but what 

is the impact just along river where you are talking about reconstructing on the present 

route?  Is it all the way along that route or is it just up by the river where it is impacting 

the wetlands? 

 

A: (Darryl James) Most of your real high quality wetlands are in this immediate river 

corridor.  You do have wetland complexes throughout the alignment. 

 

Q: (Paul Smith) There is already a road through that in fact and isn’t there more of an impact 

by going through virgin territory getting over to the east side and coming back over to 

Hwy 69?  You are not just widening a road that is going through an existing route; you 

are creating a whole new route through wetlands to get over the Lower Valley Road. 

 

A: (Darryl James) You are right. 

 

Q: (Paul Smith) Impacting the river being a consideration or putting in two new bridges – 

twice the impact as staying on the west side of the river. 

 

A: (Darryl James) You are absolutely correct and that is what we have to analyze in detail to 

find out how those balance out and weigh those impacts to find which is preferable. 

 

Q: (Paul Smith) I would also emphasize that for 18 years I drove from the upper lower valley 

road down to the ranch.  I would just go along with what Bud Smith was saying, there is a 

lot of wildlife – mule deer, whitetail deer, an occasional bear – that use that route to get 

down to the river and water.  I think it would a lot more devastating impact on wildlife 

than keeping the route where it is.   

 

The other thing I would bring up – if you did go through these ranches, there are four or 

five this direct route would devastate.  We are probably talking about them selling out the 

adjacent land for subdivision.  Maybe that sounds like good economics to have some 

subdivision, but from the standpoint of habitat fragmentation and wildlife devastation and 

devastation to the local rural community lifestyle, not only that but a local study done in 
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2000 showed that subdivisions for every dollar of taxes they generate demanded $2.16 in 

services.  Open space and the agriculture for every dollar received from them, the county 

only spent $.29.  So it would also be a big blow to the tax base to take out these ranches 

and put them into subdivisions. 

 

Finally I would also recommend that you do a speed study to see if the trucks are really 

going 60 mph.  If they are, then my old pickup needs to be traded in because it doesn’t 

even get close to them.  

 

My final point is that I think if you decide to keep that alternative route as part of your 

environmental document you might be making a serious mistake.  Look at the criteria for 

an EIS, it would seem to me that you were pulling a trickery when you go over there 

because of the seven factors that are to be considered when deciding whether or not to do 

an EIS – about five of them are in the negative if you go over and use that as the proposed 

route. 

 

Q: (Claudette Corrado) I object to the proposed highway.  I’m concerned about school bus 

route.  As I’m aware I don’t think there are any in that area on old Hwy 69, but if you go 

on the orange line, there are more residents that have children in that area than on the 

yellow line.  So they would have to be coming down to the highway to get on the school 

bus.  Being a retired school bus driver I know the traffic does not stop when you put those 

red lights on because they just can’t if they are doing 70 mph. 

 

A: (Darryl James) Good point. Thank you. 

 

Q: (Buster Bulloch) I’m in favor of a safe highway 69.  There are some things we can’t do 

anything about and that is a highway going down the Boulder Valley.  It is a route, taxes 

are paid on it, and people are going to drive down it, and there is not a thing we can do 

about that.  So I’m interested in a safe route and whatever is the safest route I think is 

what is in all our best interests.  

 

Secondly, I love to drive down that Boulder Valley to my house through all those trees, 

and if they keep the alignment in the same place it is today, all those views are going 

away.  If we take the alternative route there are some adverse effects, but there are some 

adverse affects on the other side, which we don’t get to have that pretty view no more.  So 

that is what I’m interested in. 

 

Q: (David LeMieux) I have a couple of comments but first I have a couple of questions to 

clarify some things.  First for Mr. Ebert.  Would you say the construction challenges are 

the sub-grade, this rock wall, and wetlands?   

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) The wetlands. 
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Q: (David LeMieux) Is that really ... now I’m just talking about the section of road just for 

the alternate route? 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) Wetlands and the Boulder River there. 

 

Q: (David LeMieux) How significant are those construction challenges in your mind? 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) Without knowing the design, we just don’t know yet.  We’ve done a 

preliminary geological report through here, and I think it stated that there may be the 

possibility of some blasting that would have to occur but, again, that is still preliminary.  

Dealing through wetlands, we do it throughout the state.  Contractors get creative and that 

is what they get paid the big bucks for.  So I really can’t comment because we just don’t 

know those impacts yet. 

 

Q: (David LeMieux) What is the plan for the existing Red and White Bridges? 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) The White Bridge is at the Elkhorn turnoff?   

 

Q: (David LeMieux) If the alternate route is used what will those two bridges be used for?  

How will they be maintained or will it be removed?  I don’t mean to pin you down here; 

I’m just trying to get some information. 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) I think the Department would look fairly silly, if I can use that term, because 

we put some federal funds into re-doing the Red Bridge for us to come in and remove it.  

There has been some discussion on it and I haven’t heard it here yet and maybe I 

shouldn’t bring it up, but pedestrians, bike paths, and those types of things, we could get 

creative and possibly incorporate that into the design of those two and allow pedestrians 

and bikes to use that but we don’t have a plan right now.  We quite honestly don’t have a 

plan for those. 

 

Q: (David LeMieux) Just for my information could you locate the accident clusters you are 

talking about on the existing route between mile marker 31.5 and mile marker 36?  That 

would be on the existing route all the way to the turnoff there. 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) I don’t have that report in front of me but I think we do have a copy of it and I 

could kind of show it to you. 

 

Q: (David LeMieux) Is that something MDT is concerned about in terms of correcting with 

upgrading that highway? 
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A: (Jeff Ebert) One of them is the straightaway, mile marker 26.4, which would be right 

about here (referring to graphic.  That is on a straightaway and I’m guessing it is passing 

opportunities.  That is one cluster.  There was another one down on 32.6 probably right 

about here (referring to graphic), and one on 33.5 where it narrows right in this area in 

here (referring to graphic). 

  

Q: (David LeMieux) So essentially those are in relatively straight corridors as it is. 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) That is the kind of ironic thing that we’ve found in this.  That is probably why 

we couldn’t come in and just put up curve signs and things like that to delineate it 

because there are no curves there. 

 

Q: (David LeMieux) On the alternate route, we’ve got just a tape here and I know that you 

haven’t done any surveys, but you talked about some icing and some shading areas, but 

you don’t talk about on the other side what kind of grade you are going to have.  You are 

probably looking at upwards of a 6% grade in several places.  Another thing you are 

looking at in terms of highway safety is that you have two bridges and they are notorious 

for icing.  Ok, so you’ve got a flat road on one side with no river and on the other side 

you’ve got grade and two bridges.  I don’t mean to put you on the spot here. 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) No.  I’m not arguing with either.  We want to hear these things, that is why 

we are here. 

 

Q: (David LeMieux) Your turn Mr. James.  I’m wondering if you could just define for us all 

what wetlands are?  You call this a substantial wetlands area, can you define that and 

when you define that can you also define for us what an irrigation ditch is and how it 

influences and affects what you call wetlands? 

 

A: (Darryl James) We’ve actually got an MDT biologist here and if my answer is 

insufficient, I might call on him.  I’ll try and educate you as much as I can.  There are 

basically three different criteria for wetland delineation.  It is based on hydrology, 

hydration, soil type, wildlife use and that kind of stuff.  That basically identifies whether 

it is a wetland.  MDT has a classification system of four different levels of quality in the 

functional class of wetland types.  Again in this river valley and that river corridor, you 

are going to have higher quality wetlands just based on the use and the hydrology.   

 

Now as far as irrigation ditches: there are new court rulings within the last year and a half 

or two years that have substantially changed what is considered a wetland under the 

jurisdiction of the Corp of Engineers.  It is basically any surface water that’s navigable are 

under their jurisdiction.  So we’ve found that irrigation ditches can contribute and can in 

fact be wetlands under the jurisdiction of the Corp of Engineers as opposed to just a 

drainage or a borrow ditch along the side of the highway.  So the definition of wetlands 
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under the jurisdiction of the Corp of Engineers has expanded greatly just in the last year 

and a half or so. 

 

Q: (David LeMieux) So essentially you are not supposed to go into a wetland with an 

excavator?  Is that correct? 

 

A: (Darryl James) Absolutely. 

 

Q: (David LeMieux) So then the ranchers that have owned and maintained these irrigation 

ditches which effectively run both sides of the highway through that whole corridor, they 

can no longer go in and clean out the irrigation ditches? 

 

A: (Darryl James) I’m not even going to answer that question.  What I can tell you is what 

MDT can’t do is go in there with an excavator because, again, they are subject to the 

regulations of the Corp of Engineers.  Actually Deb Wambaugh from MDT is the District 

Biologist and she would like to address that question. 

 

A: (Deb Wambaugh) Just briefly without going into too much detail regarding irrigation 

ditches.  Using an excavator in an irrigation ditch is not necessarily covered under the 

jurisdiction of the Corp of Engineers.  It is actually fill and dredged material, the 

placement thereof, so what MDT is regulated for is the placement of fill into a wetland, 

which may be an irrigation ditch in this situation.  There is also the grandfather clauses 

and there are all sorts of different regulations that apply to the maintenance of existing 

facilities with regard to potential impact to wetlands that may not necessarily apply to 

MDT, may apply to ranchers or vise-versa.  So it is kind of two different things. 

 

Q: (David LeMieux) So it kind of sounds like you all could save a lot of money if the 

farmers would just go in there and clean out the irrigation ditches before you get started 

fixing the highway.  Another comment I have – first if we do look at that section here, at 

the Elkhorn turnoff on the map there with the arrow, then if you go to the alternate route 

and if you cross the valley floor, that distance is approximately .75 miles.  Then if you 

come back to the Red Bridge, Bud Smith pointed this out a bit earlier, to the Red Bridge 

is 1.9 miles.  If you look at the total area of these two sections combined and you subtract 

the .6 miles in the existing route where the highway approaches the rock face, there are 

actually two places where you have solid footing and good ground.  If you look at the 

total area that would be obstructed by those two sections of roadway alone and you 

compare that to widening the existing route according to your own specs here, it is the 

same amount of area.  So what I’m saying is the alternate route actually affects as much 

ground of lower valley floor ground as just widening the existing route.  So I would 

appreciate it if when you do your study, to take a careful look at that. 
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Another thing I really want to point out here is that when we look at this alternate route, 

we talked about ranchers getting pretty concerned about making it and so forth.  But if 

you look back twenty years Brown’s Gulch was uninhabited and twenty years ago or 

maybe twenty-five years ago, there wasn’t really anything up on the bench either.  If you 

go back forty years, we weren’t there.  My point is that essentially what you are going to 

see over the coming years, fifty years or one hundred years from now, long-term 

planning, you are going to see more and more homes up on this upper bench.  Part of the 

reason is you can’t put home sites in the floodplain.  How this affects the highway is 

directly related to safety.  You have more and more people that are turning on and off of 

the highway in addition to ranchers using that route.  You have variable speeds and so 

forth, and you really run into a lot more safety issues with this alternate route than using 

this existing route. 

 

Q: (Judy Johnson) I just wanted to make one real short comment.  My husband and I live 

about 10 miles south of Boulder, and we use that road a lot.  We travel that road a lot.  I 

don’t know if everybody remembers but it’s been one or two years ago that the road was 

closed to truckers.  They were doing some kind of construction down at Twin Bridges and 

it was just unbelievable how safe that road was.  My husband and I were commenting 

about how nice it would be if there was no truck traffic on there.  In the winter it is just 

treacherous with the trucks.  So I do believe if that truck traffic was controlled, that would 

be the solution to this whole problem and I just really hope you will consider that.  Thank 

you very much. 

 

Q: (Mike DuBois) I’m a Boulder resident.  Back in the 90’s you widened the road from 

Whitehall up to approximately the half way point and it made it a fairly nice road.  

Actually that road needs to be widened all the way from that point where that stopped all 

the way into Boulder.  Why don’t you waste your money doing that rather than worrying 

about this alternate route?  I’ve seen a lot of accidents.  You can see on down by the barn 

about 15 miles down there, a truck driver just drove off the road down there.  The road 

has no edges to it whatsoever the whole length from there to Boulder.  

 

A: (Darryl James) I might just see if Jeff wanted to elaborate on some of the projects that 

might have occurred in the area over the past several years.  Again, it basically comes 

down to funding.  A lot of these roadways haven’t been touched in 40-50 years. They 

aren’t up to current standards.  MDT is doing everything it can just to patch up and make 

basic improvements to these corridors.  So you are seeing a project that was designed to 

be funded and built but they can’t do an entire corridor all at once.  That is what this 

project is about, it is trying to bring this up to the same standard as the lower portion. 

 

Q: (Sabrina Steketee) I grew up here in Boulder.  That valley road, and you probably wish 

you wouldn’t have used this word, but you said you were planning on “obliterating” it. 

That is right in the middle of almost 30 miles of what we call the back road.  Not only, as 
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people have talked about is it important to us locally for our kids to ride their horses or 

their bikes or to just walk along, but as we talk about economic development in Boulder, 

that kind of a stretch of road is really becoming a rarity.  As we seek to develop tourism 

in our area, access to a road like that can really draw people to our area for long bike trips, 

for family hikes, for day trips into the mountains around the area.  I think to chop it up 

like that or to obliterate the middle of it is really short sighted for us in terms of economic 

development. 

 

Q: (Tom Dawson) I own a substantial part of that cross over property on the south end of the 

proposed road.  That would just ruin a beautiful meadow out through there, and it is semi 

wetland now.  I have a question about … on all your literature, your press releases and 

stuff; you said that the Elkhorn turnoff was 30.8, that is incorrect.  It is almost 31.8 and it 

is a little misleading.  I would like to ask you from Elkhorn down, what are your plans for 

fencing cattle, underpasses, taking the hill down there at the Elkhorn turnoff so that you 

have some safety and line of sight?  What are you planning on doing for law enforcement 

for pullouts and things like that?  

 

A: (Darryl James) Again let me stress that we are so far from having done any real design 

work, I can’t even tell you anything about pullouts or fencing or anything like that.  MDT, 

when they reconstruct or when they purchase new right-of-way, will install fence along 

the primary corridor like this and work with the landowner to find out what kind of 

fencing they want and that kind of thing.  As far as enforcement, the wider shoulders are 

to provide enough area for enforcement for the officers to pull a vehicle over.  But if there 

is a location that would warrant either a school bus turnout or a larger enforcement area, 

we can look at something like that.  But again, those design details are several months 

away. 

 

Q: (Tom Dawson) Just for the record, I adamantly oppose the alternate road on the lower 

valley road. 

 

Q: (Charlie Sperry) I live out on Hwy 68 about nine miles out.  First of all I would like to 

comment that I’m really glad that I don’t have you guys job because you’ve got some 

tough decisions to make.  I really don’t have an opinion on the two choices as far as from 

Elkhorn on down, but I do sympathize with the landowners over there, and I think you’ve 

heard loud and clear their concerns.  Mainly I want to ask a question.  There has been a 

lot of talk about or suggestions about trying to reduce commercial truck traffic on the 

highway.  Ms. Johnson correctly observed that when the trucks were not using the 

highway, it was a lot safer to drive.  I can tell you I drive it twice a day five days a week 

all year around driving to Helena.   It is scary with the truck traffic on there.  So my 

questions is, I’ve never personally seen a highway where commercial truck traffic was not 

allowed, are there any examples of that?  Is that a viable option, to eliminate commercial 

truck traffic on a highway like this?  If it is not a viable option, are there other alternatives 
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to try to either minimize truck traffic or to reduce truck traffic speed?  You’ve talked 

about a speed zone, etc.  But I do think they’ve hit upon something that is worth looking 

into. 

 

A: (Darryl James) I’ll ask Jeff to elaborate on that but short of a legislative action, we can’t 

take truck traffic completely off of a state primary route. 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) I don’t mean to put Mr. Molter on the spot here, but I just want to point out 

that he does pay a lot of taxes for fueling – fuel taxes.  Because of that we cannot ban 

trucks on this road.  There is just no way we can.  I don’t think even the Legislature can 

do that because of the federal law that they do pay taxes and fuel excise taxes.  There is 

no way … as a part of this project the weigh station was mentioned, the temporary weigh 

station that is out there, ex-commissioner Samson did provide some impetus into getting 

that put in.  We are going to re-do that facility with this project, and try to make that a 

little more user friendly.  Right now the roadway is not really flat and it is tough for our 

folks to come in.  We take care of weighing the trucks that come up and down the roads, 

but as far as law enforcement that is under the Montana Highway Patrol, which is a 

separate state agency.  I know the recent Legislature did provide them the funding to hire 

39 additional patrolmen statewide.  I suspect that, based on the needs I’m hearing here 

tonight, that would be something that we could help bring about and at least talk to the 

Highway Patrol about trying to put more enforcement.  On of the things we hear from the 

Highway Patrolmen that run this area is that there are no places to pull off a truck should 

they be speeding or even a local rancher.  I know you guys don’t speed either.   

 

One thing we did point out here was that one of the things we are looking at, and these 

are kind of our minimum design standards that we have, right now you have pretty steep 

slopes coming off the edge of the asphalt, we would be putting in 6:1 slopes.  This is 

where we get into the wetlands and we actually start filling in that material.  That does 

give you the opportunity to pull over a truck or anybody that is speeding out there. It 

would help the law enforcement.  I know that is one of the things they would point the 

finger back at us and say, “if you give us a place to pull these trucks over, we will try and 

do a better job of enforcement.” 

 

Q: (Ed McCauley) I live on the alternative route.  I would just like to echo everyone else’s 

comments so far.  I’m opposed to the alternative route.  I’ve got a number of questions to 

ask and part of it relates to Mr. Sperry.  Isn’t there a state law that says that if there is a 

safety issue on a highway of less than 50 miles that the Highway Commission can look at 

reducing speed limits and restrictions on trucks?” 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) I’m not aware of that so I don’t know for sure.  But it may be something we 

can look into on this highway, Ed? 
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A: (Ed ______) This highway would qualify for that if it were just less than 50 miles.  It 

probably could.  I think it is only 37-39 miles or something like that. 

 

A: (Ed McCauley) What everybody here is talking about speed, you don’t have very many 

truck accidents in the City of Boulder I assume?  It is marked 25 and 35 mph.  Personally 

speaking, I was a victim of a truck wreck here a couple of years ago where the trucker … 

and they couldn’t prove he was speaking but I know he was.  They ticketed him $70 for 

rear-ending me, and passing on a double solid line.  It was a Canadian truck and all he 

cared about was getting to Utah.  The State of Montana ticketed him $70.  I don’t really 

think they did a very good job.   

 

Some of my other questions … you are talking about a total rebuild from the Elkhorn 

turnoff up to mile marker 30 something?  Yes that stretch (referring to graphic).  So a 

total rebuild is that you are taking it right back down to the gravel or are you just filling in 

the ditches? 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) No we would look at putting this type of prism in there, digging it down and 

building it back up. 

 

Q: (Ed McCauley) I don’t know if you took time to drive down the highway today when it 

was raining but the south bound lane all the way down through that stretch through your 

whole thing, this portion up here is basically an old railroad bed and it is pretty solid.  I 

guess I disagree with you taking it down and starting over. 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) Let me preface it by saying we have not gotten that far along in the design.  

I’m just saying that under a typical project that is what we’d do.  That may not be what 

we have to do here.  We just don’t know enough to really say. 

 

Q: (Ed McCauley) One of the other comments that was made by Mr. Bulloch was that all the 

trees are going to be gone down through that stretch if you stay on the existing route, so 

you really don’t know if that is going to be the case yet or not? 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) I can’t say, no.  We will try and minimize the impacts to the trees.  I mean 

those trees are nice for protecting from the wind.  I know that wind can be a big thing in 

blowing trucks off the road and all that kind of stuff.  We would try and minimize the 

impacts to the trees.  

 

Q: (Ed McCauley) So you would try and stay within the 100-foot right-of-way as much as 

you could?  You are talking about 6:1 slopes over here, and you told me before that was 

your general guidelines but they could change that a little bit if they had to. 
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Q: (Jeff Ebert) That is correct.  We could try and minimize this but then that calls for what is 

called a “design exception” and we have to get federal approval for that.  But if there are 

areas where we need to mitigate for wetlands, we can put in guardrail which is actually an 

obstacle to hit too but versus going into a wetland.  We will have to weigh that in the 

design specifics as we get further along. 

 

Q: (Ed McCauley) While we are on that, the lower portion of the road where you are 

hooking this up I believe the roadway is 25-foot pavement?  

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) That is correct. 

 

Q: (Ed McCauley) So you are going from a 34-foot up here to a 24–foot down there? 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) When we are done the whole route would be 34 feet wide. 

 

Q: (Ed McCauley) On the portion that you are redoing? 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) Both portions. 

 

Q: (Ed McCauley) So you are going all the way to Cardwell? 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) No.  We are just going down here to 22 with this project. 

 

Q: (Ed McCauley) That is what I’m saying, where you are starting down there, from there to 

Cardwell right now it is presently only 24 feet. 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) No that is a little wider. 

 

Q: (Ed McCauley) I don’t believe so. 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) Well it is not 30 feet.  On this end of it (referring to graphic)?  But it has 

flatter slopes. 

 

Q: (Ed McCauley) I agree that it has flatter slopes, but I’m talking about the actual pavement 

part.  I guess I would just as soon you stay with the same amount of pavement and 

minimize your impacts up here as far as how wide of road. 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) Well, this width is kind of our minimum standard. 

 

Q: (Ed McCauley) I see.  So when you redid the lower section of road …? 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) A different set of standards. 
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Q: (Ed McCauley) Why?  It is the same road. 

 

A: (Jeff Ebert) That other one was done about 10 years ago and our standards have changed 

based on federal requirements; AASHTO and those sorts of things. 

 

Q: (Ed McCauley) I guess that is all the questions I have for right now.  I reiterate my 

comment that I’m opposed to the alternative route.  Just fill in the ditches, straighten a 

few curves.  Use the excess money for the law enforcement. 

 

That is the other thing I always get from the law enforcement – that if we pull over one 

truck then everybody else knows and they quit.  Well why aren’t you doing the job then?  

They take it like they only get one guy so why waste our time out there? 

 

Q: (Ed Katzbeck) I live on Brown’s Gulch.  Before we leave tonight just out of curiosity I 

want you to take a vote tonight, just raise your hands: how many people oppose the road 

and how many people …. (inaudible)…?  This way you can see the majority of the vote 

what we want. 

 

A: (Darryl James) Can I guess first?  I want a show of hands.  Anybody who think this 

orange alignment is a preferred alignment at this point?  Overwhelming!  Ok.  What I 

would like to do, we are king of pushing up against what we had identified as the end of 

our open house period. Unless there are any other pressing questions or comments, I 

would like Jennifer and Sarah to kind of summarize what we’ve heard and make sure that 

we’ve got everything generally covered.  We will review the tape later and make sure that 

we’ve got all these comments clearly in hand before we move forward in this process.  

Then I would like to invite you if you’ve got specific questions, to come up and review 

the aerials with our staff or with MDT staff.  We will hang around for another half hour 

or so to answer any individual questions you have.  Feel free if you didn’t have a chance 

or you didn’t feel like standing up and making a comment tonight with the microphone, 

to fill out either the little half sheet that we’ve provided and John’s also has comment 

sheets up in the front table if you didn’t get one on your way in.  Feel free to send those in 

to Jeff Ebert in Butte or send them to my email address or however you want to do that. 

Thanks for all your comments.  You can leave your comments with us tonight also. 

 

Q: (Tom Butler) I’m from Jefferson City.  I’ve lived in Jefferson County all my life and I’m 

also a Sergeant in the Highway Patrol for the last 13 years.  The enforcement challenges 

you are speaking about tonight on Hwy 69 are very challenging.  It is almost a catch 22, 

everybody wants the trucks worked in this particular section and the only way that is 

going to happen is if the road is widened out.  Everybody needs to understand that.  This 

particular section, particular the lower southern end of the valley, is nearly impossible to 

work truck traffic on because there is absolutely nowhere to pull over.  Also a cause of 
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the rollover accidents that happen down there on a regular basis, one minor distraction 

and if you cross the line, you have no ability to make any corrections, you are upside 

down in the ditch.  So everybody needs to keep in mind that for us to come down and 

effectively work it, we are going to need a wider section of highway. 

 

One other point I would make, this being a rural area with truck traffic, just to give you an 

example from two weeks ago, I was on my way home and I stopped a truck down by Bob 

Simms house on the lower southern end of the valley.  She was logged with violation of 

speeding.  I ended up following her all the way to Whitehall and it took an extra hour and 

a half just to get the money that is required for an out-of-state truck driver.  So those types 

of things crop up in this area.  There are no ATM machines in the Boulder valley.  When 

somebody comes down here to work, that all plays into what we do. 

 

Mr. Ebert mentioned the extra staffing the Highway Patrol obtained in the last Legislative 

session.  Just so everybody keeps in mind those officers will not hit the road until the 

summer of 2007.  So if there is any extra enforcements as expected down here, it is not 

coming any time soon.  The officer that is stationed in Boulder has been deployed to Iraq 

or activated in the National Guard three times in the last 18 months.  So everybody needs 

to keep in mind that he has not been in the area to do anything simply due to the National 

Guard commitments that he is in.   

 

One other quick comment, the truck traffic is up, the economy is increasing, truck traffic 

are growing on an average of three to five percent increase in truck traffic per year.  

Everything that comes to Montana with some minor exceptions of rail traffic, arrives on a 

truck.  It is part of the economy and it is something that we are going to have effectively 

deal with.  But banning trucks from the State of Montana or this particular area would be 

a detriment to the economy and would be impossible to do with the fuel taxes they pay on 

this highway. 

 

Com: (Jennifer, HKM) Some quick housekeeping.  It is very important that we have your 

mailing address or your email address.  For future public meetings we will be notifying 

you either with a post card or an email.  So please give us that information as you leave or 

on the sign in sheet.  Sarah and I have compiled throughout the meeting on this board 

what we’ve heard from you verbally, what you’ve written down, we also have the official 

record that John has been keeping track of on the tape, so hopefully we’ve gotten it all.  

We want to make sure we don’t miss anything. 

 

The things we’ve heard over and over:   

 

 Keep the truck traffic on the interstate. 

 

 Speed enforcement. 
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 Throughout this we’ve also heard about the curve into Boulder being unsafe. 

 

 Don’t increase the speed on the existing route. 

 

 Keep the rural character. 

 

 Consider the agriculture impacts. 

 

 Some potential creative solutions:  Maybe new technology. 

 

 Consider the cost, which is something we have to consider.  We will be putting 

together spreadsheets that compare costs, wetlands impacts, everything that is 

affected in every alternative that we consider.  So you will be able to see all of that 

like Darryl said. 

 

 Look at the natural beauty, the resource impacts. 

 

 We heard, through written comments, over and over again that there are many of 

you that would like us to go with the no-build alternative.  We saw that in your 

written comments. 

 

 Look at the wildlife impacts. 

 

 The recreational use of the valley road: the pedestrians, the bicycles, the runners. 

 

 Consider the school bus stops, how we are going to deal with some of those 

issues. 

 

 The safest route.  Safety is something that is of the utmost concern to all of you so 

that will be disclosed in the public environmental assessment also.  

 

 More of a detail item: to look at the state law regarding the trucks and the truck 

traffic on this route and what options are available there.   

 

Thank you again for all your input.  It’s important that we hear all of this. 
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CLOSING (Darryl James)  

 

To give you an idea what the next step is.  We will compile all of these comments and they will 

be made part of the Environmental Assessment.  The next step: we start with some cultural 

resource surveys, biological resource surveys.  You are going to see some folks out in the 

corridor this summer delineating wetlands, maybe digging some test pits, and all that kind of fun 

stuff along the alignment.  Feel free to stop and talk to them, not on the shoulder because there 

isn’t one, so be careful.  You will see some activity in the corridor, feel free to give me a call or 

give Jeff a call.  There are additional contacts on your little information sheet, feel free to contact 

anybody on that list.  Anytime you have questions or comments throughout this process, that is 

why we are here, we need to hear form you.  Again, thank you all very much for coming out, I 

appreciate your participation and we will see you, hopefully, within a few months to give you an 

update.  Thank you. 
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From: McDonald, Doug [mailto:dmcdonald@mt.gov]  

Sent: Monday, October 06, 2008 3:35 PM 
To: MDT Comments - Boulder EA 

Cc: James, Darryl; 'mt.gov'; 'Allan.E.Steinle@usace.army.mil'; 'Potts.Steven@epamail.epa.gov'; 
'scott_jackson@fws.gov' 

Subject: Comment on Boulder South EA 
 
Hello Darryl - a comment on the Boulder South project - after a site visit i believe there are 
notably less wetland impacts associated with the alternative alignment than stated in the EA; 
there are virtually no wetlands located on the south end of the alternative route that would be 
impacted and very few acres of Category II-IV wetlands at the upper end; the potential wetland 
impacts associated with the alternative route should be in the 3-4 acre category rather than the 
30 or so as stated; the EA should also note that the alternative along the existing route could also 
result in the loss of several thousand trees/shrubs that now border the route and secondary 
impacts to improving the existing road could result in additional adverse impacts to wetlands and 
aquatic resources via modification of existing hydrology.  Thankx Darryl !   

 









-----Original Message----- 

From: Blank, Deborah L NWO [mailto:Deborah.L.Blank@usace.army.mil] 

Sent: Wednesday, December 17, 2008 4:28 PM 

To: Nicolai, Sarah; scott_jackson@fws.gov; tlythgoe@jeffco.mt.gov; djudge@fs.fed.us; 

Carlsen, Tom; Carlsen, Tom; McDonald, Doug; Spoon, Ron; Kelley, Mark; Ryan, Jeff; 

Kelly_Acree@blm.gov; Mike_Wyatt@blm.gov; potts.stephen@epa.gov 

Cc: Priebe, Gabe; Brosten, Barry; Bruner, Heidy; Martin, Tom; Wambach, Deborah; 

Djames@gallatinpublicaffairs.com 

Subject: RE: Boulder - South Environmental Assessment - Second Agency Coordination 

Meeting; MDT Control Number 2019 

 

I am sorry I was not able to make the meeting this morning.  I would like a copy of the 

meeting notes.  I heard there was a response requested from the Agencies by December 

19, but I am not finding where that request is and what it was for?   

 

As a reminder, as you go forward on this project, the CWA 404 (b)(1) analysis must 

determine the least damaging practicable alternative based on cost, logistics and 

technology.  The road on the other side of the river and improving HWY 399 to 

Whitehall appear to be less damaging to Waters of the US, so they, as a minimum, need 

to be analyzed under the 404(b)(1) alternatives analysis (more specific than an EA level 

analysis) according to cost, logistics and technology. 

 

Thank you, 

 

Deborah Blank 

Helena Regulatory Office 

10 West 15th Street, Suite 2200 

Helena, MT  59620 

(406)441-1375 

(406)441-1380 (fax) 

Helena Regulatory Web Site 

https://www.nwo.usace.army.mil/html/od-rmt/mthome.htm 

 



































































 

 

 

 

To: Deborah Wambach 

From: Tom Carlsen 

Subject:  Highway 69 Project 

Date: 12/19/2008 

 

Deb, 

 

Just a few comments on the Biological Resources Report for this project a few comments 

on the project in general.  As you are probably aware, Western States, including Montana 

are placing an emphasis on corridors and the movement and connections provided by 

corridors to the long-term viability of wildlife species.  Highway 69, in the section being 

reconstructed, is the primary corridor and connection between two mountain ranges, the 

Elkhorn Mountains ands the Bull Mountains.  Big game species, including bighorn sheep 

are known to move through this corridor. 

 

Fish, Wildlife and Parks concerns in relation to potential impacts to wildlife, in regards to 

improvements in Highway 69, would be the increased potential for collisions between 

wildlife and vehicles due to increased traffic and increased speeds of vehicles.  As 

mentioned in the Biological Resources Report (BRR), most passive means of controlling 

speed of vehicles, including reduced speed limits are ineffective.  Therefore, the most 

viable alternative to ensure safe wildlife crossing is to develop wildlife crossings.   

 

I haven’t spent the time on the ground that you probably have looking for crossing 

potential but based on where I see big game species, primarily elk and mule deer in this 

area when I fly aerial surveys, I would expect movement between Ryan Mountain in the 

elkhorn Mountains and Hadley Park in the Bull Mountains towards the south end of the 

highway project.  Additionally, movement would likely occur in the vicinity of Brown’s 

Gulch and the Bull Mountains.   

 

Two potential wildlife crossings are mentioned in the BRR.  It is likely that only the 

Little Boulder River Bridge crossing has any merit based on a couple of factors including 

location.  Ideally, I believe that there should be three wildlife crossings focused in the 

area from the Little Boulder River Bridge to the south end of the project.  I realize this is 

a difficult section of the highway to construct crossings but I think that there is yet 

potential to identify potential sites and am willing to try to help with that effort. Please let 

me know if I can be of help. 

 

Tom Carlsen 

Wildlife Biologist - FWP 
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Bou lder  –  South  Env ironmenta l  Assessment  

 
Agency Coordination Meeting  

 
Wednesday, July 30, 2008 

1:00 to 4:00 p.m. 
Montana Department of Transportation 

Commission Room, 2nd Floor 

 

MEETING MINUTES 
 
 

This memo is a summary of the Agency Coordination Meeting held on July 30, 2008.  
 
The following were in attendance: 
 

Gabe Priebe  MDT- Consultant Design 

Jeff Ebert MDT-Butte District Administrator  

Jim Davies MDT-Road Design 

Dennis Dietrich MDT-Road Design 

Tom Martin MDT-Environmental Services Bureau Chief 

Barry Brosten MDT-Environmental Services 

Deb Wambach MDT-Environmental Services 

Jeff Patten FHWA 

Carl James FHWA 

Darryl James HKM Engineering 

Sarah Nicolai HKM Engineering 

Scott Jackson USFWS 

Tom Carlsen FWP 

Doug McDonald FWP 

Ron Spoon FWP 

Mike Wyatt BLM 

Kelly Acree BLM 

Mark Kelley DEQ 

Jeff Ryan DEQ 

Steve Potts EPA 

Deborah Blank USACE 

Tom Lythgoe Jefferson County 
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SAFETEA-LU Discussion 

Darryl James began the meeting with a brief overview of SAFETEA-LU’s Section 6002 provisions 
regarding agency and public involvement opportunities throughout the project development 
process.  Carl James elaborated that the intent is to ensure early and continuous coordination with 
agencies and members of the public in order to share information and address any concerns 
before critical project decisions are made.  
 

Project Description and History 

Darryl described the project location and provided a brief history of the project, noting the initial 
public scoping meeting in June 2005 and the Alternatives Analysis completed in the September 
2006. Darryl also stressed that the Alternatives Analysis was intended to compare planning-level 
costs and impacts for the existing and alternate alignment alternatives to determine if one could be 
eliminated prior to full NEPA/MEPA analysis.  
 

Project Purpose and Need 

Darryl began this discussion by presenting draft versions of the Purpose and Need statements. A 
few agency representatives felt that the Purpose and Need language was too narrow. Jeff Ryan 
asked if the Purpose could be expanded to include provision of environmental enhancements. 
Scott Jackson asked if additional detail could be included in the Need statement regarding crashes 
involving domestic and wild animals. Tom Carlsen noted that the Elkhorn Management Area is 
bounded by MT 69.  
 
Darryl and Deb Wambach stressed that the Purpose and Need language should be a statement of 
the transportation problem and should be kept relatively simple. Carl James noted that this is 
important given the restrictions associated with funding sources. Funds intended for transportation 
projects generally cannot be used for projects whose primary purpose is to enhance the 
environment.   
 
It was agreed that the Purpose statement would be altered to reflect the following changes:  
 
“To improve safety for users of along the project corridor while mitigating project impacts to the 
surrounding built and natural environments.” 
 
Deborah Blank noted that the term safety can be interpreted in a number of ways, and could 
include safety of the environment or of wildlife in addition to human or vehicular safety. Steve Potts 
requested the Need statement be expanded to include a description of the environmental 
constraints in the corridor. Jeff Ryan echoed this request.  
 
Darryl asked the group to list resources of concern in the project area. Agency representatives 
noted the river corridor, wetlands, floodplains, fisheries, and potential gravel pit locations.  
 
Deborah noted that the project could result in increased speeds on MT 69, which could in turn 
result in greater animal – vehicle conflicts. Jeff Ebert stated that the project would not affect the 
posted speed limit on MT 69. Deb Wambach also noted that even if actual travel speeds were to 
increase, evidence from national studies on speed and wildlife conflicts suggests that the wider 
shoulders and clear zones provide improved visibility of wildlife and decrease the risk of conflict.  
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Deb Wambach noted that all resources would be considered during project development and 
design and that enhancement and mitigation concerns could be included under goals and 
objectives, as opposed to the Purpose and Need statements.  
 
Darryl asked Agency Representatives to formulate potential goals and objectives for the project. 
The group identified the following as goals and objectives for the project:  

 Improve / maintain fishing access sites 

 Maintain integrity of river corridor and minimize encroachment on river corridor and habitat 

 Meet water quality standards (TMDLs to be developed in future) 

 Seek opportunities for wildlife crossings 
 
The discussion turned to the Alternatives Analysis completed in September 2006. Tom Lythgoe 
noted that originally the county had informally agreed to accept responsibility for maintaining the 
existing MT 69 alignment if the Alternate Alignment were to be constructed. In response to strong 
public opposition to this option, the county later determined that they could not accept maintenance 
responsibility for the roadway segment.  
 
Deb Wambach noted that if the Alternate Alignment were pursued, there would be greater 
cumulative impacts because there would be two paved highways instead of one.  
 
Deborah Blank requested that the EA document the rationale used for the Alternatives Analysis. 
Jeff Ryan requested that the EA briefly explore abandonment of the existing alignment over the 
entire corridor, or at minimum, over the portion between the trailer park and MP 32 in order to 
move the roadway out of the floodplain. Doug McDonald echoed this request. Doug also noted that 
there are greater safety concerns relating to ice and snow cover as compared to the Alternate 
Alignment, which tends to be sunnier and more open. Scott Jackson noted that it would be helpful 
to have a map showing the extent of the floodplain within the project area.  
 
Jeff Ebert stressed that the Alternate Alignment option was a non-starter and would not be 
forwarded.  
 
Tom Martin asked for clarification regarding the proposed project on the existing alignment. Jim 
Davies and Dennis Dietrich confirmed that the project would generally follow the existing 
alignment, with the exception of the curve near the Little Boulder River (approximately MP 35± - 
36±), where the road would move farther into the rock face and may also move farther into the 
river. Jim noted that MDT would like to propose moving forward as a rehabilitation project.  
 
Darryl confirmed that the EA would document the Alternatives Analysis, which would be 
incorporated by reference. Deborah Blank stated that it would not be acceptable to throw out 
alternatives early in the process. Tom Lythgoe stated that due in part to public outcry, the Alternate 
Alignment has already been eliminated and the project will stay on the existing alignment. Deborah 
stated that the EA must evaluate more than two alternatives. Darryl noted that the Alternate 
Alignment was previously explored in the Alternatives Analysis. Deborah stated that the EA must 
still show alternatives that minimize impacts.  
 

Environmental Analyses 

A discussion of the methodologies for the environmental analyses followed. Deb Wambach asked 
if it would be acceptable to perform wetland delineations using the old USACE forms and the 1987 
manual. Deborah Blank stated that Alan Steinle would need to address this issue, which is 
pertinent to a number of ongoing projects.  
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Deb noted that the BRR would be distributed to agencies for review following completion of the 
survey for Ute Ladies’ Tresses and the wetlands verification work. Jeff Ryan asked when the 
permitting phase would begin. Jeff Ebert stated that the project is currently scheduled for 2012, 
with permitting applications to potentially occur in 2011. Jeff Ryan noted that by 2011, there may 
be new USACE stream mitigation regulations and it may be helpful to speak with Allan Steinle on 
this issue as well.  
 
Doug McDonald asked if mitigation costs have been identified for each alternative as a line item in 
the total cost estimate. Darryl confirmed that these costs were included in the Alternatives Analysis 
estimates.  
 
Doug also asked if MDT has identified mitigation locations. Deb Wambach noted that there are a 
lot of options in Watershed 6. Jeff Ebert noted that the Boulder Hot Springs may be a potential 
mitigation location.  
 
Mark Kelley noted that DEQ anticipated completing TMDLs by 2012, including the Boulder River. 
New regulations may include requirements for remedial actions for current practices.  
 
Scott Jackson asked if roadkill data are addressed in the BRR. Deb Wambach noted that MDT and 
HKM have asked for more detail on this topic.  
 
Ron Spoon brought up the issue of slickins and the instability of the river. Mark Kelley noted that 
there are sinuosity and river movement issues in the corridor and that there may be a need for a 
geomorphological analysis. Ron Spoon asked if hazardous materials have been addressed. Darryl 
James noted that the project team with talk with MDT Hydraulics to address this issue.  
 

Upcoming Agency Coordination Opportunities 

Darryl noted that the Draft BRR should be completed in September or October and that the next 
agency meeting will likely be scheduled in late October or early November after agencies have had 
an opportunity to review the Alternatives Analysis document and the Draft BRR. A final agency 
meeting would likely occur next summer.  
 
Deborah Blank stressed that additional alternatives must be considered, including those proposed 
by the public such as slowing speeds in the corridor and adding pullout locations while leaving the 
roadway alone.  
 
Darryl and Jeff Ebert noted that only the legislature can change the speed limit. Darryl stated that 
various design options would be included in the EA. Deborah stated that agencies would prefer to 
receive information on any additional analysis of alternatives early in the process.  
 
Jeff Ryan noted that it may be beneficial to have a 404(b)(1) analysis in the EA document. Steve 
Potts echoed this sentiment.  
 
Ron Spoon asked if agencies would have the opportunity to review potential gravel sites. Darryl 
stated that it may be too early in the process to identify specific sites, but that perhaps agencies 
should provide information on areas where gravel pits should not be located. Agency 
representatives noted that gravel pits should be kept outside of the floodplain.  
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It was noted that there will be a web site for the project and that pertinent documents will be posted 
at some point in the future. Agency representatives will be notified when the web site has been 
established.  
 
Carl James concluded the meeting by commending MDT for undertaking the new SAFETEA-LU 
process for this project and stressed the benefits of early coordination efforts with agencies.  
 
 
cc: Meeting attendees 
 file 
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Summary of Key Points from Meeting  

 Agencies feel they were left out of the initial decision-making process and that the Alternate 
Alignment was prematurely eliminated. It is important now to identify ways to address agency 
concerns and move forward collaboratively.  

 Agencies noted that different methods were used to calculate impacts resulting from the 
Existing and Alternate Alignments. Agencies disagreed with MDT’s characterization of 
relatively small differences in impacts between these two alternatives. Agencies requested a 
full discussion of impacts resulting from the Alternate Alignment.  

 Agencies requested consideration of other options, including pullouts, reduced speeds, and 
other new alignments. Agencies requested the use of Quantm or other means to identify new 
alignments.  Agencies noted the public’s request for consideration of less impactful 
improvements.  

 Due to physical, fiscal, and legal constraints, a new alignment is not feasible in this corridor.  
An engineering study would need to be completed to assess speed issues. In order to be 
effective, several pullouts would be needed in the corridor, but opportunities are limited. 

 In order to address agency concerns regarding the Alternatives Analysis, it may be helpful to 
re-package information and expand the discussion on practicability.   

 Regarding the Biological Resources Report (BRR), agencies appreciated the extra effort to 
identify species of concern. Agencies requested consideration of additional wildlife crossing 
measures.  

 All agencies need to be concerned with the health, safety, and welfare of the public. The 
existing roadway has exceeded its design life and needs to be rehabilitated / reconstructed.  

 Early agency coordination under SAFETEA-LU is only required for an EIS. MDT has 
voluntarily chosen this as a pilot project.  

 

Governing Principles and SAFETEA-LU Discussion 

Darryl James began the meeting with the governing principles behind the agency meeting.  This 
meeting is to maintain open communication with regulatory agencies.  Darryl James continued with 
a brief overview of SAFETEA-LU’s Section 6002 provisions regarding agency and public 
involvement opportunities throughout the project development process, as well as purpose and 
need and methodologies.  Carl James added that SAFETEA-LU is a new process and we’re all still 
figuring it out. 
 

Alternatives Analysis 

Darryl James described the history of the Alternatives Analysis.  The project started with two 
alternatives—the existing alignment and a county road option.  However, the public was 
vehemently opposed to the county road option, so MDT and FHWA decided to pursue a pre-NEPA 
screening process, and the Alternatives Analysis was initiated. 
 
Steve Potts noted that in reviewing the transcript of the June 2005 meeting, the locals thought 
speed and commercial trucks were an issue.  The locals were also concerned about impacts to the 
river and wetlands.  Steve then asked what level of improvement was needed.  He questioned the 
process of changing speed limits and the Transportation Commission’s involvement in that 
process.  He noted that if environmental impacts are present, lowering the speed limit should be 
considered to avoid environmental impacts. 
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Darryl James noted that the speed issue was a recurring theme in all public meetings.  Jeff Ebert 
responded to Steve’s question about the involvement of the Transportation Commission.  Jeff 
stated that the issue could be presented to the Transportation Commission, but the law states that 
there needs to be an engineering study completed.  There is also a concern that there is no place 
in the existing corridor to pull people over safely for enforcement.  Steve asked if they would 
consider pullouts in the southern portion of the corridor.  Jeff responded that it was being 
considered but there would need to be a couple of pullouts in order to be effective.  Steve stressed 
the overwhelming public concern and that the public only needs minor fixes and to reduce the 
speed and this could lower crash rates.   
 
Jeff Ebert noted that they were somewhat liable for setting speed zones.  There was a similar 
situation in Gallatin Canyon.  In that area they found that when the speed limit was lifted from 55 
mph to “reasonable and prudent,” the crash rates decreased.  Jeff Ryan asked who would perform 
the engineering study.  Jeff Ebert responded that MDT usually does this internally and takes the 
results back to the county.  There might already be a study done, but the data may be five years 
old.  Jeff Ebert also relayed that the engineering studies looked at the 85th percentile and pace.  
Jeff Ryan asked how the speed results from the engineering study would affect the design of the 
roadway.  Bryan Miller first asked if the local perception about the speed issue was in fact 
accurate.  Jeff Ebert relayed to the group that trucks were legislated to go 10 mph slower than cars 
which causes a speed differential.  Darryl James noted that a closer look could be given to the 
crash analysis to see if speed was truly a factor.  Mark Kelley asked where the crash data was 
located.  Darryl James noted that MDT does not release raw crash data publicly due to liability 
issues until safety measures are identified.  Bryan Miller noted that the need statement says that 
this project should make the highways safer.  Darryl James noted that safety improvements would 
be provided by flattening side slopes while minimizing impacts. 
 
Doug McDonald relayed that the accident data shows that the accidents were due more to driver’s 
error during dry conditions and not necessarily along curves.  The preferred alternative refers to 
horizontal and vertical curve deficiencies, but only two horizontal curves corrected and one vertical 
curve corrected.  The letter given to them says that a careful comparison of the two alternatives 
showed no difference in impacts.  However, the BRR shows that there would be even more 
environmental impacts if the existing road were rebuilt.  What is the reason for throwing the other 
alternative out?  Doug McDonald suggested that there are not as many wetlands as stated in the 
BRR; the lands are riparian areas instead of wetlands.  He would like the 30 acres of wetland 
impacts verified.   
 
Darryl James provided some clarification of the differences in wetland impacts.  He noted that the 
only impacts for the county road options were at the northern and southern junctions with MT 69. 
The county road option appears to have substantially fewer wetland impacts than reconstruction on 
existing, but it may not be fiscally or politically possible to build on the county road alignment. 
Steve Potts noted his concern about the portrayal of the amount of wetland impacts. The 
Alternatives Analysis estimated 45 acres of impacts on the existing alignment, 30 acres of 
wetlands along the alternate alignment, and also 30 acres of impacts on the alternate alignment.  
He noted that this was confusing and there could possibly be an error.  Darryl James noted that the 
problem would be investigated but he wanted to know if the agencies were comfortable with the 
methodologies used.   
 
Wendy Roberts gave a statement about Garcia and Associates’ involvement and methods used.  
She noted that Leanne Roulson performed the field investigation and primarily focused on the 
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preferred route.  She did not mind hopping a few fences to investigate further, but due to the timing 
of her investigation so soon after the public meeting, she did not want to upset landowners. 
 
Doug McDonald confirmed Steve Potts’s comment about the amount of wetland impacts.  Doug 
noted that on page 20 of the Alternatives Analysis infers the basis for estimating the 45 acres on 
the existing alignment was different than methods used on the alternate alignment.  If the group 
conducts wetland delineation on the north and south ends of the project, they will confirm that there 
are only two to three acres of wetlands on the alternative route and the rest are riparian areas.  
Doug also noted that for the existing alignment, the Alternatives Analysis does not define clearly 
the stream impacts.  Also, the resources with these streams and the impacts associated with these 
are not clearly identified.  Darryl James acknowledged that the detailed level of impact analysis 
Doug was looking for is not included in the Alternatives Analysis, and was probably not appropriate 
for a pre-NEPA planning document.  
 
Tom Lythgoe asked why time was spent on the alternate route.  He thought it was a waste of time 
and money to study this because it is either a No Build or build on the existing route.  No further 
study is warranted.  Darryl noted that the regulatory agencies had permitting requirements they 
would have to consider, and needed to make sure they had considered other reasonable 
alternatives.  Tom Lythgoe added that he has been getting phone calls from people that think the 
alternate alignment is still considered a viable option.  Tom added that when he met the team on 
the ground, they asked him if he would be interested in the alternate alignment.  He thought it was 
a viable option at the time but admitted that he was wrong.   
 
Jim Darling noted that the project was under the SAFETEA-LU and therefore required early agency 
involvement.  Tom Martin apologized to the agencies noting that MDT should have involved the 
agencies upfront.  He realized that the agencies were uncomfortable not having been involved 
upfront.  MDT now has an Alternatives Analysis, which he thought was a useful tool, particularly in 
a financially difficult time. So, if we can make the Alternatives Analysis work, if it could be beefed 
up, that would be beneficial.  He added that DEQ already gave some comments about requesting 
additional work completed on the resources.   
 
Bryan Miller asked if it would make a difference in the public’s eyes even if there were not any 
wetland impacts.  Darryl James noted that public opposition was not enough in itself to drop an 
alternative.  However, in the face of numerous condemnations and/or potential lawsuits, an 
alternative could be dropped if there is another viable alternative.  In this corridor, reconstruction 
along the existing alignment is a viable alternative.  Bryan asked what circumstances would be 
necessary to show the existing alignment as a nonviable option.  Darryl responded that the impacts 
would have to reach an extraordinary level, and based on preliminary findings, the impacts along 
the existing route are not so high as to necessitate elimination of that option.    
 
Carl James recalled that the Department considered the county road option and dropped it due to 
substantial public opposition.  Carl also noted that a new alignment would have additional stream 
impacts and MDT would have to maintain two separate roadways in the corridor.  Now MDT and 
FHWA need resource agencies to specify what information and analyses they need to keep the 
project moving forward.  Jim Darling noted he felt that the agencies came in on a throw away and 
did not feel involved in the process.  Carl reiterated that the agencies need to determine what they 
need in order to get to the next level. 
 
Doug McDonald mentioned his concern with rip-rapping, whether there would be fill going into the 
river, if there would be disruption to river dynamics, and whether there would be disruption to mine 
tailings.  He also wanted to know if bridges and culverts would be designed for fish and wildlife 
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passage.  He asked that they look at readdressing the cost with these issues and put into the cost 
comparison of all alternatives and their mitigation to have support or documentation.  He also 
noted that the 30 wetland acres would cost $900,000 but if dropped to two to three acres, this 
would reduce the cost substantially.  He asked that they look at another viable option other than 
major road reconstruction, such as pullouts or another alternative.   
 
Darryl James noted that these were all detailed design issues which would not be carried forward 
in the Alternatives Analysis.  If you do this detailed analysis for both the existing alignment and the 
county road option, you’ve moved into an Environmental Assessment (EA).  All these issues have 
to be addressed in an EA for reasonable alternatives.  The idea is to see if there is a way to screen 
out alternatives at the planning level and minimize the number of alternatives analyzed in the EA. 
 
Deb Wambach informed the group that there are currently two separate documents out for their 
review—the Alternatives Analysis and the BRR.  The Alternatives Analysis is a tool used to identify 
a broad scope of issues. The BRR is done on the existing conditions to set a baseline of conditions 
and couples as a support document for an EA.  At this point, they don’t have that level of detailed 
design.  The question is whether or not the identification of the existing conditions was done in 
enough detail.  Once the project proceeds beyond 30 percent design and into conceptual design, 
they will then coordinate permitting issues with the agencies.  When the process comes to the 
permitting stages, they will have quantities and structure types.  At this time, MDT does not have 
that level of detail.   
 
Steve Potts asked to further discuss the opportunity to dismiss the alternate alignment.  The letter 
that was sent to the agencies states “minimal difference in impacts” and the agencies disagree.  
There are different types of impacts.  If there would be a complete and good description of these 
impacts and the issues associated with a new alignment, then the alternate alignment could be 
eliminated.  The county road alignment was eliminated due to public opposition but at that same 
meeting, the public expressed a desire to reduce speed limits.  The speed limit should be another 
alternative.   
 
Jeff Ryan asked Tom Martin if he had had time to distribute the DEQ letter that was sent.  Tom 
replied that he had sent it to a few people but they may not have had time to review the letter.  Jeff 
Ryan explained the contents of DEQ’s letter to the group.  DEQ is not endorsing one alignment 
over the other.  Their primary concern is the process of eliminating the alternate alignment—they 
feel it is flawed.  The letter also suggests a few things to help the agency feel more comfortable 
with this elimination.  Jeff noted that recent meetings with other studies seem less biased.  He 
thought the Sidney Bypass meeting showed that that project was primarily an alternatives analysis.  
He asked that the Department step back entirely and apply the software to ensure a level of 
comfort.  
 
Mark Kelley noted that premature decisions lead to lack of comfort for the agencies.  Due to their 
current lack of comfort, the agencies feel they cannot make a justifiable decision.  He hoped 
SAFETEA-LU would be a better model than the path they are on right now.   
 
Darryl gave a brief QUANTM overview for those not familiar with the software.  He explained that 
the software had been used for both the Great Falls South Arterial project and the Sidney Bypass 
project.  Both of these projects were looking at new alignments in untracked territory.  He felt this 
project was different.  Even if they find a different alignment, the same conditions apply—MDT 
can’t build it.  The process upfront is ideal but this project is too late in the game to do that now.  
The software costs approximately $10,000/mile to run.  Also, MDT’s contract is up so they would 
need to set up a new contract with QUANTM.  Darryl asked if there was another way besides 
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QUANTM, so that when the project went to permitting stages, the agencies felt well informed and 
that their decisions were defensible.  Right now, the project team is trying to figure out what they 
need to do at the planning level, without specific design, or more detailed analysis on an alignment 
that simply cannot be constructed.   
 
Jim Darling asked to view the remainder of the PowerPoint and maybe come back to the question.   
 

Areas of Agency Concern 

Darryl James explained that wetlands, fishing access sites, water quality, and wildlife habitat were 
raised as the most substantive concerns on the part of the agencies at the last meeting.  That 
would likely be the focus of the analysis in any further comparison between alignment options in 
the Alternatives Analysis, and the substantive issues in the EA. 
 

Biological Resources Report 

Darryl James explained that the initial wetland delineations, identification of wildlife activity, and 
field investigation for species of concern was done in 2005. Garcia and Associates went back out 
into the field to verify their findings in August 2008.  He also explained that the enhanced 
investigation of the Ute Ladies’-tresses was in fact a detailed genetic process to verify/refute the 
presence of this species of concern.  Deb Wambach explained that the enhanced field 
investigations were conducted due to the sensitivity of the corridor.  With the wetland areas, the 
Corps of Engineers accepted using the 2005 results with verification in 2008.  She reiterated that 
they were looking for acceptance of the methodologies used and if they took an acceptable 
approach with other resources discussed in the BRR. 
 
Darryl James continued with an overview of the delineated jurisdictional and non-jurisdictional 
wetlands.  He added that there was a high use wildlife crossing area near MP 33, but no accident 
concentration at this location.  Since there were no high concentrations of accidents, no crossing or 
grade separations were going to be recommended.  Deb said they would be explored conceptually, 
but there were difficulties with a design at that location due to the flat terrain.   
 
Darryl proceeded with BRR findings.  He gave a summary of impacts to terrestrial resources 
including some loss of vegetation and wildlife habitat.  He also noted that clearing of vegetation 
could reduce animal-vehicle conflicts.  Impacts to aquatic resources were discussed.  Darryl noted 
that Jim Davies was looking at retaining walls and other methods of minimizing potential 
encroachment into river channel in which would otherwise result in impacts to fisheries and water 
quality.  Potential impacts to both nesting bald eagles and westslope cutthroat trout were 
discussed, along with the anticipation of no impacts to Threatened and Endangered Species.  
Scott Jackson conveyed his appreciation for the extra effort in the determination of species.  He 
noted that the process would have been a lot more complicated if the species would have turned 
out to be protected.  He did not have any other concerns.   
 
Darryl stated that the BRR estimated 20 acres of wetland impacts compared to the 45 outlined in 
the Alternatives Analysis.    
 
Deb Wambach noted that the area between MP 34 and 34.5 was identified as a high use area.  
Fencing, signage, and vegetation management were listed as viable options to address potential 
future conflicts in this area.  Tom Carlsen mentioned that the BRR did not have any alternatives or 
opportunities for building crossing structures.  Deb noted that this was very difficult due to the 
footprint.  It was a balance of building a crossing versus the impacts to the adjacent environment.  
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They are currently trying to design a crossing at the Little Boulder River Bridge.  Bryan Miller noted 
that they were trying to achieve just under six feet of clearance.  Deb noted that they would need to 
consider the water height due to beaver activity.  Tom Carlsen thought there were a couple of 
areas where crossings could potentially be developed.  One was at Ryan Mountain and the other 
was Browns Gulch.  Deb mentioned at-grade crossings, but Tom Carlsen noted he was not a 
proponent of signs.  Deb said they were committed to exhausting all options.  Bryan asked if there 
others they could copy/learn from.   
 
Scott Jackson asked about the AADT of the area.  Doug McDonald thought it was in the 900 to 
1,000 range.   
 
Tom Carlsen asked if there was an opportunity for smaller structures to enhance the movement of 
smaller animals such as beavers under the road.  He did not think this was mentioned yet.  Deb 
Wambach noted this was fairly easy to do.  Roger Schultz noted that they may want flatter slopes 
rather than steeper for visibility.   
 
Darryl James discussed other analysis methodologies to be used in the EA analyses.  He noted 
that since the corridor was in a rural valley we did not anticipate much discussion of 
social/economic issues.  Hydraulic and geotechnical methodologies were discussed.  Jim Davies 
noted that there was not much hydraulic information at this time but it would be developed after the 
alignment and grade stage.  Geotechnically speaking, there needs to be approximately a two-foot 
rise in grade, which could increase impacts.  However, the specifics will not be known until after 
drilling, which will come after the alignment and grade is determined.  Bryan Miller added that a 
new single span pre-stressed beam bridge would be designed over the Little Boulder River.  This 
would allow for 5 to 6 feet of clearance, and will be rip-rapped and covered.  If the clearance 
should be increased, there are other options, but they are give-and-take scenarios.  Jim added that 
it was typical of new construction to raise the grade at least two feet to get away from the water.  
Deb Wambach noted that two feet was due to the high water table and the need to dig out the 
substrate.  Bryan reiterated that it was two feet for now until they had a better understanding of the 
materials.   
 
Mark Kelley expressed an interest in the geohydrology for the stream movement and floodplains 
for areas immediately adjacent to the river.  Due to the active floodplain, he had concerns about 
encroaching.  Corps of Engineers’ pending stream modification mitigation requirements were 
discussed in detail.  Jeff Ryan noted that it would be a factor when this project is in the permitting 
process and would have implications in the alignments.  Doug McDonald noted that the area was 
complex hydraulically.  He questioned how the team would get a handle on the hydrology to 
ensure wetlands get the necessary water as they did before. 
 
Scott Jackson asked if there were any areas noted in the accident analysis that were worse than 
other areas.  He asked if there were any areas that would warrant greater safety design than other 
areas.  He also asked if there were steep ditches throughout.  Darryl James replied that the 
majority had steep side slopes.  Darryl added that the project was originally a complete reconstruct 
but was now a rehabilitation and reconstruct project.  The project team had a work session where 
they went through the project ¼ mile at a time to see where they could minimize wetland impacts.   
 

Avoidance & Minimization 

Darryl James continued to explain that over the timeframe of the project, the roadway width 
decreased from 34 feet, which gave room for future overlay while maintaining appropriate 
shoulders and side slopes, to 32 feet even knowing impacts to the life of the project.  Damian 
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Krings noted that the 36 feet width on the bridge was wider than the roadway.  This was designed 
to extend the life of the bridge.  Darryl mentioned the consideration of using retaining walls in 
appropriate locations as well as minor alignment shifts to minimize/avoid impacts.  Jeff Ryan asked 
why major alignment shifts were not considered on the side of the river that would give the river a 
lot more room.  Darryl noted that due to the substantial amount of wetlands on either side, it would 
be a tradeoff.  Jeff Ryan asked that they consider not just a 20 to 30 foot shift, but a shift way out in 
the valley.  He added that there would be costs involved in researching this, but he felt it was a 
prudent alternative.  Jeff Ebert relayed that the locals were very possessive of their trees in the 
valley.  He added that to have minor shifts in alignment could help the traffic control as cars could 
travel on the old route while the new shifts in alignments were built.  He also mentioned taking 
advantage of the ground that has settled for 40 years.  Jeff Ryan noted that MDT may think that 
the construction is better, but it was not the better option from DEQ’s point of view.  Tom Carlsen 
mentioned developing wildlife crossings if the alignment was moved out of the floodplain.   
 
Steve Potts asked what effects speed limits would have on design.  Jeff Ebert noted that the width 
was based on future traffic.  He thought the design speed had more to do with the slopes, 
alignment, and degrees of curvatures.  Damian Krings added that these geometric features along 
with other issues such as site distance would be impacted by design speeds.  Steve asked that the 
effect design speeds have on impacts be recorded in the EA.  Darryl James noted that they were 
not considering a standard slope throughout the project but adjusting it to minimize impacts.  
Damian added that you can actually reduce impacts by raising the grade and that generalizations 
cannot be made but instead these are situational impacts.   
 
Darryl James went around the room to ask one last time what information and analyses the 
agencies would need to feel like they were making an informed and defensible decision.     
 
Kelly Acree noted that there was a tiny chunk of BLM as far as right-of-way was concerned.   
 
Mark Kelley asked to take a step back and review the overall timeline and schedule of related 
projects.  Overall the goal for this project was construction in 2012.  Jeff Ebert confirmed this 
overall ballpark figure.  Jeff Ebert added that they planned to start at Elk Horn to MP 22 for 
construction in 2010.  That project had been scaled back to a widen and overlay project with minor 
curve modifications.  Roger Schultz relayed to the attendees that this current project was originally 
part of the Elk Horn project.  Mark noted that if the agencies got what they wanted, it might 
ultimately slow the process down.   
 
Jim Darling asked how well what we’ve done so far follows the SAFETEA-LU process and early 
coordination.  Have we given a good enough look at other reasonable alternatives?  If not, what 
needs to transpire to satisfy the process? 
 
Doug McDonald noted that SAFETEA-LU advises agencies not to proceed forward unless they 
have reviewed the alternatives.  He feels that this part has been skipped and so the group should 
now step back and review the upland alternative.  Currently, comparing the No Build to the existing 
alignment is black and white.  He is not comfortable all the impacts have been addressed.  He 
suggested using the current analysis as a comparison to the upland route costs to eliminate the 
upland route.  The process needs to compare the same kinds of information for all the alternatives.  
He does not think they are in NEPA/SAFETEA-LU compliance if they proceed without further 
analysis.  Darryl James disagreed.  He asked what the agencies would like to see improved with 
the knowledge that this is not NEPA analysis but a planning level document.  Physical, fiscal, and 
legal constraints exist that will preclude moving forward with a new alignment. 
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Tom Lythgoe reminded the attendees that they are all doing a job for the health, safety, and 
welfare of the public.  Everyone needs to figure out a way to make this work instead of putting up 
roadblocks to slow the process down and increase the cost already incurred to date.  He found it 
inappropriate that anyone would say they would not permit this project at this stage.  He again 
stressed figuring out a way to make the project work. 
 
On a final poll around the room,. Steve Potts asked that an alternative be considered that looks at 
reducing the speed limit and the impacts associated with a design based on the lower speed.  Jeff 
Ryan asked for QUANTM.  He considered the cost of running the program, and possibly doing a 
scaled down version of the program—QUANTM-lite—in order to eliminate the bias he felt was 
implemented into the project.  He was not suggesting throwing out what has already been done, 
but adding a tool to compliment the progress.   
 
Gabe Priebe asked what results QUANTM produces.  Damian explained that you develop a 
general, digital model of the terrain and assign certain values to different aspects such as 
wetlands.  Even if the model was built for free, if you cannot acquire the property, the alignment is 
a no go and can’t progress any further.   
 
Jeff Ryan noted that the MDT letter indicated insignificant differences between the existing 
alignment and the alternate alignment and he does not agree.  Damian added that the existing 
alignment option does not necessarily mean on the center line.  Darryl confirmed this and that the 
alignment would be generally along the existing.  Different options with this general alignment will 
not be discounted in the EA, but completely different off-road alignment options should be 
screened out in the Alternatives Analysis.  Jeff Ryan asked if/when the process goes into the EA 
stage, will they consider new alignments.  Darryl noted that different design elements would be 
built into the design, but different alternatives would not be carried forward.  Jeff Ryan added that 
only the no build and build on existing would be considered, and the Department wants 
concurrence.  Darryl noted that the Department was saying that a new alignment was not feasible.  
Minor shifts will be addressed in the EA. 
 
The difference between what is an entirely new alternative and what is considered the existing 
alternative with added design details was discussed.  Mark Kelley noted that they were interested 
in the tradeoffs.  Right now the tradeoffs and what has been considered seems to be in a black 
box.  It was suggested to analyze these tradeoffs and say why the alternate route is not 
considered. 
 
Jeff Ebert stressed the current condition of the existing road.  It is beyond its design life and needs 
to be reconstructed.  Mark Kelley asked about a No Build with minor modifications.  Darryl James 
noted that this would not meet the purpose and need since it would fail to provide safety 
improvements.  Mark mentioned the speed limit as a different alternative.  He expressed that if the 
Department takes the public needs as rationale for not doing upland route they are contradicting 
themselves to not have a speed alternative that was expressed in the same meeting.   
 
Damian addressed public comment misconceptions and how the existing road would not last 20 
more years.  He expressed the need to qualify their comments.  To say that you want a reduced 
speed limit is completely different than saying you cannot buy my land. 
 
Scott Jackson summarized the heartburn of the agencies.  He noted that the agencies feel that 
there was an alternative that was dismissed but without any consideration to the environmental 
impacts.  The Department needs to justify dropping the alternate route—environmental costs, 
condemnation, etc.—and clarify the statement “alternate alignment.”  The Alternatives Analysis 
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could be cleared up by laying it out differently.  MDT could do this with different options to 
avoid/minimize impacts rather than with different alignments.  
 
Carl James noted that under SAFETEA-LU, agency involvement is only required for an 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).  The Department is involving the agencies in the EA 
process as a learning experience and to allow everyone to go through the process together.  The 
Department is currently looking at how helpful it is.  It is an opportunity for the agencies, but not 
required for an EA.   
 
Tom Martin thanked everyone for coming.  He apologized again for not involving them earlier, but 
they were all together now and now have the opportunity to discuss and move forward 
collaboratively.  The Department will continue to keep the agencies involved to progress toward a 
usable project. 
 
Darryl wrapped up the meeting with a commitment to get the agencies meeting minutes.  He also 
informed the agencies that they had until December 19, 2008 to submit comments on the BRR.  
He concluded that everyone would do their best to keep communication open. 
 
 
cc: Meeting attendees 
 file 
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Item Description
Approx. 

Quantity
Unit Meas.

Estimated  

Unit Price
Amount     

Clearing & Grubbing 1 AC $2,542 $3,000

Remove Existing Pavement 0 SY $5.85 $0

Unclassified Excavation Including Haul 1,400 CY $4.00 $6,000

Unclassified Borrow 5,400 CY $4.30 $24,000

Rock Excavation 0 CY $11.00 $0

Base 1,000 CY $27.50 $28,000

Crushed Aggregate Course 2,000 CY $17.54 $36,000

Plant Mix Surfacing Grade S 15,500 Ton $27.47 $426,000

18" Diameter 0 LF $44.00 $0

24" Diameter 0 LF $60.17 $0

36" Diameter 0 LF $124.05 $0

48" Diameter 0 LF $122.16 $0

Remove Existing Bridge Structures 0 EA $10,695 $0

                             Single Span 1 0 SF $95 $0

                             Single Span 2 0 SF $95 $0

                             Single Span 3 0 SF $95 $0

                             Multi Span 1 0 SF $112 $0

                             Multi Span 2 0 SF $112 $0

Painting and Striping 700 Gallons $58.45 $41,000

Signing 0 Lump Sum $52,000 $0

Seeding 0 AC $423 $0

Fencing 0 LF $2.53 $0

Wetland Mitigation 0 AC $30,000 $0

     SUBTOTAL 1 $564,000

Mobilization @ 10% 1 Lump Sum $57,000 $57,000

Miscellaneous @ 25% 1 Lump Sum $141,000 $141,000

     SUBTOTAL 2 (2009) $762,000

     SUBTOTAL 2 (Let Date of 2012) 3 Years 3.00% $832,658

Indirect Cost (IDC) - Construction 1 14.06% $117,072

Planning / Survey/ Design @ 10% 1 Lump Sum $83,000 $83,000

Traffic Control @ 4% 1 Lump Sum $33,300 $34,000

Construction Contingencies @ 25% 1 Lump Sum $208,200 $209,000

Construction Management @ 15% 1 Lump Sum $124,900 $125,000

Acquire Right-of-Way 1 AC $3,500 $4,000

     TOTAL $1,405,000

New Bridge Structures

BOULDER SOUTH ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS

Planning Level Estimate of Costs

Spot Improvements

Culverts

 
Unit Prices from January to December 2008 MDT Average Prices Catalog 



 

 

Item Description
Approx. 

Quantity
Unit Meas.

Estimated  

Unit Price
Amount     

Clearing & Grubbing 100 AC $2,542 $255,000

Remove Existing Pavement 96,000 SY $5.85 $562,000

Unclassified Excavation Including Haul 217,000 CY $4.00 $868,000

Unclassified Borrow 0 CY $4.30 $0

Rock Excavation 6,000 CY $11.00 $66,000

Base 38,800 CY $27.50 $1,067,000

Crushed Aggregate Course 85,000 CY $17.54 $1,491,000

Plant Mix Surfacing Grade S 37,700 Ton $27.47 $1,036,000

18" Diameter 1,020 LF $44.00 $45,000

24" Diameter 1,587 LF $60.17 $96,000

36" Diameter 828 LF $124.05 $103,000

48" Diameter 168 LF $122.16 $21,000

Remove Existing Bridge Structures 4 EA $10,695 $43,000

                             Single Span 1 1,421 SF $95 $136,000

                             Single Span 2 1,421 SF $95 $136,000

                             Single Span 3 1,421 SF $95 $136,000

                             Multi Span 1 4,264 SF $112 $478,000

                             Multi Span 2 0 SF $112 $0

Painting and Striping 700 Gallons $58.45 $41,000

Signing 1 Lump Sum $39,000 $39,000

Seeding 70 AC $423 $30,000

Fencing 66,528 LF $2.53 $169,000

Wetland Mitigation 20 AC $30,000 $600,000

     SUBTOTAL 1 $7,418,000

Mobilization @ 10% 1 Lump Sum $742,000 $742,000

Miscellaneous @ 25% 1 Lump Sum $1,854,500 $1,855,000

     SUBTOTAL 2 (2009) $10,015,000

     SUBTOTAL 2 (Let Date of 2012) 3 Years 3.00% $10,943,661

Indirect Cost (IDC) - Construction 1 14.06% $1,538,679

Planning / Survey / Design @ 10% 1 Lump Sum $1,094,000 $1,094,000

Traffic Control @ 15% 1 Lump Sum $1,641,500 $1,642,000

Construction Contingencies @ 25% 1 Lump Sum $2,735,900 $2,736,000

Construction Management @ 15% 1 Lump Sum $1,641,500 $1,642,000

Acquire Right-of-Way 10 AC $3,500 $35,000

     TOTAL $19,631,000

BOULDER SOUTH ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS

Planning Level Estimate of Costs

Existing Alignment

Culverts

New Bridge Structures

 
Unit Prices from January to December 2008 MDT Average Prices Catalog 



 

 

Item Description
Approx. 

Quantity
Unit Meas.

Estimated  

Unit Price
Amount     

Clearing & Grubbing 131 AC $2,542 $334,000

Remove Existing Pavement 24,556 SY $5.85 $144,000

Unclassified Excavation Including Haul 411,000 CY $4.00 $1,644,000

Unclassified Borrow 221,000 CY $4.30 $951,000

Rock Excavation 0 CY $11.00 $0

Base 39,500 CY $27.50 $1,087,000

Crushed Aggregate Course 85,900 CY $17.54 $1,507,000

Plant Mix Surfacing Grade S 37,900 Ton $27.47 $1,041,000

18" Diameter 624 LF $44.00 $28,000

24" Diameter 0 LF $60.17 $0

36" Diameter 2,180 LF $124.05 $271,000

48" Diameter 0 LF $122.16 $0

Remove Existing Bridge Structures 2 EA $10,695 $22,000

                             Single Span 1 1,421 SF $95 $136,000

                             Single Span 2 1,421 SF $95 $136,000

                             Single Span 3 0 SF $95 $0

                             Multi Span 1 11,220 SF $112 $1,257,000

                             Multi Span 2 14,960 SF $112 $1,676,000

Painting and Striping 700 Gallons $58.45 $41,000

Signing 1 Lump Sum $39,000 $39,000

Seeding 75 AC $423 $32,000

Fencing 67,690 LF $2.53 $172,000

Wetland Mitigation 12 AC $30,000 $360,000

     SUBTOTAL 1 $10,878,000

Mobilization @ 10% 1 Lump Sum $1,088,000 $1,088,000

Miscellaneous @ 25% 1 Lump Sum $2,719,500 $2,720,000

     SUBTOTAL 2 (2009) $14,686,000

     SUBTOTAL 2 (Let Date of 2012) 3 Years 3.00% $16,047,789

Indirect Cost (IDC) - Construction 1 14.06% $2,256,319

Planning / Survey/ Design @ 10% 1 Lump Sum $1,605,000 $1,605,000

Traffic Control @ 4% 1 Lump Sum $641,900 $642,000

Construction Contingencies @ 25% 1 Lump Sum $4,011,900 $4,012,000

Construction Management @ 15% 1 Lump Sum $2,407,200 $2,408,000

Acquire Right-of-Way 100 AC $3,500 $350,000

     TOTAL $27,321,000

Culverts

New Bridge Structures

Eastern Alignment

BOULDER SOUTH ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS

Planning Level Estimate of Costs

 
Unit Prices from January to December 2008 MDT Average Prices Catalog 



 

 

Item Description
Approx. 

Quantity
Unit Meas.

Estimated  

Unit Price
Amount     

Clearing & Grubbing 108 AC $2,542 $275,000

Remove Existing Pavement 32,000 SY $5.85 $188,000

Unclassified Excavation Including Haul 285,595 CY $4.00 $1,143,000

Unclassified Borrow 610,023 CY $4.30 $2,624,000

Rock Excavation 472,388 CY $11.00 $5,196,269

Base 42,000 CY $27.50 $1,155,000

Crushed Aggregate Course 92,000 CY $17.54 $1,614,000

Plant Mix Surfacing Grade S 41,000 Ton $27.47 $1,126,000

18" Diameter 340 LF $44.00 $15,000

24" Diameter 529 LF $60.17 $32,000

36" Diameter 276 LF $124.05 $35,000

48" Diameter 392 LF $122.16 $48,000

Remove Existing Bridge Structures 2 EA $10,695 $22,000

                             Single Span 1 1,421 SF $95 $136,000

                             Single Span 2 1,421 SF $95 $136,000

                             Single Span 3 0 SF $95 $0

                             Multi Span 1 112,000 SF $112 $12,544,000

                             Multi Span 2 0 SF $112 $0

Painting and Striping 750 Gallons $58.45 $44,000

Signing 1 Lump Sum $52,000 $52,000

Seeding 78 AC $423 $34,000

Fencing 74,176 LF $2.53 $188,000

Wetland Mitigation 30 AC $30,000 $900,000

     SUBTOTAL 1 $27,507,269

Mobilization @ 10% 1 Lump Sum $2,751,000 $2,751,000

Miscellaneous @ 25% 1 Lump Sum $6,876,800 $6,877,000

     SUBTOTAL 2 (2009) $37,135,269

     SUBTOTAL 2 (Let Date of 2012) 3 Years 3.00% $40,578,711

Indirect Cost (IDC) - Construction 1 14.06% $5,705,367

Planning / Survey/ Design @ 10% 1 Lump Sum $4,058,000 $4,058,000

Traffic Control @ 4% 1 Lump Sum $1,623,100 $1,624,000

Construction Contingencies @ 25% 1 Lump Sum $10,144,700 $10,145,000

Construction Management @ 15% 1 Lump Sum $6,086,800 $6,087,000

Acquire Right-of-Way 77 AC $3,500 $268,000

     TOTAL $68,466,000

New Bridge Structures

BOULDER SOUTH ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS

Planning Level Estimate of Costs

Western Alignment

Culverts

 
Unit Prices from January to December 2008 MDT Average Prices Catalog 



 

 

The Clearing and Grubbing category was calculated as the area from the edge of required 
right-of-way to the opposite edge of required right-of-way. This category is largest for the 
eastern alignment because it would follows a narrow gravel county road over some portions of 
the corridor between MP 31.8 and 35.7, but would also traverse some undisturbed land.  The 
western alignment would travel undisturbed territory over its entire length between points of 
intersection with the existing roadway, but there would be rock cuts over much of the length, 
reducing the amount of clearing and grubbing.   
 
The Unclassified Excavation Including Haul and Unclassified Borrow categories were 
calculated by modeling the entire valley area based on USGS topographical maps. The western 
alignment would require the greatest amount of earthwork, followed by the eastern alignment 
and the existing alignment.  While the existing MT 69 alignment is mostly flat, the eastern 
alignment would involve work in hilly terrain, and the western alignment would traverse 
mountainous terrain.  
 
The Base, Crushed Aggregate Course, and Plant Mix Surfacing categories are larger for the 
eastern and western alignments as compared to the existing alignment due to longer roadway 
lengths.  The eastern alignment is approximately 0.11 miles longer and the western alignment is 
approximately 0.52 miles longer than the existing MT 69 alignment.  
 
There are four bridges along the existing MT 69 alignment, including three single-span bridges 
and one multi-span bridge. These bridges would be removed and replaced.  Two of the existing 
single-span bridges would also be removed and replaced under the eastern and western 
alignments. Additionally, two new bridges would be required along the eastern alignment, both 
of which would be multi-span bridges. The cost of each multi-span bridge on the eastern 
alignment is higher than the cost of the multi-span bridge on the existing MT 69 alignment 
because they are substantially longer.  The western alignment would require four new multi-span 
bridges in order to span several deep ravines.  
 
The Miscellaneous category is estimated to be up to 25 percent for this project because of the 
potential for unknown factors.  It includes items such as: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Several cost categories are calculated as percentages of construction, including the mobilization 
and miscellaneous categories. Additionally, the Planning/Survey/Design, Traffic Control, 
Construction Contingencies, and Construction Management categories were calculated as 
percentages of the respective subtotals noted in Table 8.3. These categories were calculated 
using the same percentage factors for each alternative, with the exception of Traffic Control. A 

 Mail boxes 

 Slope treatment 

 Watering 

 Ditch or channel excavation 

 Shoring, cribbing, or extra excavation 

 Asphalt for tack coat 

 Incidental asphalt concrete pavement 

 Unsuitable excavation 

 Temporary striping 

 Temporary water pollution/erosion control 
 

 Sawcutting pavement 

 Fence replacement 

 Riprap 

 Public relations 

 Topsoil 

 Traffic gravel 

 Seal coat 

 Guardrail 

 Cattle guards 

 Noxious weed control 
 



 

 

smaller percentage was used to calculate Traffic Control for the eastern and western alignments 
due to the fact that these could be constructed while the majority of traffic remained on the 
existing MT 69 alignment. Reconstruction along MT 69 would require substantial traffic control 
and/or a detour route. The Planning/Survey/Design category does not include the cost of 
environmental clearance documentation. A construction contingency of 25 percent, the 
maximum amount recommended by MDT’s cost estimation guidelines, was chosen because of 
the potential for higher cost of right-of-way acquisition in this area than estimated due to lack of 
landowner support for the project as well as rapid increases in land values in Montana, and what 
is considered to be a high potential for unknown factors due to the controversial nature of the 
project. 
 
A larger amount of right-of-way would be required for the eastern alignment in comparison to 
the existing alignment mainly because the eastern alignment would involve an almost entirely 
new alignment between MP 31.8 and 35.7. There are portions of this alignment that parallel the 
existing county road. Typically, right-of-way along county roads in Montana consists of a 60-
foot easement, with 30 feet on each side of the center line. The county road was constructed on 
an easement, and no right-of-way is owned by either Jefferson County or the state along this 
route.  The total right-of-way calculated for the eastern alignment assumes that there is no 
existing county right-of-way owned along the county road.  The western alignment would 
require new right-of-way along its entire length, but would involve substantial rock cuts, where 
right-of-way needs would be lessened due to the steep slope of the cuts.   




